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Abstract
Given the increased range and growing diversity of new devices in terms of, not
only screen size and resolution, but also supported input and output modalities,
it is becoming increasingly difficult for application developers in general and web
developers in particular to create user interfaces that cater for the large variety of
viewing and interaction contexts. In this thesis, we propose lightweight informed
adaptation as a new approach that consists in applying a set of novel contextaware web interface development methods and tools designed with a specific focus
on lightweight mechanisms and crowdsourcing techniques. The goal is to support
the design and development of very flexible, highly adaptive web interfaces that can
dynamically evolve to cater for a much wider range of device characteristics and user
preferences and thus support new adaptation requirements as they emerge. This thesis
provides three major contributions. First, we present crowdsourced adaptation as a
new method that involves end-users in the adaptation process by allowing them to
contribute new web site adaptations for particular use contexts so that existing web
interfaces can adapt to additional viewing and interaction contexts not considered in the
original design. Second, we propose language-integrated context-awareness to support
the development of adaptive web applications with context-aware concepts and multidimensional adaptivity mechanisms at the implementation level. Finally, we develop a
set of adaptivity metrics for assessing the ability of web interfaces to adapt to different
viewing conditions and guiding developers in the design of new adaptations.
We begin by exploring current adaptation scenarios and the required forms of
adaptation specifically for large screens and multi-touch surfaces. These have so far
received relatively little attention in research and web design practice, where the focus
has instead tended to be on desktop-to-mobile migration scenarios and therefore the
adaptation to smaller screen sizes. In a first experiment, we develop an adaptive layout
template based on new features of HTML5 and CSS3 with support for adaptive text
and media, multi-column layout and automatic content pagination. When applied
to an example news web site and tested in widescreen environments, our adaptive
layout solutions provided a better user experience in terms of reading comfort and
efficiency compared to the original design. In a second step, we experiment with multiple
adaptation levels for an existing web interface to support basic touch enhancements and
richer multi-touch interactions. Based on this experiment, we develop a lightweight
web toolkit that adopts modern web programming paradigms and extends them to
supporting multi-touch interaction within web applications. We evaluate the framework
along a set of applications for picture tagging, editing and publishing tasks known from
modern Web 2.0 sites such as Facebook and Flickr that we created as examples of a
new generation of multi-touch web interfaces.
To support developers in catering for a much wider range of use contexts to
i
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which applications can adapt, we have investigated a crowdsourcing approach and
developed a new method of complementing developer-specified adaptations with enduser contributions. Based on a scalable architecture and platform for sharing adapted
web interfaces with other users in matching contexts, the thesis explores both explicit
and implicit crowdsourcing techniques for two implementations of the approach. The
first technique is based on direct manipulation tools designed for end-users to adapt
the rendered interface directly in the browser, while the second introduces new
input tracking methods to detect and locate potential design issues based on crowd
performance data, which can then also be used to specify the adaptation rules and
counteract accordingly. For the evaluation of our crowdsourced adaptation approach,
we have again focused on the two main adaptation scenarios explored in the thesis, i.e.
large display and touch interaction contexts. We present the results of both technical
and user evaluations when applying the new crowdsourcing techniques to two existing
web sites and synthesising the results of larger groups of users.
Our investigations have used a two-step approach to the technical challenges of
adapting web interfaces to different contexts of use—first using only native web
technologies to explore current support and the limitations of this approach and then
developing complementary techniques and flexible context-adaptive mechanisms to
alleviate the shortcomings and extend the capabilities. As a result, we have found
that solutions, which previously required complex models and interface generation
approaches, can now be achieved using more lightweight, client-side adaptation
techniques based on native browser support. However, many of the new techniques
are also more specialised and therefore often limited in their scope and support for
more general aspects of context-awareness. We propose language-integrated contextawareness to incorporate context-aware concepts and adaptivity mechanisms with
existing languages so that adaptive behaviour can dynamically evolve to enable new
adaptation scenarios. The thesis presents a formalisation of the concepts and models
behind the language components as well as a proof-of-concept implementation. Further,
the use of such an extended context-aware language is demonstrated along two examples
that address the current situation of many web site providers. The first uses the
language constructs to systematically extend an existing web site for new adaptation
scenarios without the need to modify any existing parts of the application. In the
second example, we investigate how separate desktop and mobile implementations of an
existing application can be reengineered and combined into a single, context-aware web
application. In addition, the thesis presents a set of developer tools with comprehensive
design and run-time support for the authoring and, in particular, the testing of highly
adaptive web applications, a requirement that has not been addressed so far.
Finally, based on an empirical study of the status-quo of common web site layouts
and how they adapt at larger viewing sizes, we identify the key design problems and
develop a set of metrics and a visual tool for web developers to assess and improve the
presentation of content with respect to different viewing conditions. We show how the
metrics can be used to detect design problems and inform the design of new adaptive
features, as well as conducting an analysis of our solutions based on lightweight informed
adaptation in terms of the metrics.
The thesis concludes with a comparison and discussion of the potential of the
proposed crowdsourcing and developer-driven methods and how they could be used
in combination to cater for a wide variety of devices and individual user preferences.

Zusammenfassung
Software-Entwickler im Allgemeinen und Web-Entwickler im Speziellen sehen sich einer
immer grösser werdenden Breite und Vielfalt an neuen Ein- und Ausgabegeräten
gegenüber, die sich nicht nur im Hinblick auf die Bildschirmgrösse und -auflösung
sondern auch in den unterstützten Modalitäten unterscheiden. Es wird daher immer
schwieriger Benutzerschnittstellen zu erstellen, die sich an die vielen verschiedenen
Darstellungs- und Interaktionskontexte anpassen können. In dieser Dissertation stellen
wir einen neuen Adaptierungsansatz vor, der auf einer Reihe von kontextsensitiven
Entwicklungsmethoden und -werkzeugen für Web-basierte Benutzerschnittstellen aufbaut. Der Schwerpunkt der Arbeit liegt auf der Entwicklung leicht anwendbarer,
durch Crowdsourcing gestützter Techniken mit dem Ziel, die Basis für die Konzeption
und Realisierung von sehr flexiblen, hoch adaptiven Web-Interfaces zu schaffen,
die sich dynamisch weiterentwickeln und so fortlaufend auf neue Anforderungen
eingehen können. Die vorliegende Arbeit macht drei wichtige wissenschaftliche
Beiträge. Zunächst präsentieren wir eine neue, auf Crowdsourcing basierte Methode,
die Endanwender in den Adaptierungsprozess miteinbezieht, um bestehende Webseiten
gemäss der eigenen Bedürfnisse anzupassen und so den ursprünglich angedachten
Nutzungskontext individuell auszubauen. Desweiteren entwickeln wir das Konzept der
Programmiersprachen gestützten Kontextsensitivität, um die Umsetzung von adaptiven
Web-Anwendungen mit kontextabhängigen Konstrukten und mehrdimensionalen Adaptierungsmechanismen auf Programmierebene zu ermöglichen. Schliesslich erarbeiten wir
eine Reihe von Metriken, um Web-Interfaces im Hinblick auf ihr Anpassungsvermögen in
vielen unterschiedlichen Nutzungskontexten zu untersuchen und somit Web-Entwickler
bei der Adaptierung zu unterstützen.
Zu Beginn untersuchen wir aktuelle Szenarien und die erforderlichen Verfahren
insbesondere zur Anpassung von existierenden Webseiten an grosse, hochauflösende
Displays und Multitouch-Interaktionsgeräte. Bislang lag der Fokus der Forschung
auf der Adaptierung an mobile Geräte mit eingeschränkter Peripherie. In einem
ersten Experiment entwickeln wir ein funktionales Web-Layout auf Basis neuer Eigenschaften von HTML5 und CSS3, das Text und grafische Inhalte automatisch an die
Geräteeigenschaften anpasst und in Abhängigkeit von der Anzeigegrösse mehrspaltig
formatiert. Am Beispiel einer bekannten Nachrichten-Webseite zeigen wir auf, dass
unser adaptives Layout eine angenehmere Benutzung im Hinblick auf komfortables
und effizientes Lesen im Vergleich zum ursprünglichen Design gewährleistet. In
einem zweiten Versuch entwerfen wir ein mehrschrittiges Anpassungsverfahren am
Beispiel einer bestehenden Webseite, das sowohl einfache Korrekturen des Designs für
Touch-basierte Eingabe als auch umfangreiche Erweiterungen des Interaktionsmodells
für Multitouch-Unterstützung vorsieht. Dieses Experiment dient auch als Basis
für ein einfach gehaltenes aber erweiterbares Web-Toolkit, das auf modernen Webiii
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Entwicklungsmethoden aufbaut und sie mit neuen Programmierkonzepten erweitert, um
Multitouch-Funktionalitäten in Web-Anwendungen einzubinden. Wir evaluieren unser
Web-Framework entlang einer Reihe von neuen Multitouch-Anwendungen für ImageTagging und einfache Bildverarbeitung. Unsere Beispiele lehnen sich an moderne Web
2.0-Sites wie Facebook und Flickr an und geben somit Richtlinien für die kommende
Generation von Multitouch-Webseiten vor.
Mit dem Ziel, die Web-Entwicklung für ein breites Spektrum an Nutzungskontexten
zu vereinfachen, haben wir eine neue Methode basierend auf einem CrowdsourcingAnsatz entwickelt, die sowohl Entwickler als auch Endanwender miteinbezieht. Aufbauend auf einer skalierbaren Web-Architektur und einer Plattform für die gemeinsame
Verwendung von benutzerdefinierten Web-Interfaces in ähnlichen Nutzungskontexten
stellt diese Arbeit explizite und implizite Crowdsourcing-Techniken vor. Die erste Methode erlaubt es Endanwendern Webseiten direkt im Browser mit Hilfe entsprechender
Design-Werkzeuge anzupassen. Der zweite Ansatz beruht auf einem neuentwickelten Tracking-Verfahren zur Erkennung und Lokalisierung von Interaktionsproblemen. Die dadurch gewonnenen Nutzungsdaten werden anhand einfacher Metriken
analysiert und dienen Web-Entwicklern somit als Basis für neue Adaptierungen. Wir
haben unseren Crowdsourcing-Ansatz für die beiden, im Fokus der Arbeit stehenden
Betrachtungs- und Interaktionsszenarien untersucht und präsentieren die Ergebnisse
unserer Crowdsourcing-Studien für zwei bekannte Websites. Dabei umfasst unsere
Auswertung sowohl technische Aspekte als auch Nutzerkriterien im Hinblick auf die
Anwendung der neuen Techniken.
Um die technischen Schwierigkeiten der Adaptierung von Web-Interfaces in unterschiedlichen Nutzungskontexten systematisch anzugehen, haben wir zwei wesentliche
Schritte unternommen. Zunächst haben sich unsere Experimente auf native WebTechnologien beschränkt, um die Mächtigkeit, aber auch die Grenzen dieses Ansatzes
herauszuarbeiten. In einem zweiten Schritt haben wir darüber hinausgehende Techniken
und flexible, kontextadaptive Mechanismen entwickelt, um das Anpassungsvermögen
zu erweitern. Wir haben festgestellt, dass Lösungen, die bisher komplexe Modelle
und Verfahren zur Benutzerschnittstellen-Generierung erforderlich machten, nun mit
Hilfe einfacher, Client-seitiger Adaptierungstechniken auf Basis neuer Webtechnologien
möglich sind. Allerdings sind viele der neuen Methoden auch viel spezialisierter
und deshalb oft in ihrer Tragweite eingeschränkt. Wir haben daher kontextbezogene
Konzepte und Anpassungsmechanismen entwickelt, die sich mit aktuellen InterfaceBeschreibungssprachen so verbinden lassen, dass die Adaptivität in neuen Nutzungskontexten dynamisch ausgebaut werden kann. Die vorliegende Arbeit stellt eine Formalisierung der Konzepte und Modelle hinter den sprachlichen Komponenten sowie eine
erste Implementierung vor. Ferner machen wir den Nutzen einer insoweit erweiterten,
kontextsensitiven Sprache an zwei Beispielen deutlich, welche die aktuelle Problematik
im Webbereich angehen. Im ersten Fall nutzen wir die Sprache, um eine vorhandene
Website systematisch zu erweitern und so einen neuen Nutzungskontext zu unterstützen
ohne die vorhandene Web-Anwendung wesentlich zu modifizieren. Im zweiten Beispiel
untersuchen wir, wie separate Implementierungen einer bestehenden Anwendung für
Desktop-Plattformen und mobile Geräte in einer einzigen kontextsensitiven WebAnwendung kombiniert und integriert werden können. Darüber hinaus stellen wir
eine Reihe von Entwicklungswerkzeugen mit umfangreicher Unterstützung für die
Konzeption und Umsetzung von flexiblen Web-Interfaces vor. Insbesondere widmen
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wir uns der Evaluierung von hoch adaptiven Web-Anwendungen, da dies als neue
Herausforderung gilt.
Zuletzt erarbeiten wir eine Reihe von Metriken auf Basis einer empirischen Untersuchung typischer Website-Layouts und wie sie sich unter verschiedenen Nutzungsbedingungen verhalten. Dazu präsentieren wir ein visuelles Programmierwerkzeug
zur Analyse und Optimierung der Darstellung von Web-Inhalten in Abhängigkeit des
Nutzungskontexts. Wir führen zudem vor, wie sich die Metriken zur Bestimmung
von Designproblemen und der Entwicklung neuer Adaptierungen anwenden lassen und
nutzen sie auch zur Auswertung der erzielten Ergebnisse.
Abschliessend ziehen wir den Vergleich zwischen den verschiedenen auf Crowdsourcing basierten und für Entwickler bestimmten Methoden, die aus dieser Arbeit
hervorgehen. Wir diskutieren das Potenzial unseres neuen Ansatzes und sprechen auch
an, wie sich die einzelnen Techniken kombinieren lassen, um Web-Anwendungen für
höchst unterschiedliche Nutzungskontexte zu entwickeln.
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Introduction

Application developers in general and web site providers in particular currently have to
deal with the increased range of new devices and diversity of interface characteristics,
not only in terms of screen size and resolution, but also supported input and output
modalities. For example, the term “mobile” has traditionally been used to refer to
small-form factor, handheld devices such as mobile phones and PDAs with limited
screen size and processing power [3, 28, 105, 194]. However, nowadays, this includes a
whole new generation of smartphones and tablet computers, such as the iPhone or iPad,
that are becoming more and more powerful and commonly provide touch, gesture-based
input and other advanced sensing techniques [94]. There are also new kinds of mediumsize devices, such as notebooks with support for slate mode, booklets and convertibles,
that are often hybrid solutions, but still primarily designed for mobile settings. It is
frequently the case that, as well as supporting traditional mouse and keyboard input,
they increasingly provide support for an even richer combination of touch, pen and
gesture-based input. Looking at the other end of the spectrum, even the term “desktop”
may nowadays refer to a wide range of devices with a strong trend towards large,
wide-format screens, and there is growing interest in physically much larger, very highresolution display environments [44]. In addition, research has also suggested extensions
of the desktop paradigm, e.g. [186, 192], towards what has emerged as the “tabletop”.
Many new kinds of large interactive surfaces, such as MERL’s DiamondTouch [54],
Perceptive Pixel’s FTIR displays [86] or the Microsoft Surface1 tabletop computer have
been developed and are now becoming commonplace in offices, public spaces and at
home. Figure 1.1 illustrates the range and diversity by showing examples of some
of the new devices released in 2011 alone. With very small touchscreens [7], paperlike interfaces [85] and different types of deformable devices [175], recent research has
continued to explore new kinds of interaction techniques and is constantly pushing
forward both input and output technologies. We can therefore expect an even greater
diversification in terms of device characteristics over the coming years.
1
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Proliferation of new touch devices

1.1. Motivation

3

Adaptive interfaces have been proposed as a means to support individual user
preferences and different use contexts in applications with several proposals dating
back to the 1980s. They have since then remained a popular topic in different
research disciplines ranging from intelligent user interfaces in HCI to web engineering.
Particularly in web engineering, considerable efforts have been made to uniformly
address the requirements of context-awareness and adaptivity in the design and
implementation of web sites and applications [176]. However, the rapidly evolving
device landscape poses two significant problems to existing approaches. First, many
established techniques are ill-suited to the increasing diversity of devices because
they require a number of additional design processes and modelling steps before web
interfaces can be adapted. Second, the new generation of web development platforms
and technologies underlying these devices as well as recent web standards HTML5,
CSS3 and frameworks like jQuery2 have considerably changed the way in which web
applications are implemented nowadays. Both these developments require new methods
and tools for the adaptation to different contexts.
This thesis investigates novel ways of supporting developers in the design and
specification of adaptive web interfaces that can evolve dynamically as new adaptation
requirements emerge. We draw from the existing works on adaptable, adaptive and
mixed-initiative approaches to graphical user interfaces, e.g. [26, 69, 131, 151], but
will specifically look at the situation in web engineering. We highlight that previous
research has primarily focused on desktop-to-mobile adaptation scenarios and, while
rethinking well-established design strategies such as graceful degradation [64], we argue
that new approaches are required to deal with the fact that today’s browsing device
landscape spans a much wider spectrum that cannot be partitioned in a linear manner.
As a possible solution with more potential to scale, we investigate our new idea of a
crowdsourcing approach to context-adaptive web interfaces. The goal is to involve endusers in the adaptation process by crowdsourcing adaptations suitable to their particular
use contexts and to share and apply these in similar settings, while still leaving control
with the developer. The results of initial studies carried out using the new methods
and techniques presented in this thesis suggest that they could lead to very flexible web
interfaces and therefore support, not only current, but also future adaptation scenarios
that the majority of approaches fail to even consider.

1.1

Motivation

The general motivation behind this thesis is the given lack of adaptivity in many web
interfaces despite the range and diversity of use contexts in which they are viewed and
executed nowadays. Figure 1.2 illustrates several different issues on larger screens as
one example of a setting that is increasingly common, but still insufficiently supported
by the majority of web page designs. For example, it is often the case that background
rather than content fills large portions of the screen in fixed layout (Figures 1.2a
and 1.2b) or that the text fills the entire screen in fluid layout (Figure 1.2c). Still
often it can also happen that a web site’s appearance is negatively impacted because
larger screen contexts were not even considered by the designers (Figure 1.2d). Our
overall goal is to support developers in the design and implementation of more flexible
2
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web interfaces by providing a set of technical tools to cater especially for the increased
proliferation of new devices.
Looking at the existing research on context-aware and adaptive web applications,
the focus has often been on developing new methods [34, 48, 93, 97], models [30, 164]
and languages [76, 92, 118, 167] rather than trying to leverage existing ones. Many
different approaches have emerged specifically in web engineering with the common
goal of providing comprehensive methods and techniques that allow applications to be
developed in a systematic way, not only for multiple devices and different modalities, but
also with support for personalisation, internationalisation and location-awareness [176].
For the specification of adaptation operations, mainly two approaches are popular: rulebased approaches following the Event-Condition-Action paradigm [35, 47] and aspectoriented techniques [11, 157] that promote the use of aspects to achieve a systematic
separation of general system functionality and context-aware adaptation. A number
of different languages for the specification of adaptive behaviour have been proposed,
e.g. [31, 78]. However, in these languages, adaptation rules are typically defined in
an if-then-else manner using conditional statements, which can become quite difficult
with larger context models. Also, more generally, the emphasis in web engineering
research has often been on the technical aspects and the design of models. As a result,
approaches have typically been argued to be more powerful the more different aspects
of context-awareness can be expressed, rather than putting the emphasis on the design
and the required forms of adaptation for particular settings.
A second stream of research on model-based user interfaces has primarily looked
at designing suitable abstraction levels [30] and logical descriptions [137, 165] for
defining the interface in an abstract way to then generate the concrete and final
interfaces adapted for different client contexts. To achieve this, they typically involve a
number of additional design processes and modelling steps, such as task or domain
modelling [161], which again require special tools and user interface description
languages. In consequence, a diversity of languages have been proposed [76], most
of which follow a common model of abstraction layers as proposed in [30], but use
different vocabulary to specify the appearance of the user interface in a device and
modality-independent way. However, in web design practice, the top-down approach
starting from the abstract interface does not seem practical for many developers and
designers that typically tend to directly start with various prototypes of the final user
interface for a concrete setting. Given the relatively “high threshold of use” due to
proprietary languages and tools for specifying the models and the “low ceiling” in terms
of the interfaces that can be automatically generated, model-based approaches have
often been criticised [138]. Some researchers have therefore argued for new directions
and a more natural model-driven development approach so that end-users may also be
able to participate in the design process [161], but efforts to achieve this goal are still
limited [163].
In addition, many of the proposed techniques are less likely to scale with the rapidly
evolving range of new devices. For example, for the recently released touch devices
shown in Figure 1.1, it is required to build on a range of different software development
kits, e.g. iOS or Android SDKs for the smartphones and tablet computers powered
by these platforms. However, the code generation techniques promoted by modeldriven approaches often lag behind and do not allow for easy integration with the latest
implementation platforms and technologies. Moreover, there is also a newer generation

(d) CHI conference site

(c) Wikipedia article

Figure 1.2: Example web sites viewed in large-screen contexts

(b) Volkswagen homepage

(a) CNN article
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of platforms and frameworks, e.g. Silverlight3 , JavaFX4 and AIR5 , that have been
specifically designed to support multiple run-time environments. The supported target
platforms often range from native web and mobile applications to desktop solutions
that can even run outside the browser. Finally, the latest web standards, HTML5
and CSS3, increasingly play a role since they provide new features for client-side
adaptation and hence the potential for new approaches such as the ones presented
in this thesis. For example, HTML5 is already used at the core of many new multidevice frameworks such as PhoneGap6 or Joshfire7 . Morover, CSS3 media queries8
offer a simple way of specifying alternative designs with respect to different device
and media features. Media queries have provided the basis for CSS grid systems like
Twitter’s Bootstrap9 and fostered the recent trend towards responsive web design [126].
Many of these new approaches and technologies may therefore carry the potential of
providing more lightweight and elegant solutions to supporting multiple viewing and
interaction contexts, but, in comparison with some of the model-based approaches,
they only provide a limited notion of context-awareness. In particular, the underlying
languages often lack common concepts and vocabulary, let alone a unified method, for
adaptation to different contexts and a wider range of devices.
When it comes to the authoring for multiple devices and different adaptation
techniques, four approaches are generally distinguished: device-specific authoring ,
multi-device authoring , automatic re-authoring and client-side navigation [16]. In device-specific authoring, interfaces are designed for a specific device
or a certain range of similar devices only. This technique is often argued to achieve the
“best-looking results”, but also to be very limited with less potential to scale [16].
Nevertheless, it has recently become a popular method for the new generation of
touchphones and tablet computers and has been promoted by vendors through the
support for hosting and distribution via online app stores where users can browse and
download new applications on their devices. However, given the variety of mobile device
platforms and also many differences between vendors, following this model, not only
requires a wide range of skill sets due to different programming languages and software
development kits, but is also costly especially when it comes to maintaining the resulting
versions of the interface. To show the dimension of this problem, news web sites like
The New York Times currently offer six separate applications for accessing their services
via mobile devices, i.e. for Android, Blackberry, iPhone, iPad, Palm Pre and Windows
Phone10 . This does not even cover the entire range of mobile device platforms, as
the many variations of the Nokia and the new Samsung platforms are currently not
supported. A recent debate of particular interest to this thesis is therefore the one on
native mobile vs. web applications [40]. Proponents of the first see benefits in terms
of performance and interface design, while advocates of the latter argue for reduced
implementation and maintenance cost. Focusing on the design of more lightweight
3
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techniques and advanced final user interfaces while directly building on the web as
a device-independent platform may therefore provide a viable alternative to devicespecific authoring.
In the multi-device authoring approach, typically a wider range of devices is
identified as the target platforms on which a source interface is then mapped using a
well-defined set of transformation steps. Most of the model-based approaches mentioned
previously belong to this category of approaches. The authoring of adaptive and multimodal user interfaces has therefore been the subject of extensive research. While we
have highlighted the shortcomings of model-based techniques, it is also fair to say
that recent work has started to specifically address some of the issues. For example,
the approach promoted by the Gummy design environment [131] could allow designers
to keep their work practices since the goal is to enable the design at the concrete
user interface level from which a more general representation and transformations
are created. However, the techniques have been designed with general graphical user
interfaces in mind and not specifically for web engineering. What currently happens in
web design practice is that developers rather tend to build on the new generation of
web frameworks, such as PhoneGap mentioned earlier, in order to specify an application
using client-side web technologies, HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript, with which developers
are already familiar. In the case of PhoneGap, these specifications are then partly
translated into native code for a wider range of different native platforms as supported
by the framework, while the layout rendering is done via the mobile web browser
embedded in the application. While most of the web frameworks available today focus
on mobile applications, an exception is Joshfire11 , a new framework that also aims to
include other kinds of technologies such as digital TV, but where the development is
still at an early stage.
The third category of automatic re-authoring puts the emphasis on automatic
methods. Most techniques in this category again build on some kind of model
or set of rules based on which layout generation or transcoding techniques can be
defined, but the goal is less to provide support for the authoring. Instead, most
approaches in this category aim at developing intelligent and dynamic transformation
techniques. However, due to the diversity and lack of standards in building web
interfaces, the majority of approaches developed for general web sites are often limited
to only certain types of content or again very specific scenarios such as desktop-tomobile adaptation. Early works include Digestor [16] and Power Browser [28] for the
structural transformation of content based on section headings, as well as reducing
image quality and white space. The proposed layout transformation algorithms focus
on page summarisation [29, 114] or segmentation methods [41, 89] to split the content
and fit it into smaller screens. While most of these approaches used to build on proxybased techniques to intercept the content delivery and inject the adaptations, some
could nowadays be realised directly on the client since client-side technologies have
significantly gained in power and performance over the past few years. On the other
hand, more advanced layout generation approaches to cater for a much wider range of
display contexts, e.g. [69, 101, 151, 174], are typically designed for traditional graphical
user interfaces or require special browser support and substantial server-side processing
which is less feasible in a web context.
11
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Finally, the last class of techniques falls under the category of client-side navigation.
Rather than authoring or automatically transforming web page structure and content as
before, the methods in this category focus on how content is rendered in the browser and
try to compensate by extending the visualisation and interaction methods. In research,
a range of different techniques have been developed over the past decade with the most
prominent examples being based on active outlining [16], fish-eye [8] and thumbnail
views [114]. Again targeted at small displays, there has also been the trend of developing
new interaction methods where WebThumb [194], Collapse-to-Zoom [9], AppLens [105],
ThumbSpace [104] and Shift [188] are among the most popular research examples. Some
of these techniques have made it to products such as the iPhone and iPad which leverage
multi-touch gestures, e.g. for zooming and automatic scaling of the viewport, but this
means that the problem is treated as a matter of input technique rather than an interface
design issue and also requires user intervention. As a result, client-side navigation
techniques should be considered tools enabling the adaptation rather than adaptation
methods or technologies per se, also because the proposed solutions and underlying
concepts are often either too general to support application-specific requirements or
too narrow to be reused in other adaptation scenarios.

1.2

Challenges

From this brief review, three major challenges become evident. First, the focus has
generally been on adapting web content to smaller, often more limited device contexts,
leaving the adaptation to other kinds of devices relatively unexplored. Clearly, this
raises the question of whether existing adaptation techniques are adequate and where
we would need new mechanisms. Second, we have identified a major gap between the
conceptual approaches to context-aware and adaptive interfaces promoted in research
and the support available in modern web technologies and languages often used in
practice. Last but not least, the increased range and diversity of new devices makes
it difficult to apply existing approaches to provide new adaptations in a responsive
manner. We note that, in particular, the proliferation of different devices used for
accessing applications and services on the web has also been recognised as a problem
by other researchers and has as well become the subject of several recent large-scale EU
funded projects, notably Serenoa12 for context-sensitive service front-ends and webinos13
for web applications used and shared across devices.
The previous focus on desktop-to-mobile adaptation also reflects in popular design
strategies such as graceful degradation and progressive enhancement, which are
therefore not easily applied to other adaptation scenarios. The first is well established
in research [64] and the second, reportedly coined by Steven Champeon in 200314 ,
has been explored in a project recently reported in research [193]. It is currently
being picked up again as part of the webinos project mentioned above [51, 52]. Both
strategies aim at a layered approach towards multi-device authoring by adding either
more or fewer layers designed for more or less advanced devices in terms of their
screen size, input methods and other supported capabilities. Both also follow the well12
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established separation of concerns in web engineering by distinguishing the different
levels of content, navigation and presentation typically using rule-based approaches
for selecting appropriate layers. The main difference is that the graceful degradation
approach starts from a user interface designed for the less constrained platform [64],
removing features if the particular device in use does not provide the required support,
while progressive enhancement adds layers to the core interface designed for the “lowest
common denominator” [52]. Both strategies have therefore in common the fact that
they try to divide the device landscape into linear partitions, but start at opposite
ends of the spectrum. However, as we already pointed out, this becomes less feasible
the wider the range of considered devices and platforms. The most recent trend is
therefore responsive web design [126] originally introduced in an article by Ethan
Marcotte15 . Responsive web design means to build the layout of the web interface on
fluid grids that can dynamically adapt to the viewing environment. Similar to some of
the techniques presented in this thesis, the technical solution is based on CSS3 media
queries, but the focus is on promoting a design philosophy, which would consequently
require a redesign of existing web interfaces to follow the new guidelines, rather than
an adaptation strategy which is the focus of this thesis.
As a first step towards new adaptation approaches, this thesis will specifically look at
two new adaptation scenarios, namely the adaptation to larger screens and multi-touch
interaction contexts. The adaptation to larger screens is an issue that has almost gone
unnoticed in research. Similar to [80], we argue that it is necessary to provide effective
screen layouts that make appropriate use of the higher amount of space available on
large displays. We refer to this as the efficient ’upscaling’ of content not to waste
valuable screen real estate and force unnecessary scrolling as is currently the case with
the majority of web sites that still use a mostly vertical flow of the layout at a fixed
width [144]. Given the proliferation of new touch devices, we also study appropriate
behaviour of web interfaces on the new kinds of interactive surfaces. Required for this is
the adaptation of the underlying interaction model, which has previously been tackled
mostly from a technical perspective to see how this could be expressed in models and
languages, but less from a web design perspective to determine the transformation steps
necessary in practice. This thesis will therefore explore the adaptation to touch and
multi-touch as a two-fold design problem, i.e. in terms of the language and framework
support as well as from the actual design perspective.
Associated with the first and the second challenge is the gap between the conceptual
approaches promoted in research and the technical support in state-of-the-art languages
and frameworks. One way to address the varying support for context-awareness at the
language level could be to design a domain-specific language capable of integrating
existing approaches and implementation platforms. However, our idea is not to present
“yet another user interface description language”, but rather to leverage established
languages like HTML, CSS and JavaScript already familiar to developers. The goal
is to enhance existing languages with a comprehensive set of context-aware concepts
and adaptivity mechanisms that can be shared between these languages and reused
in applications. Since one of the problems of current techniques is the design or
technical overhead involved, we specifically seek to explore more lightweight approaches
to adaptive web interfaces that can dynamically be extended to address new adaptation
15
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scenarios. In an effort to support developers not only from the technical side and at
the implementation level, we aim to develop mechanisms whereby crowdsourcing can be
integrated into existing web interfaces in order to collectively solve the lack of adaptivity
with respect to different device and user contexts through end-user contributions.
Crowdsourcing has become a popular technique for activating user communities
and allowing them to contribute their experience and knowledge [98]. This is generally
done in the form of an open call and often by turning users into developers [108].
Crowdsourcing and especially human computation have recently received increasing
attention in the HCI community as vital tools for solving problems through user
participation that algorithms cannot solve alone [169]. We believe that the design
and specification of context-adaptive behaviour is one such problem given the variety
of devices and use contexts that need to be supported nowadays. Prior work has
tended to focus on paid micro-task crowdsourcing markets such as Amazon Mechanical
Turk16 to investigate the performance of crowds with respect to motivation and financial
incentives [128] as well as overall task design [123], which are still major challenges.
Experiments on Mechanical Turk have already established that crowdsourcing can
be a viable tool, e.g. to assess visualisation design [90] and also to produce design
critiques [197]. We want to build on these results, but also want to go beyond assessment
using crowds, by letting end-users take an active part in the adaptation process and
contribute with new and improved interface designs that better adapt to their context.
While building on paid crowds using services like Mechanical Turk could provide a
potential solution, our particular goal is to leverage existing web site communities and
rely on implicit work for which we present two approaches. In the first approach,
we build on frequent visitors and power users who may have a strong interest in
customising the web interface to better adapt to their use contexts, and what to them
may seem like a personalisation of the interface will in fact describe an adaptation for a
particular use context when it is shared with the crowd. The second approach builds on
automatic instrumentations of the web interface to track user interactions, then giving
control to designers to specify the adaptation rules based on a set of metrics and crowd
performance data. We will demonstrate how the proposed crowdsourcing techniques
can be particularly useful for adaptation scenarios that developers did not specifically
cater for in the original design.
In summary, there are two research questions at the core of this thesis, the first of
which also addresses the need to explore current adaptation scenarios that have received
little attention so far.

- What characterises lightweight adaptation of existing web interfaces, and how
can we support developers in the design and implementation of adaptations for
new forms of displays and interactive surfaces?
- How can we involve the crowd in the adaptation process and let end-users
contribute to informed adaptation of web interfaces, and what crowdsourcing
techniques are required for such a mixed-initiative approach?
16
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Contributions of this Thesis

The contributions of this thesis revolve around our new proposal for lightweight
informed adaptation. This adaptation approach is enabled by two techniques that
will be presented in turn. The first is crowdsourced adaptation based on new tools and
architectural support for crowdsourcing mechanisms to be embedded in the interface in
order to involve end-users in the adaptation process. The second promotes languageintegrated context-awareness to provide context-sensitive constructs and adaptivity
mechanisms at the implementation level with the goal of supporting developers in the
specification of adaptive behaviour for multiple different use contexts. Lightweight
informed adaptation therefore aims at creating adaptive web interfaces that can evolve
dynamically as new adaptation requirements emerge by building on a combination of
flexible context-adaptive mechanisms and techniques for crowdsourced adaptation to
cater for additional use contexts.
As the first contribution, we investigate our idea of complementing developerspecified adaptations with end-user contributions through a set of new techniques for
crowdsourced adaptation. The goal is to increase the degree of adaptivity by calling
on the crowd and hence involving many users and different devices in the adaptation
process. At the same time, in using a crowdsourcing approach, we aim to improve
the quality of adaptations by sharing the control over the adaptation process between
developers and users. To this end, the thesis presents an initial set of adaptation
operations as well as a crowdsourcing model and architecture designed to support the
dynamic definition and deployment of new—and in this way—informed adaptations in a
safe and efficient manner. We focus on two context-aware web site tools, CrowdAdapt
and CrowdTouch, that we developed based on these building blocks using different
approaches to support explicit or implicit crowdsourced adaptation of existing web
interfaces. We report on both the technical challenges of developing these tools as well as
the results of our crowdsourcing studies for two representative web interfaces concerning
the adaptation to large, high-resolution displays and the adaptation to mobile touch
devices as two examples of novel viewing and interaction contexts for web applications.
As the second contribution, the thesis proposes language-integrated contextawareness with the goal of complementing existing web languages with support for
adaptivity. We present Extensible Context-Aware Markup Language (XCML) as a first
approach that integrates context-aware concepts and adaptivity mechanisms in XMLbased markup languages. We build on a context matching approach developed in
previous work and extend it with new techniques that, together with a finer granularity
of the context representation used in XCML, distinguish our approach from others.
In addition, we present a possible execution environment in the form of a platform
and a set of developer tools that facilitate, not only the authoring, but also the often
cumbersome debugging and testing of context-aware and adaptive applications, which
is a requirement that has not been addressed so far. Finally, we present two experiments
that show how XCML can be used to enhance existing web platforms and technologies
with context-aware constructs and adaptivity mechanisms and to extend existing web
applications with support for new adaptation scenarios.
Similar to XCML in terms of the idea of integrating context-aware concepts into
existing languages, but specifically designed for multi-touch web interface development,
we also present jQMultiTouch. jQMultiTouch builds from the popular jQuery
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JavaScript library for client-side scripting and is similar to jQuery, not only in terms
of the idea of providing a lightweight and general framework, but also because it aims
to provide a general method for the specification of adaptive touch behaviour despite
considerable differences in the touch event models and techniques used, for example,
to detect and handle the orientation of mobile devices. To achieve this, jQMultiTouch
provides new language constructs designed to simplify the definition of gesture-based
interactions as well as the evaluation of multi-touch event streams and to specify
associated behaviour. We present three applications based on the framework in more
detail and also discuss topics of scalability, portability and extensibility.
As the third contribution, we propose a set of adaptivity metrics and a visual tool,
jQMetrics, designed to detect design problems in specific viewing conditions and guide
developers in the adaptation process. We will show several examples of how jQMetrics
can be used to identify the required forms of adaptation and improve the design and
layout of web interfaces. In particular, we will examine some of our experiments in
more detail and analyse the web interfaces before and after the adaptation.

1.4

Thesis Overview

We begin in Chapter 2 by looking at different aspects of context-awareness and
approaches to supporting adaptivity in applications. We then characterise the methods
and techniques for context-adaptive user interfaces proposed in research. In particular,
our review of existing web engineering approaches highlights various shortcomings
related to current web design practice and the need for more lightweight development
methods to cater for the increased diversity of browsing clients and devices in a
responsive manner. Since one of the three core contributions of the thesis is the
crowdsourced adaptation approach, the focus of our review will then shift towards the
evolving research on crowdsourcing in order to set the context for the new techniques
presented in this thesis.
Chapter 3 presents two experiments that we conducted to investigate the adaptation
of existing web interfaces for large-screen and multi-touch interaction contexts. The
experiments show how client-side adaptation techniques based on HTML, CSS and
JavaScript provide a lightweight, yet flexible, solution, but also demonstrate some of
the major challenges. This leads to the core ideas behind this work and our proposal for
lightweight informed adaptation. The remainder of the thesis will then focus on
the proposed mechanisms and technical tools, discussing them in more detail, as well
as showing how they could support developers in building very flexible, highly adaptive
web interfaces focusing on the adaptation to large screens and multi-touch devices as
two examples of current adaptation scenarios. Figure 1.3 illustrates the structure of the
thesis and summarises the main contents of each chapter.
Chapter 4 starts by presenting architectural support and a crowdsourcing architecture for the dynamic definition and deployment of crowdsourced adaptations. The two
context-aware web site tools built for this purpose, CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch, will
be presented in more detail, as well as discussing the differences in each approach. The
chapter concludes with a discussion of both technical and design challenges and the
results of several crowdsourced adaptation experiments and user studies we conducted
for two existing web sites.
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Chapters 5 and 6 present two approaches to language-integrated context-awareness
using XCML and jQMultiTouch as examples. The focus of the presentation is on the
proposed language constructs and supported adaptivity mechanisms. We also discuss
the execution environments together with authoring and debugging tools in more detail.
Each chapter concludes with two use cases, first demonstrating how XCML can be used
in existing web applications to cater for new adaptation scenarios without the need for
major changes, and then how jQMultiTouch provides a uniform method for defining
adaptations of existing web interfaces specifically for touch and multi-touch.
In Chapter 7, we present a formalisation of the adaptivity metrics and an operationalisation in the form of a developer tool, jQMetrics, for assessing the presentation of
content and providing design feedback. We use the metrics to investigate some of our
experiment results in more detail by comparing the measurements we obtained before
and after the adaptation to the respective contexts. While the metrics were originally
designed for addressing large-screen adaptation scenarios, we also discuss how they
could be extended for other use contexts.
Finally, Chapter 8 opens with a quick review of the contributions of this thesis
before discussing the strengths of each approach in turn and the potential of combining
them to cater for a wide variety of devices and platforms as well as individual user
preferences. The thesis concludes with future work and potentially interesting research
directions.
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Chapter 3:
First experiments leading to the
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Chapter 4:
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web interface development
Revisiting previous experiments
Chapter 7:
Deriving a set of text-centric layout metrics
Final evaluations of the experiments
based on the proposed metrics

Figure 1.3: Thesis outline and summary

2

Background

This thesis builds on prior work on context-aware and adaptive user interfaces in HCI
as well as web engineering. In contrast to many existing surveys that tend to limit
themselves to approaches popular in one of these disciplines (cf. Paternò et al. [165]
and Schwinger et al. [176]), the following review aims to give a more comprehensive
overview by covering interesting techniques from both disciplines. This is important
since these have so far been treated as two separate, previously unrelated streams of
research even though they share many concerns due to similar goals.
We begin in Section 2.1 by presenting the different forms of context and adaptation
as well as giving a first overview of the different methods from context to adaptation
proposed in the literature. This is followed by a thorough review of existing approaches
and techniques for context-aware and adaptive interfaces in Section 2.2. Finally, we
characterise the different perspectives on crowdsourcing and cover existing research in
Section 2.3, while concluding remarks are given in Section 2.4.

2.1

Context-Awareness and Adaptivity

The requirement for user interfaces to be customisable and able to adjust to different
viewing situations and interaction contexts as well as individual user requirements
has been well-established in research. The technical terms, personalisation,
customisation and adaptation, are often used interchangeably to describe the
general ability of interfaces to accommodate different kinds of settings. However, the
employed techniques have different emphasis due to different goals and so range from
rather manual methods, which involve users more or less directly, to fully automatic
ones that try to learn from a user’s activity and behaviour.
In this section, we start the survey by characterising the different forms of
context and adaptation. We then provide an overview of the commonly distinguished
approaches from context to adaptation, before discussing the underlying techniques—
and where they differ—in more detail in the following sections.
15
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Forms of Context Based on two surveys of research in the hypermedia community,
Brusilovsky [23, 24] argues that, in general, context information from three different
dimensions are relevant and need to be distinguished: user data, usage data and
environment data. They are characterised as follows.
- User data is defined in terms of various personal characteristics such as
preferences, skills and abilities. Another important characteristic is the user’s
interest that may define long-term learning goals or short-term search goals.
Individual traits such as personality factors, cognitive factors and learning styles
may also be modelled since, similar to a user’s background, they form the more
stable user features. However, these are generally not easily collected.
- Usage data comprises information about a user’s interaction with the system
that cannot be directly derived or predicted based on user modelling techniques
or an analysis of user characteristics. From observed or recorded interactions,
the system may generalise certain usage patterns in the form of typical action
sequences, as well as determining overall and more fine-grained usage frequency.
- Environment data includes all aspects of a user’s environment not directly
related to the user, e.g. a user’s location or the platform. User location can mean
the location of the user in the real world, e.g. tracked based on the device location
using GPS, or, more specifically, the location of the user relative to the device by
taking into account the distance, direction of sight and movements. The platform
includes the hardware, software and network bandwidth typically considered as
constraining factors for selecting the appropriate media (e.g. image vs. video).
From the two surveys by Brusilovsky [23, 24], it becomes evident that the focus
of most approaches in this domain is on features of the user entity, as all context
information is essentially used to build a better model of the user. Given that much of
the work in the hypermedia community investigates tutoring and recommender systems,
this is not too surprising. As a result, adaptive hypermedia techniques often tend to
argue for the user context—described by user and usage data—as the primary source
of adaptation.
Another stream of research on model-based user interfaces shift the emphasis
towards the context of use, which is primarily determined by what Brusilovsky [24]
characterises as environment data. Much of the work in this area builds on the unifying
reference framework presented by Calvary et al. [30]. In this framework, the device—
expressed in terms of a specific hardware and software configuration—as well as the
physical environment together with a stereotypical model of the user form the three
classes of entities that determine the context in which an interactive system is used.
Here, the user is often described in terms of the human information-processor model, i.e.
by a set of characteristics concerning the perceptual, cognitive and motor capacities, to
identify abilities—or disabilities—and select appropriate input and output modalities.
The device is described as a set of resources that include, not only low-level aspects
such as the operating system, processor speed, memory size and network bandwidth, but
also the types of available input and output modalities, as well as their dimensions and
resolution. Furthermore, modelling the physical environment helps to build additional
design and technical constraints. For example, surrounding noise and lighting conditions
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may have an impact on the user’s perception of audio and visual feedback provided by
the system. While an accurate representation of the environment may still be feasible
when designing for fixed locations, building a successful model becomes much more
difficult for mobile applications. However, given that many new sensing techniques,
such as proximity range, accelerometer and tilt sensors [94], have recently become
mainstream on mobile devices and are increasingly available from within web browsers,
web applications can start to make use of them and treat sensor data as additional
input for improving the interaction with respect to the use context.
There are additional factors that make the design of context-aware systems generally
a challenge. For example, it is important to emphasise that context information may
well be static, but is often dynamic and therefore likely to change over time. This is,
first of all, difficult to monitor, but also difficult for applications to adjust accordingly
if not anticipated in their design. Calvary et al. [30] distinguish between predictive
contexts of use that are known at design-time and the effective contexts of
use that can only be determined at run-time, and which may differ. Indeed, even
if the context model of an application captures all the involved entities well, the actual
context information may not be sufficiently accurate, or, in many situations, not even
available. For example, the availability of location depends on the types of sensing
techniques supported by the devices in use, as well as their precision and quality.
Similarly, network connectivity may not be given at all times and especially not in
all locations. Consequently, also the context-awareness of a system must be dynamic:
an application’s state and history of context information are therefore important to
consider as additional context factors [103], and it is generally necessary to treat context
as a refining—rather than defining—concept when designing the core application or
interface and default behaviour.
Our final remark concerns the mismatch between what is theoretically desired and
practically or technically possible. As we have seen, the literature often argues for three
distinct entities—the user, the device and the environment—as the combined source of
adaptation. In practice, however, many adaptation techniques tend to be driven either
by some kind of stereotypical user model, e.g. to classify a user as novice or expert, or
device characteristics such as the hardware and software platforms and supported input
and output interfaces. The reason for this is often that context-awareness and support
for adaptivity require a trade-off between design cost and potential improvements of
the user experience. In this thesis, we therefore focus on the device context as the
primary source of adaptation because it is often the first critical factor for usability
to be preserved [30]. This means that, in contrast to much of the previous work,
we treat the user entity as a secondary source of adaptation which may leverage
additional kinds of customisation that cannot be determined by looking at the device
context alone. In doing so, we establish a two-layered approach to adaptation based
on these two complementary views of context. This approach is reflected in many of
the new techniques presented in this thesis. For the proposed lightweight informed
adaptation approach, we therefore argue that, like a user model, the device imposes
certain design and technical constraints on the interface. However, in contrast to
user and domain modelling techniques, building a model of the device context can
afford more lightweight methods and, at the same time, still achieve considerable user
experience improvements when adapting primarily to this context entity.
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Forms of Adaptation Brusilovsky [23] describes adaptive hypermedia systems as
systems that build a model of the user and apply it for adapting the content of a web
document to that user’s knowledge, background and experience and also to suggest the
most relevant links for them to follow. The proposed adaptation techniques therefore
fall into two main categories: adaptive presentation and adaptive navigation.
While the adaptive presentation techniques classified by Brusilovsky [23, 24] mainly
concern the adaptation of content in terms of text and media, Paternò and Mancini
[162] suggested additional techniques that do not adapt the content, but instead the
design and layout of rendered elements, e.g. by changing the colours, font face and
style of text nodes. Most adaptation techniques therefore concern at least one of the
following three levels.
Adaptation of Content. According to Brusilovsky [23], content-level adaptation
techniques include conditional text or stretch text to expand and collapse foldable
text paragraphs, respectively, as well as adaptive multimedia techniques to present
sound, animation and video in addition to text. Modality can also play a role
at the content level when selecting text and media in an appropriate format
based on user preferences or skills, e.g. using audio rather than visual output [24].
Other typical examples of content-level adaptation include internationalisation
and localisation of web sites as these primarily require the translation of content,
but may also concern the reading order and thus the alignment of page elements.
Adaptation of Navigation. Navigation-level adaptations may support direct guidance of a user to relevant content within the current document or to related
pages. The explored techniques include structural or link-level adaptations such
as hyperlink sorting, hiding and annotation techniques [23]. The second survey
by Brusilovsky [24] further distinguishes the techniques used for link hiding and
also discusses those for generating new links. Link hiding can be achieved by
temporarily or permanently removing hyperlinks or by disabling them. Link
generation techniques may be used for dynamically adding a list of relevant links
for the current document or new useful links between related pages, as well as
creating links based on similarity between navigation items.
Adaptation of Presentation. Presentation-level adaptations concern the design, i.e.
the font, colour and/or style, or the layout, i.e. the position, size and/or order
(e.g. z-index) of rendered page elements. While Brusilovsky [23, 24] classified
many different works into using either adaptive text presentation or adaptive
navigation techniques, adaptive layout techniques often use a combination of
different adaptation technologies that are difficult to tell apart and thus to classify.
For example, techniques such as stretch text are special since they are concerned
with both changing the text and the layout when additional content associated
with keywords is expanded or collapsed within the document and, as a result,
shifts other elements in the page [162]. However, some techniques such as text
dimming that Brusilovsky [24] characterised as adaptive text may be better
labelled as an adaptive layout technique, as they essentially only change the
presentation of content and not the content as such.
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From Context to Adaptation Having described the important notions of context and
possible forms of adaptation, we now focus on the established ways of linking these
concepts to realise context-aware and adaptive systems. In the literature, we can
identify many different approaches that vary widely in terms of types of user interfaces
they concern, the source and frequency of adaptations as well as who is in control of the
adaptation process. Existing techniques can be broadly divided into static adaptation
and dynamic adaptation. In the first case, the adaptation is typically performed
only once by the designer and therefore with limited means for customisation by users.
The second category of approaches can be further divided into adaptable interfaces,
adaptive interfaces and mixed-initiative interfaces [60].
Adaptable, Adaptive and Mixed-Initiative Approaches. Adaptable interfaces in
their simplest form provide means for changing the look-and-feel using different
colour themes or skins as well as support for rearranging certain interface elements
such as shortcuts on the Windows Desktop or entries in the Start Menu. Another
example is the customisation of toolbars, windows and panels in many authoring
and development environments such as Microsoft Word or Eclipse to accommodate
individual user preferences and different work practices. On the other hand, a
simple example of an adaptive interface is the recent files list in many documentoriented applications that dynamically updates to reflect the history of documents
opened previously. Adaptable approaches therefore primarily rely on the user by
providing means for customisation. Adaptive techniques automatically adapt the
interface based on some kind of model that is either learned or predicted by the
system according to preset criteria.
Many examples can be clearly characterised as either taking an adaptive or
adaptable approach [23], but mixed-initiative approaches aim to involve both
the user and the system to improve interfaces and to strike the right balance
between automation and direct manipulation [96]. An example of a mixedinitiative approach for adaptive menus could be to periodically suggest new menu
items to the user based on their previous menu selections.1
Context-Aware Web Engineering. Many of the model-driven development approaches proposed in web engineering have been extended to support the
definition of context-adaptive web applications, e.g. WebML [34], UWE [93]
and Hera [97]. We discuss these approaches and the underlying languages
in more detail in Section 2.2.2. In general, when a context-aware page is
requested, predefined adaptation operations are executed in order to adapt the
content, navigation and presentation according to the client context. For the
specification of adaptation operations, mainly two approaches are popular: rulebased approaches [35, 47] following the Event-Condition-Action paradigm and
aspect-oriented techniques [11, 157] for systematically separating application
logic from context-adaptive features.
Multi-Device Authoring. On the other hand, in model-based user interfaces, the
approaches are typically built around several abstraction levels for the specification of user interfaces to be transformed to different user, platform and
1

This was also suggested by Findlater and McGrenere [60].
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environment contexts [30]. For each of these levels, different solutions have been
proposed, e.g. ConcurTaskTrees for the specification of task models [164] as well
as TERESA [137, 165] and MARIA [167] for logical descriptions of user interfaces
at the abstract and concrete levels.
End-User Customisation. In addition to these methods, our review will also include
examples from a relatively new category of approaches which we call enduser customisation. Rather than focusing on developer support, end-user
customisation aims at giving full control to users and allows them to create
new adaptations of existing interfaces, often without considerable programming
experience.
We will present several examples for each approach in our discussion of related
work in the following sections. In particular, the authoring of context-adaptive and
multi-modal user interfaces has been the subject of extensive research in both the
web engineering and interactive systems communities. The proposed solutions range
from various adaptation specification languages integrated with existing web design
methodologies to the more general kinds of user interface description languages for the
specification of multi-device graphical user interfaces with occasional support for web
applications. Some of these languages will be discussed in more detail when it comes
to context-aware web engineering and multi-device authoring approaches later in this
chapter.

2.2

Existing Approaches and Techniques

This section establishes the state-of-the-art of context-aware and adaptive interfaces.
We start by reviewing the work on adaptable, adaptive and mixed-initiative interface
designs in Section 2.2.1, highlighting previous key findings as well as the advantages
and shortcomings of each approach. Section 2.2.2 looks at the methods and techniques
proposed in web engineering. We then turn our attention to existing approaches for
multi-device authoring in Section 2.2.3 and previous end-user customisation approaches
in Section 2.2.4.

2.2.1

Adaptable, Adaptive and Mixed-Initiative Approaches

As mentioned before, a popular way of characterising existing adaptation approaches
is by distinguishing between adaptable interfaces and adaptive interfaces.
Adaptable interfaces primarily rely on the user to perform the adaptation, whereas
adaptive interfaces are system-controlled relying on context information provided to
the application. While research has often argued for either adaptable or adaptive
techniques, mixed-initiative interfaces aim to involve both the user and the system
by which they essentially share the control over the adaptation process between the
designer and the end-user. In general, research has tended to focus on two kinds
of scenarios for the application of these techniques: the personalisation of menus
for tailoring the navigation and control structures to individual users as well as the
customisation of spatial and design aspects of the interface to personalise or generally
change its visual appearance. Some of the latter approaches even go so far as to allow
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end-users to combine separate aspects of one or more interfaces and to merge them into
a single new view.

Adaptable User Interfaces
The personalisation of menus is a typical example of adaptation to usage data.
Allowing users to change structural and/or visual aspects of an application can be
an effective solution for simplifying complex interfaces and accommodating individual
user preferences. This has been demonstrated by many researchers going back to the
1980s. One of the important ideas is the concept of layered interfaces (also known
as multi-level interfaces) to accommodate different levels of user experience. In a more
recent study by McGrenere et al. [129], a two-interface design was introduced as a
means of handling the feature load of many modern software products, in this case
word processors like Microsoft Word. In addition to the full-fledged original interface
of Word, a smaller, adaptable interface was made available to users containing only the
functions they specifically added, as well as an easy way of toggling between the two
interfaces. The majority of 19 participants in this four-week long study preferred the
personalised interface and made frequent use of customisation, but some also switched
to the full interface when personalisation became too tedious. Despite these limitations
of the adaptable approach, the authors argue that a multiple interface solution can make
it easier for users to gradually upgrade to newer versions of software with additional
functions, and also for transitioning between products where a switch would be too
abrupt due to considerable differences in the interfaces. However, apart from the
customisation of menus, toolbars and panels, many applications themselves provide only
limited means for customisation of the interface and changes are usually applicationspecific as they are restricted to each application.
In view of these limitations, researchers have experimented with more advanced
approaches to customisation that are not constrained to a particular kind of interface,
and even allow adaptations to span and integrate multiple interfaces. WinCuts [183]
is reportedly a first attempt at creating new views over selected window regions of one
or more source applications. Each view created in this way is a live copy and can be
used as a proxy for interacting with the original application. One of the stated goals
of WinCuts is to enable a more effective use of screen real estate on a single machine,
e.g. to accommodate smaller screen space. With the help of additional tools, WinCuts
can also be accessed remotely and used across devices so that the customised views
may even be shared for collaborative tasks. User Interface Façades [182] introduces
techniques similar to WinCuts, but allows for a deeper customisation of duplicated
window regions by enabling users to combine several source window regions into a
single new target window, a so-called “façade”. In addition to copying, the system
supports cutting or deleting regions from windows and pasting arbitrary screen contents
over existing façades, which can be used for widget duplication, replacement and
composition. Façades can also be saved and automatically restored leading to a very
flexible adaptable interface solution on top of existing window management systems.
Recent techniques, such as Sikuli [198], Prefab [55] and PAX [39], provide for even
deeper customisation by extending the aforementioned pixel-based approaches with
a semantically richer layer. At least in the case of PAX, such approaches are able
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to associate the visual representation of an interface with its internal structure and
metadata and therefore enable new and richer applications based on existing ones.
Similar customisation approaches also exist for web applications. Two popular forms
of web customisation that have, however, emerged outside the research community, are
web mashups and user scripts.
A mashup typically describes a web interface that combines data and/or functionality from more than one source, typically by layering existing interfaces with the
goal of creating a new and potentially better view. For example, web-based services
such as Google Maps have often been integrated with other web applications to create
new visualisations exploiting the geographic data, e.g. to display live air traffic in an
interesting new way.2 However, due to the diversity of technologies and languages
used for building web interfaces and because mashup applications usually go beyond
simple replication of existing interfaces as with the solutions above, they also require
substantially more development effort [45]. Mashups therefore enjoy a lot of popularity
especially among developers with large communities such as programmableweb.com, but
have also gained the attention of several researchers contributing specific framework
support, e.g. mashArt [199] for the integration of web interfaces at the presentation
layer.
Other popular ways of adapting and reconfiguring existing web interfaces are based
on user scripts. A user script is written in client-side JavaScript that can be loaded
into existing web documents, where it can then manipulate the content, navigation or
presentation of the rendered interface. User scripts are generally either page-specific or
domain-specific, i.e. they apply either to a single document or to all documents within
a particular domain, but may also include or exclude URLs from multiple domains and
even be enabled globally by the web browser. Popular domain-specific examples include
visual enhancements and advanced interactions for search results from Google or social
networking sites such as Facebook, while global scripts are often used for blocking and
removing advertisements or resizing contents for better readability.3 Greasemonkey4 is
an extension of the Firefox browser for the management and execution of user scripts.
Similar to programmableweb.com, userscripts.org serves a large collection of scripts
developed and maintained by the community. For the same reason, research in this
area has paid particular attention to potential security issues and how to control the
interaction between the hosting code and the user code with the help of modding
interfaces [4].
The basic principles of user scripts and mashups have also provided the basis for
several interesting approaches presented in research. We review the relevant work in
more detail in Section 2.2.4 which we devote to end-user customisation techniques.
Adaptive User Interfaces
Adaptive interface techniques have also been used for automating the personalisation
of menus. One of the key ideas here is to use split menus that divide the control area
into a designer-specified static part and a user-driven dynamic part that automatically
changes according to usage. Many different designs of adaptive split menus have
2

http://radar.zhaw.ch/radar.html
According to http://userscripts.org/tags; retrieved January 2012.
4
http://www.greasespot.net
3
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been explored, e.g. based on automatic reordering and hiding of menu items or the
use of dedicated dynamic areas on top, but often with mixed success [62, 72]. One
new approach is ephemeral adaptation, where predicted items appear faster and nonpredicted items fade in gradually [63], but all remaining at their original positions.
Fixing the position and instead changing other presentation aspects is often argued to
better support learning of navigation patterns and developing motor memory, which
was an issue with many previous techniques [42]. With split interfaces [71], the
ideas of adaptive split menus have been generalised to other kinds of user interfaces
more complex than simple menu structures—again using static and dynamic areas, but
with the dynamic section duplicating rather than moving the commonly used functions
of the static interface.
In terms of systems, two frequently cited works include the Personal Universal
Controller (PUC) [151, 153] as an approach for automatically generating remote control
interfaces for a range of different appliances and Supple—a system that uses decisiontheoretic optimisation and machine-learning techniques to automatically generate user
interfaces adapted to a person’s device [69, 71] and abilities [73, 75].
The automatic interface generation approach promoted by PUC makes use of
dependency information between interface elements to determine a better structure
for the generated user interfaces according to device constraints. For the specification
of appliance interfaces to be downloaded and executed by the PUC, a lightweight user
interface description language was introduced [150]. Here, lightweight refers to the
fact that the interface specifications are at a very general level with no specific layout
information provided. This is possible because many design choices are essentially left to
the interface generator rather than the designer. The underlying algorithms then try to
build a knowledge of similarities between specifications and the interfaces already built
for different devices and for the same user to generate new interfaces with a uniform
visual appearance in terms of personal preferences [153]. The study reported in [154]
demonstrates the potential viability of the approach by showing improved usability
when comparing two original appliance interfaces to user interfaces generated for a
mobile device and personalised to individual users.
Supple takes these ideas further by promoting decision-theoretic optimisation and
comprehensive preference elicitation mechanisms for adaptive user interfaces [70] so
that users can help the system build a more precise model of their design preferences.
This can be done in one of two ways: either by letting users choose from alternative
designs for parts of the generated user interface or by posing questions and thereby
collecting feedback in terms of their preference for one of two generated example
interfaces. While Supple was originally designed to generate interfaces for a diversity
of display contexts [69, 71], the system was later refined to accommodate special
needs of users with motor and vision impairments [73, 75]. To achieve this, machinelearning techniques are used to build a user-specific cost model based on a set of motor
performance tests. This model is then used to generate a personalised interface together
with a simple mechanism for customising the size of the generated interface’s elements
to adjust to vision abilities.
Note that the aforementioned approaches are primarily designed for form-based
graphical user interfaces. Also for web interfaces, several adaptive layout generation
techniques have been developed. However, most of them tend to be rather limited
as they focus on a single scenario, namely desktop-to-mobile adaptation. In addition,
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rather than providing designer-controlled adaptive layout mechanisms, which often tend
to result in higher quality of the interfaces, the trend has been to try and develop better
fully automatic web page summarisation or segmentation methods optimised for smallscreen devices. For example, in [29], several text-based methods are introduced to
summarise web pages and divide them into smaller text units using different means
such as keyword-based approaches or information retrieval techniques to identify key
sentences. While these approaches all focus on text, [41] introduces a more general page
analysis algorithm for detecting a web page’s structure and reorganising the contents in
smaller sub pages that each fit the screen. Users are then presented with a thumbnail
overview on top as well as an index of the sub pages at the bottom for more details.
Finally, [89] uses content-distance measures in terms of both hypertext nodes hierarchy
and layout information as well as computed thresholds of these to improve the page
segmentation strategies.
Many of the proposed techniques for adaptive user interfaces therefore lean towards
automatic interface generation methods rather than layout adaptation techniques that
try to preserve the original design. There are, however, also approaches that leave
more control to the designer by building on constraint-based layout techniques [21]. For
example, [127] extend SVG with layout constraint definitions and [101] enrich grid-based
layouts with intelligent templates that know how to adapt the content of documents
to a large variety of viewing conditions. More recently, these techniques were refined
in [174] to support the automatic layout of dynamically aggregated documents similar
to traditional newspaper designs based on improved and more flexible templates with
new features such as conditional elements and groups as well as adaptive grids. The
proposed techniques seem very powerful and can accommodate a wide variety of viewing
contexts. Two implementations are described in the paper: a stand-alone application
as well as one based on web technologies. However, the web-based version requires
substantial server-side processing as well as the content to be translated into a special
format for the layout engine. This is therefore less feasible as an end-to-end solution in
a web context.
Adaptable vs. Adaptive User Interfaces
Research has often tried to make the case for either adaptable or adaptive solutions.
For example, the study by McGrenere et al. [129] on personalisation of feature-rich
interfaces reported earlier has compared the personalised adaptable interface against
the adaptive Smart Menus interface of Word. The study showed that users appreciated
the manually customised interface and that they used it more than the self-adjusting
interface provided by Word. In addition, comparisons of measured and perceived
efficiency of static, adaptive and adaptable split menus by Findlater and McGrenere
[60] found, for example, time benefits for the static menu and, in some cases, also
for the adaptable menu compared to the adaptive menu. In this study, the majority
of users preferred the purely adaptable menu overall as they felt in full control of
the adaptation process. Another study by the same authors [61] analysed the impact
of screen size on performance and user satisfaction with split menus and again found
benefits for the adaptable approach, especially when screen size is very limited. Finally,
in [130], an extended version of McGrenere et al. [129], it is argued that user-controlled
interface adaptation results in better navigation and learnability as it allows for different
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personalisation strategies compared to system-controlled adaptive interfaces which tend
to implement a single strategy.
Concerning the superiority of adaptable approaches suggested by these studies,
Gajos et al. [72] argue that the differences in McGrenere et al. [129] may well be
due to the fact that a much simpler adapted interface was compared to a complex
adaptive interface. The overall success of adaptive user interfaces would generally
depend on the design. While not directly comparing adaptable vs. adaptive interfaces,
they contribute a study on adaptive interface designs. In this study, they considered
two typical factors, accuracy and predictability of automatic adaptation, as well as
adaptation frequency and, what is new, a cost-benefit weight as perceived by users.
They argue for the latter since different adaptive designs may not only provide certain
benefits, but also incur different costs—the cost of incorrect adaptation as well as for
the user to understand and use the adaptive behaviour to their benefit. The study
compared a static menu design against three different adaptive designs for toolbars in
Word, one of them being a split interface [71]. Two different adaptation strategies
based on recency and frequency were used. Overall, the split interface was preferred
with the best cost-benefit trade-off, while the frequency of adaptation showed a strong
impact on the user ratings for cost and benefits. Likewise, the findings of a follow-up
study in [74] suggest that increasing predictability and, in particular, accuracy can lead
to improved performance and better use of an adaptive interface as well as higher user
satisfaction.
It therefore seems that both adaptable and adaptive approaches have certain benefits
and tend to outperform each other depending on the scope and scale of adaptations.
In that regard, the review by Findlater and McGrenere [62] also points out the
differences in granularity: adaptive approaches tend to work at a very fine-grained
level, because a good adaptation strategy can cater for very precise changes in user
behaviour, while adaptable approaches are generally coarse-grained and limited by the
ability and motivation of users to customise an interface to their preferences and tasks.
One general problem with the personalisation of complex interfaces, however, is a lack
of overview of the full set of features and complete functionality of a system. The
work reported in [62] introduces the concept of awareness as an additional evaluation
metric for personalised interfaces to be considered together with performance. Another
big challenge for both adaptable and adaptive user interfaces is to communicate the
adaptivity of an interface to the user and, in particular, the changes due to automatic
adaptation. This may be done either statically by encoding the feedback directly in the
interface, e.g. many modern web applications emulate a device-specific look-and-feel
when executed on a recognised mobile device as opposed to their original design, or by
more dynamic means using certain effects such as afterglow [10] or different kinds of
animations [53] to explain transitions of the user interface.
Selecting the right adaptation strategy and dynamic design for an interface is
therefore a challenging task since it means to either give more control to the system or
the user. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1. For menu structures, researchers have recently
developed a model for predicting the performance of menu designs when adaptive split
menus or multi-level menu designs are used [42]. This allows to experiment with
different menu designs and assess user performance for different adaptation strategies
even before implementation. However, for more complex kinds of interfaces, there is no
such model.
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Figure 2.1: Adaptable approaches rely on user-controlled customisation, while adaptive
approaches are system-controlled, sometimes with fully automatic adaptation
Mixed-Initiative User Interfaces
Compared to the large body of research on adaptable and adaptive interface approaches,
some relatively isolated research has argued for mixed-initiative approaches that aim to
combine the best of adaptable and adaptive approaches by using a design that allows
both the system and the user to influence and control the adaptivity of an interface.
Horvitz [96] establishes twelve principles for mixed-initiative design. One of the core
principles is that the automation must introduce considerable added-value compared
to manual invocation, while the status of a user’s attention must be considered in the
timing of system-controlled action. He also argues that the ideal action of a system
must be determined by weighing the costs and potential benefits, and highlights that the
decision making is always subject to uncertainties, in particular, about a user’s actual
goal. It may therefore be crucial to ask users in order to resolve such uncertainties,
however, still considering potential costs of distracting them in their current task.
The principles are then applied to LookOut, a system that was designed as an
extension of Microsoft Outlook to assist users in carrying out calendar-based tasks,
e.g. suggesting new appointments in response to received email messages that include
a date or time span. LookOut’s adaptive support can be configured in one of several
ways ranging from manual mode with no assistance at all to agent-based automated
assistance. In the latter case, the system mimics a personal assistant and tries to guess
about an implied appointment. It will then present its guesses to the user, asking
them to refine or simply confirm the suggested calendar entry. Using LookOut as an
example, the paper highlights key issues concerning adaptive support and discusses
ways of allowing end-users and systems to collaborate in an efficient way.
The approach described by Bunt et al. [25] is interesting and highly related in that
it applies some of these principles directly to interface customisation. In a first step,
rather than conducting a user study, they used GOMS analysis to compare different
customisation strategies and reason about the potential performance implications. The
simulation showed that customisation of menus may be highly beneficial, especially
when features are added that frequently occur during a specific task. However, referring
back to previous studies by McGrenere et al. [129], they also find that novice users in
particular may have difficulties deciding when and what to customise and how to do
this effectively. They argue that adaptive support could therefore help such users select
appropriate features and maintain the personalised interface by also suggesting when
to remove selections that may no longer be required after users have moved on to a
different task. In Bunt et al. [26], Mixed-Initiative Customisation Assistance (MICA) is
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introduced, a framework that builds on the two-interface adaptable approach promoted
by McGrenere et al. [129], but provides assistance in the adaptation process by
suggesting new customisations. MICA builds a knowledge base considering expected
usage and a user’s expertise for each feature, as well as the switching overheard imposed
when a feature is not part of the personalised interface and therefore requires the full
interface. These parameters are used together with GOMS analysis to recommend
new customisations based on how they may impact the user’s performance. Similar to
LookOut, MICA presents its guesses to the user—here by highlighting recommended
features which users may simply click to accept and initiate the associated action—
along with additional information on potential benefits as well as the rationale behind
the recommended customisation, e.g. to increase task efficiency, and how the system
acquired this information, e.g. based on usage frequency. In user evaluations comparing
the adaptable approach from McGrenere et al. [129] against the mixed-initiative
approach, the customisation assistance showed time benefits and was supported by
the majority of users. However, none of the 12 participants in this study looked at the
rationale. A follow-up study with 16 participants showed that an explanation of how
the system devised the recommendation was appreciated by most of them and that
consuming this information may lead to more trust in the adaptive support as well as
better understandability and predictability [27].
Figure 2.2 illustrates how such mixed-initiative approaches fit into the picture of
adaptable and adaptive interfaces.
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Figure 2.2: Mixed-initiative approaches split control between the system and the user
by involving both in the adaptation of interfaces
Our idea to involve users in the adaptation process of web interfaces therefore adds
to mixed-initiative approaches. For our purposes, however, we want to involve endusers in the design process with the goal of collectively solving the lack of adaptivity.
We will show that our idea of crowdsourced adaptation can help address interface
design problems with respect to different use contexts by using crowdsourcing techniques
in combination with fine-grained context-aware adaptation mechanisms. Figure 2.3
illustrates how crowdsourced adaptation is positioned in terms of adaptable, adaptive
and mixed-iniative approaches.
A recently initiated project based on similar ideas is AdaptableGIMP [113] which
aims to use crowdsourcing for creating socially-adaptable interfaces. Similar
to the work by McGrenere et al. [129], AdaptableGIMP is also concerned with the
customisation of feature-rich desktop applications, in this case GIMP—a free opensource graphic design software which is sometimes compared to Adobe Photoshop. The
idea is to allow end-users to contribute new interface customisations in the form of task
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Figure 2.3: Combing previous approaches with crowdsourcing makes for a very large
design space for new adaptive interface solutions as explored in this thesis
sets. Other users can then search for these based on keywords and apply them in their
copy of AdaptableGIMP to adapt the interface for certain tasks. However, at the time of
writing, the project is still in a very early stage and so it is not really clear how much the
interface will actually adapt after applying task-specific customisations. Currently, task
sets are represented as simple action lists rather than invoking real interface changes.
Also the focus of the project seems to be on the sharing of task sets. This is done
based on a wiki platform where users can either manually author new task sets and
documentation or generate new task descriptions directly from AdaptableGIMP using
automatic publishing mechanisms. In future user evaluations planned for the project,
it will be interesting to see how users respond to the adaptable approach promoted by
this project and how they make use of the interface customisations.
In contrast to AdaptableGIMP and previous mixed-initiative approaches, our idea of
adaptive support is targeted towards developers in that we want to use the adaptations
performed by end-users to inform the design of adaptive interfaces and assist developers
in the implementation. This is a novel way of designing adaptive interfaces in
that previous research has tended to base the adaptive support on system-controlled
mechanisms and single-user modelling strategies. In addition, our work is concerned
with the adaptation of complex web interfaces rather than simple menu structures or
other kinds of form-based interfaces. In order to characterise the unique challenges
of web site adaptation, we will next look at previous work on context-aware web
engineering and discuss established methods and existing developer support for the
design and implementation of adaptive web applications.

2.2.2

Context-Aware Web Engineering

Many different web engineering methodologies have been proposed with the goal
of supporting the systematic development of complex, often data-intensive web
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applications from the conceptual modelling and design through to deployment. In the
context of this thesis, we focus on three widely known approaches, the Web Modeling
Language (WebML) [34], UML-based Web Engineering (UWE) [93] and Hera [97],
as all of them have also been extended with support for context-aware concepts and
mechanisms. While a detailed discussion of the specifics of each web design method
is out of scope of this thesis, the common goal is to facilitate model-driven design
of structure, navigation and presentation of web sites using automatic code generation
techniques based on the specifications in order to build and deploy the final application.
As already mentioned, model-based techniques for context-aware web appications tend
to fall into one of two categories: rule-based approaches [35, 47] and aspectoriented approaches [11, 157]. By contrast, our work builds on the contextmatching approach originally developed in Grossniklaus [81] for context-aware data
management. While we base some of the concepts on this approach, we also extend
it with a finer representation of context and a formal context algebra to support the
specification and implementation of complex, highly-adaptive web-based systems, as
well as providing developers with tools at the application rather than database level.
Model-Driven Web Development
To support the development of context-aware web applications, WebML was extended
with new primitives and a context model for the definition of context-aware parameters
and adaptive behaviour in terms of adaptivity actions [37]. These context-adaptivity
actions are responsible for both the acquisition and maintenance of context data as well
as the actual hypertext adaptivity. Changes in the context data can trigger adaptations
at the content, navigation and presentation levels, as established in Section 2.1. Further,
the approach distinguishes between immediate adaptivity and deferred adaptivity to
give either more or less control to the system or the user. WebML therefore supports
both user-independent, context-triggered adaptivity actions as a form of active contextawareness [36] as well as user behaviour-aware actions [35]. The first approach extends
the ideas of adaptive hypermedia systems based on user modelling with a more complex
context model and active, context-triggered application features. The latter introduces
a rule-based approach for adaptive web applications which builds on the EventCondition-Action (ECA) paradigm inspired from active database approaches. ECA
rules are defined in terms of a page request event, a condition with respect to available
context parameters, and the corresponding action. This ECA-based technique also
forms the basis of the Bellerofonte framework [47] in which adaptivity rules are separated
from application execution. One of the important benefits of this decoupling of the
runtime management of adaptivity features and a system’s core functionality is that
it allows developers to dynamically extend and refine the adaptive behaviour of an
application also after it has been deployed. This is achieved by means of a separate
ECA server that processes events and executes the corresponding actions [46].
The context-aware approach promoted in UWE builds on the Munich Reference
Model [111] inspired from well-established adaptive hypermedia approaches. The model
is composed of three layers that revolve around a domain metamodel, a user metamodel
and an adaptation metamodel. Instances of these models are expressed in UML, while
the dynamic, context-dependent behaviour is specified using UML’s Object Constraint
Language (OCL). OCL is used for the definition of model elements and state invariants
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as well as pre and post-conditions on adaptivity operations. While UWE initially
relied on a rule-based approach, it later also formed the basis of an aspect-oriented
approach that promotes the use of special aspect classes to achieve a systematic
separation of general system functionality and context adaptation. For example, the
work in [11] distinguishes between model and runtime aspects to support some of
the adaptive navigation techniques presented by Brusilovsky [24]. First, the general
concept of a link is introduced as a model aspect and then complemented with runtime
aspects for link annotation, traversal and transformation in order to enable adaptive
link reordering, hiding and generation in response to user behaviour.
The specification of adaptive behaviour is also one of the main features of the Hera
web design methodology. In Hera, web site elements can be annotated with appearance
conditions that control how the hypertext presentation is adapted [67]. Hera can be
used in combination with different models to configure a run-time environment such
as the Hera Presentation Generator (HPG) [66] or AMACONT [59]. While HPG is
tailored to Hera, AMACONT is a more general implementation platform that supports
the adaptation along document, content unit and media components defined in a
layered component-based XML format [58]. The approach is based on the concept of a
generic adaptation component for decoupling and adding selected adaptation concerns
to web applications. This concept supports the specification of adaptive properties by
attaching metadata to components while separating the concerns of application and
adaptation logic using a rule-based approach. More recently, Hera and AMACONT
have been extended with support for a combination of rule-based and aspect-oriented
approaches [33, 157] to enable the specification of multiple different design concerns. To
this end, the HyperAdapt project [156] investigates how to detect aspect interactions,
conflict resolution and controlled linking of web adaptation aspects which can become
a major concern in complex aspect-oriented applications. The work in [106] further
characterises the problem space and presents basic techniques for conflict detection and
resolution based on an authoring and inspection tool for adaptation aspects.
Other approaches include the user-centred Web Site Design Method (WSDM) [48]
which aims to support the personalisation of web sites based on the Adaptation
Specification Language (ASL) [31]. ASL is a rule-based language for the specification of
web site adaptations with the goal of improving the organisation and presentation for
individual users. The language uses the notions of adaptation policies and adaptation
strategies to define when and which adaptations need to be performed. Also similar
to ASL is the Personalization Rules Modeling Language (PRML) [77] which defines a
personalisation model and provides navigation and content-level adaptation operations.
Both languages support typical hypermedia techniques such as link hiding, sorting and
annotation [24]. However, while ASL is tied to WSDM, PRML employs a more generic
modelling technique compatible with other approaches such as UWE and Hera [78].
A more comprehensive overview and comparison of the different model-driven
approaches for context-aware web applications can be found in [176]. The general
problem with most of the approaches is that the underlying languages are designed
for a specific web engineering method, which makes an integration with other methods
and existing platforms rather difficult. The web engineering community has started
to address interoperability concerns between the different methods [187]. First results
include a comparative analysis of the core metamodels of WebML and UWE as well as an
initial specification of a common metamodel. Moreover, finding common ways in which
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additional concerns can be incorporated into existing methods is also a subject of recent
research, e.g. [32, 136]. This is important since existing approaches tend to use different
methods to essentially address the same requirements. Apart from context-awareness
in web applications as discussed above, another example that demonstrates this is how
the need to extend existing modelling techniques for Rich Internet Applications caused
much debate in the web engineering community and a new wave of approaches (cf.
[168, 184]).
Context-Aware Data Models and Languages
Similar to the idea of providing a generic modelling technique for personalisation as
in PRML are the works presented in [49] and [82]. Both of them present general
and extensible frameworks for context-aware data access and management independent
of a particular web engineering approach and implementation platform. The rulebased approach in [49] uses the notion of a general profile model that represents
different context information in the form of a profile which is then compared against
parametrised configurations that define possible adaptations. To support this, [50]
presents a general framework based on a formalisation of profiles and configurations
which is complemented by a set of clustering techniques for grouping potentially
matching configurations according to the similarity of associated profiles. The contextmatching approach presented in Grossniklaus and Norrie [82] is based on similar
ideas, but already establishes the concepts at the data management level. Here, an
object-oriented version model on top of an object database management system is
used to declare multiple variants of structure, content, view and layout with respect to
different client contexts. The approach builds on formally defined scoring and weighting
functions and a matching algorithm to determine the best-matching version of a web
site for a specific context. These techniques have been successfully implemented in
a larger-scale tourist information system that supports another input channel based
on digital pen and paper technologies as well as speech output in addition to more
traditional web interfaces [83].
Our idea of providing a domain-specific language, XCML, for the development of
context-adaptive web applications evolved from the concepts presented in Grossniklaus
and Norrie [82]. In particular, we found that the underlying versioning principles and
the proposed context-matching approach would lend themselves well to addressing
new adaptation requirements in a responsive manner. The domain-specific language
approach proposed in this thesis therefore shares the same separation of concerns and
the notion of multiple content and layout variants, but we also take the ideas further
to the level of application development. Specifically, we present a more fine-grained
context representation and a formal specification of a context algebra for the definition
of multi-dimensional, highly adaptive web interfaces as well as an implementation of the
proposed concepts in the form of a language together with an execution environment.
One of the important aspects of our language components is that they can be easily
integrated with popular XML-based web languages to extend them with context-aware
constructs and adaptivity mechanisms. We refer to this as language-integrated contextawareness.
Early research on Intensional HTML (IHTML) [190] already demonstrated how
context-aware concepts could be integrated into markup languages. IHTML can be
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used for declaring web content in different versions inside the same HTML document.
The concepts used in IHTML were later extended to form the basis of Multi-dimensional
XML (MXML) [180] as a general format for the definition of semi-structured data in
multiple versions. However, these early languages still suffer from two major design
issues. First, the multi-dimensional concepts are not tightly integrated with the markup
language and instead need to be specified in separate blocks of proprietary syntax. This
is against existing code validators and related developer tools since an attempt to parse
IHTML/MXML documents will fail due to syntax errors. More importantly, however,
it becomes extremely difficult to manage such versioned documents, at least for larger
version spaces, if no adequate tool support is provided. This is where the approach
promoted by XCML tends to provide a better solution.

2.2.3

Multi-Device Authoring

Another stream of research on model-based user interfaces has contributed a number
of different models, languages and tools for the development of multi-device interfaces.
While most web engineering approaches start by modelling the data, the common goal of
these approaches is to allow designers to specify interfaces at a high level of abstraction
based on the models and languages. In combination with a context and adaptation
model, it is then possible to enable the transformation into an operational interface
suitable for a specific use context. While most approaches are designed for general
graphical user interfaces, some of them can also be applied to web interfaces.
Model-Based User Interfaces
Calvary et al. [30] distinguish different user interface abstraction levels starting from
an abstract user interface. The abstract interface is a representation that is
independent of the interaction modalities and target platforms and based on the
concepts and tasks to be supported in the interface. The next level is the concrete
user interface as an intermediate representation or mockup of the platform and
modality-dependent interface that is, however, not operational. The transition to
the last level typically involves code generation techniques to produce the final user
interface that can be executed on a specific device or target platform. The suggested
design processes typically unfold along a four-step, top-down approach starting with
domain concepts and task modelling followed by subsequent transformation steps
from abstract to concrete and the final user interfaces. Several approaches support
automatic transformation between some of the levels [119] or rely more or less on
the designer to perform the mapping manually. The authoring of multi-device user
interfaces has been the subject of extensive research where many different user interface
description languages have been proposed [76]. Given the diversity of these approaches,
W3C has recently formed a working group on future standards of model-based user
interfaces5 with some first results reported in [65]. While this report provides a more
comprehensive overview, here we limit the discussion to two widely studied approaches,
TERESA [137, 165] and MARIA [167], which follow the aforementioned user interface
abstraction model and also support web interface development.
5
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TERESA is composed of a set of XML-based user interface description languages for
the aforementioned abstraction levels as well as an authoring tool for the definition of the
transformations between the interface descriptions. The approach enables designers to
start from a general multi-platform task model design of their interactive system using
the ConcurTaskTrees (CTT) notation [164]. CTT represents tasks in a hierarchical
structure along with specifications of the temporal relations between them and their
associated attributes to describe both the dependencies between tasks and the manner
in which they may be performed. Using this high-level description of the task model,
TERESA enables the design of both systems that support the same task on multiple
platforms or different tasks on different sets of devices. This is motivated by the fact
that some tasks may require certain device characteristics, while others are generally
supported by a system independent of the particular device in use. TERESA promotes
a flexible transformation-based approach providing mixed-initiative support ranging
from mostly automatic to more manual authoring modes. This allows designers to
refine or even substitute TERESA’s design choices, in particular, in the transformation
step from the abstract to the concrete user interface.
The first version of TERESA was primarily designed for web interface development [137]. It was later refined to provide support for several additional platforms
and more dynamic interfaces that can also leverage direct manipulation techniques
and multi-modal interaction [165]. The supported platforms range from desktop and
mobile to digital TV, while supported modalities include vocal and gesture-based
interactions. The necessary extensions of TERESA required new language concepts
at the abstract interface level as well as the introduction of concrete descriptions
and a set of implementation languages to cover the specifics of each new platform
and considered interaction modalities. Some applications based on TERESA include
automatic desktop-to-mobile adaptation [166] and migratory user interfaces to change
the device and continue with the same task [6]. The first was recently also extended
to support the customisation of the generated interface by end-users [163]. While these
techniques require applications to be based on TERESA, a new technique called Deep
Shot presents camera-based methods and a framework for developers to extend their
applications with active support for migration across different platforms [38].
More recently, TERESA was superseded by a new language and design environment
called MARIA [167]. Some of the new features include data and event models to
support highly-interactive web applications based on AJAX techniques as well as new
concrete language descriptions for modern multi-touch devices such as the iPhone.
These extensions are primarily reflected in the user interface description language and
were motivated by the need to provide support for the generation of more advanced
multi-touch and gesture-based interfaces. In addition, MARIA also comes with a new
authoring tool to support web application development based on existing web services—
a requirement which is also addressed in mashArt for the development of web mashups
based on WebML [45, 199].
Multi-Device Design Tools
While TERESA and MARIA can be regarded as authoring tools for the underlying
user interface description languages, other examples closer to WYSIWYG design tools
include Damask [120] and Gummy [131].
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Damask is a prototyping tool for creating sketches of multi-device web interfaces.
The tool provides a fixed set of user interface design patterns that are optimised for
desktop and mobile applications including support for speech input and output. User
interfaces are created in layers to indicate the elements common to all platforms and
those specific to a particular device and/or modality only. While the pattern-based
approach showed good results in a study with designers, scalability of the approach is
questionable since the system only provides a limited set of design patterns and does
not support the design of new patterns.
Gummy [131] is a design environment for graphical user interfaces that allows
designers to create interfaces for multiple devices using visual tools that automatically
generate and maintain a platform-independent description of the interface. In addition,
initial designs of the user interface for a new platform can be generated based on existing
interfaces created for the same application. Gummy then maintains consistency between
the different versions and, to ease the development for richer or more limited platforms,
it also adapts its authoring environment according to the specific platform for which
the interface is intended. The original approach based on Gummy has seen a series
of extensions with special tools for managing device-specific interfaces by allowing for
cross-device copy-pasting and linked editing [132] and design tool macros [133] enabling
designers to record and share their design actions across devices and to replay them for
creating new interfaces. The latest extension is GUIDE2ux [134] which provides on-thefly feedback about the design by showing whether pre-set design rules are violated as
well as allowing designers to inspect an interface live on the target device. GUIDE2ux
was specifically developed to complement some of the end-user customisation techniques
discussed in the next section in order to overcome especially the difficulties of performing
the adaptation on mobile devices due to limited screen space and different input
techniques.

2.2.4

End-User Customisation

Previous work on end-user customisation can be broadly categorised into a set of
scripting techniques for creating web automation tasks and different approaches for
the re-authoring of existing web interfaces. Both support a range of adaptations from
simple augmentations to advanced customisations, but differ in the level of support for
novice users. In addition, many of the following systems are motivated by the fact that
users often have to deal with a number of applications and services—either in parallel
or in sequence—to carry out web-based tasks and that there is only little support for
this in the basic web infrastructure.
Scripting and Web Automation
Chickenfoot [20] is a browser plugin that enables end-users to customise and extend
web interfaces directly in the browser using an early notion of sloppy programming .
This means that, rather than the internal structure and actual identifiers used within
the code, Chickenfoot allows users to refer to web page elements based on their visual
appearance and keyword pattern matching. This means that instead of referring to
a form’s name input via document.forms[0].name, users can invoke Chickenfoot’s
find function simply on the text label “Name” to get access to the respective DOM
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element. In addition, Chickenfoot provides a number of user-friendly commands that
allow for automation tasks, such as system-controlled form filling, page interaction,
navigation and fetching, as well as the modification of rendered page elements. The
example applications presented in the paper include simple augmentations of existing
web pages, such as for providing general column sort functionality in all HTML tables,
as well as annotations of page content and the integration of multiple web pages for
automation tasks that may even span more than one site.
CoScripter (also known as Koala) [122] is a programming-by-demonstration
tool running in the browser that allows a user to record, manipulate, and replay their
interactions with a web page. While CoScripter, like Chickenfoot, aims to support
end-users in scripting tasks, there are two important differences between these systems.
First, CoScripter uses a form of pseudo-natural syntax that is both human and machinereadable based on a more advanced version of sloppy programming using keyword
commands [121]. Second, scripts may also be generated from recorded user activities
and interactions in the browser. Both these techniques do not require considerable
programming experience and are therefore argued to be more suitable for end-user
development. Moreover, the CoScripter environment enables collaborative editing and
sharing of scripts on a wiki, as well as their personalisation using placeholders and
personal variables. CoScripter has been deployed in a large company where it was widely
used for the automation of web-based processes and company-wide sharing of how-to
knowledge [116]. The study also revealed some shortcomings due to the approach, such
as the lack of more advanced scripting features for expert users that feel constrained
by CoScripter’s functional trade-off for programming simplicity. Nevertheless, like
Chickenfoot, CoScripter has paved the way for several related research projects and also
inspired other end-user development tools, one of which is Highlight that we present
slightly later in this section.
The latest tool in this line of research is Inky [135]. Inky is a command line tool for
web-based applications available as a separate view embedded in the Firefox browser.
It builds on Chickenfoot and keyword-based programming from before, but rather
than providing general scripting functionality, it offers the user a range of applicationspecific commands pre-configured for popular web services. For example, users can
type parametrised commands to send emails and schedule appointments rather than
having to use the full web interfaces of Google Mail and Calendar. One of the technical
contributions of Inky is that command parsing and execution is relaxed. The system
uses function and argument matching strategies where function calls may use one
of several aliases and are insensitive to the order in which arguments are supplied.
In addition, Inky provides rich visual feedback to support end-users as they type
commands, as well as reminding them of available commands and how they may be
used.
All of these solutions share the goal of supporting end-users in creating simple
extensions of existing web interfaces or automating web-based tasks. The proposed
techniques aim to ease the development typically required for this by providing higher
level functionality as well as visual tool support. However, all of them also rely on
the user’s programming skills which may vary widely among end-users. We consider
the following approaches for web page re-authoring separately, not only because the
proposed techniques for interface customisation tend to operate almost exclusively at
the user interface level, but also because they have somewhat different goals.
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Page Re-Authoring and Customisation
Clip-Connect-Clone for the web (C3W) [68] is an early system for creating customised
web interfaces based on three basic authoring techniques: clipping for assigning input
and display elements from existing applications with cells of a spreadsheet interface,
connecting for linking and combining these cells using formulas similar to Excel, and
cloning for replicating cells for different views and scenarios. The paper presents
several examples based on C3W including one that involves three different web sites
for planning travels and scheduling events accordingly. The focus of C3W is clearly
on form-based web applications that display and manage data in the browser to which
the spreadsheet-based approach lends itself well. Other kinds of interfaces might still
benefit from the clipping and cloning techniques, which can be used to replicate or
duplicate existing web interface parts while preserving their dependency relationships
and functionality. However, the fixed spreadsheet representation and the fact that
streamlining of interfaces is tied to data binding and processing scenarios is potentially
limiting, both in terms of the types of applications and the scope of customisations
possible with C3W.
d.mix [87] is a more powerful tool for creating mashups from existing web interfaces.
The central idea behind d.mix is to leverage example-based programming by
providing end-users with a sampling and authoring environment. The goal is to leverage
the skills of an increasingly larger group of web designers with sufficient experience
in HTML, CSS and JavaScript to build applications from code examples. d.mix is
similar to Chickenfoot and CoScripter, but rather than building on client-side scripting
techniques, which tend to limit operations to the DOM of a web page, it takes a different
approach. First, d.mix uses proxy-based interception to annotate web page elements
that exhibit functionality of an underlying web service and highlights them for sampling.
The techniques are based on URL pattern matching and web scraping to identify web
page content, say a photo gallery, that belongs to a registered hosting site such as Flickr
from the HTML code. Second, it builds a library of examples from sampled elements
in the form of a wiki and generates server-side execution code and the necessary API
calls to replicate the functionality of each of the selected elements. The user therefore
ends up with an example gallery and code snippets that can be configured and edited to
meet their requirements. Similar to other mashup tools such as Yahoo Pipes6 , d.mix’s
samples can be documented and shared with other users and may therefore lay the
foundation of more complex mashup applications. However, the fact that the system
builds on low-level scraping techniques and that it requires explicit knowledge of every
service for detecting relevant page elements, as well as instructions on how to generate
the server-side code for the corresponding API calls, likely limits its ability to scale.
Highlight [149] is another system in line with the approaches abovewith the specific
goal of supporting the migration of desktop-based web applications to mobile use
contexts. In Highlight, users demonstrate interactions with a web page that are central
to the application. These interaction sequences and the corresponding content elements
are then used to create a smaller version of the original page, a so-called “pagelet”. Users
may also explicitly choose content to be part of a pagelet by clipping elements similar
to C3W. In addition, they may author the content of elements as well as the interaction
sequences to skip over unnecessary steps and optimise the mobile experience. To this
6
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end, Highlight consists of a design tool that provides a storyboard view and a preview to
browse and refine pagelets created by demonstration. However, it seems that the visual
appearance of elements in terms of size and formatting cannot be modified with the
tool. Still, the support for end-user development is quite advanced since Highlight has
also been integrated with the CoScripter environment mentioned earlier. On the serverside, Highlight uses a new proxy-based architecture [155] that hosts mobile application
descriptions of authored web sites as well as instances of a desktop web browser for
running the applications. When a user accesses a Highlight application, the mobile
device effectively becomes the remote control of the proxy web browser. One of the
claimed benefits of this architecture is that, compared to existing proxy-based code
injection techniques as, for example, used in d.mix, it can cater for larger modifications
of a page and, at the same time, preserve dynamic HTML and advanced AJAX
techniques also in the re-authored mobile version of a web site. Finally, while Highlight
certainly provides an interesting approach to developing mobile applications based on
existing desktop versions, it is also important to see that the promoted mobilisationby-demonstration technique is designed to be executed in a desktop environment rather
than on mobile devices themselves, which makes the approach less practical.
By contrast, PageTailor [18] takes a different approach that is quite similar to some
of the techniques presented in this thesis. Here, end-users on PDAs are provided
with a direct manipulation interface and simple controls for hiding, resizing and
repositioning elements in a web page. PageTailor introduces Reusable End-User
Customisation (REUC), a set of techniques for creating layout adaptations that can
be reapplied when the page is visited again and may also be reused by similar pages
within the same site. Using PageTailor, web pages can be customised over multiple
user sessions and are automatically reconfigured when the page is loaded. Whether
adaptations are reused is determined based on fairly advanced DOM element path
construction and comparison algorithms. These techniques are argued to be more robust
against frequent evolutions of a web site than simply using element identifier matching.
However, we note that REUC also requires additional infrastructure and processing
time for building the required DOM representation and running the algorithms for
comparison and matching. It is therefore not clear whether the technical overhead
required for arguably better error robustness is justified. The fact that many modern
sites are often powered by databases and template engines, which themselves tend
to rely heavily on labelled placeholders and much simpler ID-matching approaches,
suggests that it could make sense on these techniques instead.
Finally, Bricolage [112] presents a very recent approach for supporting end-users
in the customisation of web interfaces. Bricolage is an algorithm for adapting both
the layout and style of one page based on the example of another. The algorithm
uses structured prediction to learn how to map one page onto another by training on
crowdsourced example mappings between pages. These mappings can then be used to
automatically transform the content of one page using the design of existing examples.
Possible applications of Bricolage include creating multiple alternative designs for a
new site for rapid prototyping purposes as well as retargeting of web page content
designed for the desktop to mobile viewing conditions. A major limitation of the current
implementation is, however, that the dynamic behaviour of web pages is completely
ignored and will not be available after a page has been transformed. Bricolage may
therefore be useful for creating previews of a new web site when the design is inspired
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from samples, but does not provide a complete solution for adapting web interfaces
to different use contexts. Moreover, while there are a number of good examples of
desktop-size web pages that have been redesigned for mobile environments, very few
web content designs could serve as an example for the adaptation to larger viewing
situations, which is one of the scenarios we want to specifically address in this thesis.
One way of categorising the approaches above is by distinguishing how much endusers are exposed to underlying technical details. We have therefore divided the
approaches into scripting and re-authoring techniques. As an alternative, one could
also classify by the intelligent support of the system or the granularity of adaptations.
For example, Highlight and Bricolage lean towards inferring adaptations based on user
interactions or existing web page designs, while the other systems put the end-user
in direct control. In terms of granularity, C3W and d.mix combine multiple different
web sites and integrate them into a single new interface. On the other hand, systems
like Highlight and PageTailor work at the level of a single site and manage web page
customisations separately for each of them. While some of the techniques presented in
this thesis share similarities with several of these systems, we also provide several new
contributions. For example, we build on crowdsourcing and consider sharing of web
site adaptations between users and devices. This way the amount of pages a single user
needs to customise and adjust for different viewing conditions is substantially reduced.
In addition, we do not only support mobile devices such as PDAs, but distinguish
different use contexts and cater for a wide range of them.

2.3

Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing is currently an important topic in both research and industry where it
has become a popular technique for activating user communities and allowing them to
contribute their experience and knowledge. The term was originally coined in an article
by Howe [98]. It is currently used in many different contexts, but essentially refers to
the idea of outsourcing some kind of task to a larger group of unknown people. This is
generally done in the form of an open call and by providing a public interface for users to
participate in the process. Popular examples of crowdsourcing include Wikipedia where
millions of articles have been written through the collaboration of many volunteers
distributed around the globe.7 While this kind of user-generated content is one result
of employing a crowdsourcing model, other types can be found in Facebook8 and
WordPress9 when looking at them as plain software artefacts. Many parts of both
of these web-based platforms have been developed by volunteers and shared with users
in the form of small applications, plugins or themes that can simply be installed
into the running system in order to extend its features. The software engineering
model presented in [108] refers to such examples as crowdsourced systems which
provide a kernel application that other developers, or also end-users with sufficient
programming experience, can complement and extend with new peripheral services and
system functionality.
7

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
http://www.facebook.com
9
http://www.wordpress.org
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On the other hand, in the HCI community, much of the work has been directed
towards crowd-powered systems that aim to embed crowds into systems to provide
a way of collective problem solving or generally somehow raising the level of intelligence
of the hosting application through the help of users. Rather than seeing it as
distributed software engineering, crowdsourcing in this discipline is often related to
social computing, data mining and human computation which leverages the combined
processing power of large amounts of people [169]. Much of the work at the intersection
of these areas evolved from the early concept of the ESP game—or so-called games with
a purpose—designed by von Ahn and Dabbish [189]. While playing the game in pairs,
the system implicitly gathers high-quality image labels based on their suggestions and
agreement. More recently, a number of new systems have been built to demonstrate the
potential benefits of embedding crowds into systems. For example, Soylent [14] is an
extension of Microsoft Word that allows users to create tasks related to the document,
such as shortening of paragraphs or proof-reading, to be carried out by other users.
Another interesting system is HelpMeOut [88] which recommends potential solutions for
compiler errors and runtime exceptions that other programmers have also encountered.
Crowdsourcing and human computation take many different forms in these systems. A
detailed overview and taxonomy of the different aspects and approaches can be found
in [169].
Moreover, much attention has been devoted to paid micro-task crowdsourcing
markets such as Amazon Mechanical Turk.10 First studies have assessed it as a general
platform for conducting online user studies [110], some of which replicated previous
lab studies and obtained similar results [90]. Other works have focused on financial
incentives and varying compensation levels [128] as well as different task designs, e.g.
comparing iterative vs. parallel processing steps [123]. The findings so far suggest that
higher pay rates may reduce response time, but not necessarily increase the quality
of results. Experiments have also shown that iterative tasks can be very effective
at improving the average quality of results, but parallel processes lead to a greater
variety of responses. Two additional aspects received particular attention, namely
crowdsourcing complex tasks and recruiting in a timely manner. Examples of the
first were studied with the help of systems such as Soylent [14] and Mobi [200]. While
Soylent offered a first design pattern, find-fix-verify, which divides tasks into a set
of refine and review stages, Mobi is based on groupware mechansisms and a mixedinitiative interface to allow workers to contribute to parts of the overall task as they
like while being guided by system-generated feedback. On the other hand, an early
method for faster recruiting was implemented by the VizWiz system [17] which tries to
maintain a pool of workers based on additional tasks. More recently, the approach was
refined in Adrenaline [15] to further reduce latency by paying a small extra amount if
workers wait and answer quickly when alerted. Finally, there has also been an effort
to design programming environments and languages on top of the Mechanical Turk
platform, where TurKit [124] is a more prominent example that enabled several of the
aforementioned crowd-powered systems.
While many crowdsourcing solutions to-date therefore tend to build on external
services such as Mechanical Turk, our particular goal is to build crowdsourcing
mechanisms directly into interfaces and to provide a framework for this. One of the
10
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reasons for doing it this way is the desire to build on other incentives than pay, as well as
leveraging the interests and combined knowledge of an existing user community around
a web site. The latter may be an important advantage for crowdsourced adaptation of
web sites, where frequent visitors and power users could have a particular interest in
improving the user experience for their viewing conditions. This is in principle similar
to the idea of community-sourcing presented in [91]. In this work, an independent,
but again reward-based, crowdsourcing service was created around a snacks vending
machine to leverage local knowledge and expert work. Likewise, we believe that the
integration with existing web sites and services is crucial for achieving high-quality
crowdsourcing results. In addition, we aim to benefit the same community of users
that also contribute to the adaptation process, which was shown to generally raise the
motivation to participate [170].

2.4

Conclusion

Existing adaptation techniques for general graphical user interfaces range from purely
adaptable solutions using direct manipulation techniques such as user interface
façades [182] to systems like Supple [69, 71, 75] that can automatically generate
optimised layouts based on machine-learning techniques. One of the advantages of
the Supple system is that it allows users to override automatic rendering decisions
in a customisation process, which is something that is rarely supported by adaptive
layout solutions. While adaptable approaches tend to focus on personalisation and
the adaptation to a user’s tasks by involving users themselves [60, 62, 130], adaptive
approaches typically try to optimise organisational and spatial aspects of the interface
presentation in a system-controlled manner with the goal of providing fully automatic
solutions [29, 41, 71, 89, 152]. For web interfaces, layout adaptation techniques have
traditionally been constrained by the rather limited features of client-side technologies.
More advanced constraint-based layout solutions [101, 174] therefore typically required
substantial server-side processing and usually do not allow users to control the
adaptation operations. Particularly for the adaptation of web user interfaces, adaptable
approaches that directly involve end-users are rare [163] and often limited to only certain
scenarios such as desktop-to-mobile adaptation [18, 149]. Closely related is a new
approach for automatically retargeting web page content based on Bricolage [112] which
uses existing designs as an example. Bricolage primarily builds on machine-learning
techniques, but uses crowdsourcing to train the models used to identify semantically
similar web page elements. In theory, this hybrid approach could be used to learn
and train a new cost model in order to support new adaptation scenarios such as the
adaptation to large-screen contexts or touch interfaces. However, this would also require
the input of a certain number of good design examples which we currently lack.
Overall, research has been dominated by very comprehensive model-driven approaches [30, 167, 176] for which end-user emancipation still seems a distant goal [161].
One of the particular goals of our work is to allow also non-technical end-users to
participate in the adaptation process, which we argue is necessary to be able to respond
to the diverse and rapidly evolving range of new device characteristics. This idea
of involving end-users in the adaptation of web interfaces adds to mixed-initiative
approaches [96] and specifically the work by Bunt et al. [25, 26] who suggested mixed-
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initiative adaptive support for guiding users in the customisation process. This thesis
aims to show that our idea of extending previous mixed-initiative approaches with
crowdsourcing opens up the design space for new adaptable and adaptive interface
approaches. Moreover, since previous mixed-initiative interfaces focused on menu
control structures, applying the principles to more complex interfaces such as web pages
is a challenge that has so far remained largely unexplored. To achieve this, we want
to expand on previous approaches in mainly two ways. First, we aim to abstract from
underlying models and languages by providing visual tools for the adaptation of the
final interface directly in the browser. Second, we aim to explore explicit and implicit
crowdsourcing techniques in order to involve larger amounts of users for collectively
solving design and interaction issues for many different use contexts. We will show
that these measures provide end-users with the means to take an active part in the
adaptation process and help inform the design of adaptive web interfaces to cater for
the growing diversity of new devices.

3

Proposal for
Lightweight Informed Adaptation
In this chapter1 , we make our proposal for lightweight informed adaptation as a
new approach to supporting many different viewing conditions and preferences in web
interfaces. The focus is on developing a set of lightweight, client-side techniques for
flexible layout adaptation of existing web interfaces rather than building on previous
interface generation or transformation techniques which tend to be relatively complex.
Specifically, we investigate how adaptive web layout can be achieved using standard
web technologies and, in particular, new features of HTML5 and CSS3 based on the
following two experiments:
- The Adaptive Guardian investigates the adaptation to large-screen contexts
based on the example of The Guardian web site and experiments with CSS3 media
queries and multi-column layout to provide a flexible, client-side solution
- FBTouch explores the adaptation to touch and multi-touch for Facebook’s
picture tagging interface and experiments with multiple adaptation levels to
support basic touch enhancements as well as different multi-touch designs that
take varying device support and different user preferences into account.
These experiments therefore explore the technical and design challenges of adapting
to two scenarios that are often insufficiently supported in existing web sites. The
experiments differ in how the adaptation problem is tackled in that the first experiment
focuses on developing new adaptive layout techniques and then applies them to an
existing web site, while the second directly starts from an existing web interface and
iterates over its design to support additional interaction contexts. The investigation
in both cases also addresses the question of how effective our lightweight adaptation
approach based on standard web technologies is in terms of the user experience,
1

Earlier versions of parts of this chapter were originally published as Nebeling et al. [145].
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as well as proposing ways of addressing technical limitations. As a result of these
considerations, we present the core ideas behind this thesis and give a first overview of
our new approach before it is detailed in the next chapters.

3.1

Experiment 1a: Adaptation to Large-Screen Contexts

The effects of different screen sizes and the potential impact on the browsing experience
have received little attention in studies and, where they did, as in the case of Findlater
and McGrenere [61], typically only smaller screen situations were considered. Several
productivity benefits were shown for large-display environments, e.g. in [43, 172], but
there is still a lack of design guidelines and techniques to better adapt to larger screen
sizes. Current insights are limited to a few formative evaluations of what users would
expect when they use web applications in such settings [80]. Results suggest the use of
liquid layout with a preference for horizontal content flow in order that web documents
better fill the screen. However, what has not been addressed so far is how to adapt
existing web interfaces rather than designing new versions from scratch.
As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the result is often that a lot of screen space is unused as
well as that text appears too small and media elements disproportional to the overall
size of the viewing area. The typically static design of existing web sites and the fact
that content usually flows in the vertical rather than horizontal direction mean that
the adaptation to larger, wide-format displays is a challenge. To capitalise on greater
screen space, new forms of adaptation are required to scale and arrange the content
accordingly.
In this and the next section, we explore the adaptation of existing web interfaces
in more detail. In a first step, the focus is on an experiment we conducted based on
The Guardian news web site2 as an example. The experiment was originally described
in Streit [181]. It is the first of a series of experiments with a focus on large-screen
adaptation, and it will also be revisited in later chapters to illustrate the benefits of the
new adaptation techniques proposed in this thesis.

3.1.1

The Adaptive Guardian

Figure 3.1 shows The Guardian in its original design viewed on a 30” screen at a
resolution of 2560x1600 pixels. The static design of the web site prevents it from
adapting to the example viewing situation. The main problem here is that all content
is contained in a centred, fixed-width wrapper of 940 pixels, leading to wide margins on
both sides when viewed on screens with much higher resolutions. Another problem is
that the font size is specified in pixels. This is problematic since large screens typically
use a significantly higher DPI value so that the physical size of a pixel is much smaller
than on smaller screens. For example, while a 12-pixel font on a 15” screen at 1024x768
pixels has a physical height of 3.59mm, the same text is only 3.02mm in the example
setting. Even though a function to manually change the font size is available in many
web sites, the overall layout often does not adjust if the text is enlarged due to the
first problem, namely the fixed size and number of columns used for the layout. Note
that The Guardian web site is not a special case, but can instead be considered a
2

http://www.guardian.co.uk
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Figure 3.1: Original vs. adapted layout viewed on a 30” screen at 2560x1600 pixels
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representative example for common web page layout since the problems described here
were commonly observed in the larger study described in Chapter 7.
Our experiment based on The Guardian web site was divided into three parts. First,
we reviewed the new features of HTML5 and CSS3 and experimented with them for
adapting content to larger window sizes. The goal was to explore the technical support
for adaptive web layout based on web standards, and to identify the limitations. In
the second step, we created an adaptive layout for The Guardian based on the most
promising features explored in the first part. In the last step, we conducted a small
user study to compare the user experience primarily in terms of reading comfort and
efficiency using the original and adaptive layout for the large-screen setting illustrated
in Figure 3.1.

Review of HTML5 and CSS3 As of April 2012, the HTML5 standard is still under
development3 , but many parts of the specification are considered stable and already
implemented in some web browsers. At the syntactical level, HTML5 introduces two
kinds of new elements. First, semantic markup elements such as header and footer
as well as nav for a navigation block and article for content elements have been
introduced to describe the content. Second, video and svg tags provide a standardised
way of embedding multimedia elements such as movies or vector-based graphics directly
in a web page. These new elements are useful for annotating page elements, which
may allow for simpler ways of automatically adapting web page content based on
document analysis. However, due to the relatively poor backwards compatibility, it
will require more time before web developers start to adopt the new standards for this
purpose rather than using div and span elements with custom id or class attributes,
which is current practice. Furthermore, the new video and svg tags embed media as
regular DOM elements and thus allow for customisation of the content delivery. For
example, the dimensions of a video could be changed when viewed on a large screen
and, additionally, its content could be replaced with a high-definition version, as will
be shown later in this section.
The development of CSS3 is modularised and consists of various separate recommendations which have been developed independently. An important module is the
CSS3 Values and Units module4 which defines a number of new length units that can
be used to specify the dimensions of page elements now also relative to the browser
viewport. These new units, most notably vw and vh referring to the width and
height of the viewport, could become very useful for constructing flexible layouts that
dynamically scale according to the size of the viewport, but current browser support is
still minimal. The most practical unit for creating adaptive layouts therefore remains
em, which always refers to the font size of the current element. If the dimensions of an
element are specified using this unit, the element keeps its proportions to the text, even
when the font size is manually adjusted by users.
Since CSS2, the scope of a stylesheet can be limited with respect to certain media
types. For instance, different layouts can be specified for on-screen reading or printing.
CSS3 expands this concept by providing access, not only to the media type, but also
3
4
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media-specific features5 . By querying these properties, certain styles can be included
or excluded depending on various factors, such as the size of the screen or the current
browser viewport, the orientation of the device, the aspect ratio, or the resolution of
the output device. It is important to know that media queries are automatically reevaluated whenever a relevant variable changes at runtime. This means that CSS3
media queries are sensitive to client-side events, but do not require specific event
handling via JavaScript. As a result, media queries can, for example, be used to
automatically switch the vertical layout of a web document into horizontal mode when
the device orientation changes or the size of the browser window exceeds a certain
threshold which is something we demonstrate later. The Media Queries module is a
recommended standard for browser implementations and so is widely supported by most
web clients.
Finally, the CSS3 Multi-column Layout module6 introduces new CSS properties
to lay out content elements in multiple columns. All page elements inside a multicolumn container are arranged similar to regular containers, with the difference that
the alignment and positioning of elements are relative to the dimensions of the column
in which they appear rather than the overall container. However, content elements
with an overflow inside a multi-column container will always be clipped at the centre
of the column gap, which is unlike other container elements where overflow can be
explicitly controlled using the corresponding CSS properties. The specification also
foresees basic means to control the column-breaking behaviour so that elements can be
forced to remain together as a single unit in the same column. This can be useful to
avoid the separation of an image and its caption into two different columns. However,
even though multi-column layout support is a recommended W3C standard, not all
features are commonly supported by web browsers and there are still many differences
in how browsers implement this standard. We will also come back to this issue later in
this section.
Redesign of Overall Layout Based on this review, several smaller changes to the
original layout of The Guardian were required to achieve a more flexible design as
illustrated in Figure 3.2. First, all pixel-based, absolute values for the overall layout
were replaced using relative units % and em (Figure 3.2, top-left). As a result, the static,
fixed-width layout was changed to an overall fluid layout so that the document fills most
of the available viewport width, effectively reducing the use of white space to where it
is necessary. Specifying the size in em instead of pixel values means that page elements
scale according to the font size so that their width increases as the text is enlarged.
Additionally using a minimum size constraint makes sure that elements will never be
scaled below a certain value. At larger window sizes, additional columns are used in the
article text and sidebar to accommodate the greater screen space (Figure 3.2, top-right).
This makes for a controlled, fluid layout, which is especially important for the main
content to avoid excessively long lines of text and instead keep line lengths proportional
to the font size by breaking the content layout into two columns.
As shown in Figure 3.2 (bottom), we built on CSS3 media queries for differentiating
the viewing situations and specifying the required rules and thresholds, as well as CSS3
5
6
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#main-content { min-width: 40em; }
@media screen and (min-width: 1920px) {
#main-content { min-width: 72em; column-count: 2; }
}

body { font-size: 12px; }
@media all and (min-device-width: 1280px) {
body { font-size: 13px; }
}
@media all and (min-device-width: 1920px) {
body { font-size: 15px; }
}
…

Figure 3.2: New controlled, fluid layout using multiple columns at larger viewing sizes
(adapted from Streit [181])
multi-column layout for additional columns. In addition, we defined slightly larger font
sizes at higher screen resolutions to counterbalance higher DPI values and preserve
the physical text height. Note that it is sufficient to adjust the font size of the body
element to also cause changes to all inner elements. This also means that all page
elements whose width was changed to em values are automatically adjusted relative to
the increase in font size. While these changes generally allowed us to make better use
of screen real estate, multi-column layout also introduced new problems which required
our special attention.
Multi-column Layout As illustrated in Figure 3.3, CSS3 multi-column layout can be
problematic when scrolling is required to view content arranged in multiple columns. If
no additional measures are taken, by default, users would have to scroll down and up
again to go from the end of one column to the beginning of the next one (Figure 3.3,
left). Some researchers have argued that this is primarily a problem due to the fact that
web content is usually laid out in the vertical direction [22, 80] and it is therefore instead
suggested to adopt a horizontal scroll model. This can be achieved by constraining the
height of the web interface to the height of the browser window and arranging content
along the x-axis so that scrolling is then only required for the horizontal axis of the
viewport (Figure 3.3, middle).
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Paged, vertical scroll

Figure 3.3: Comparison of scroll models in combination with multi-column layout
(adapted from Streit [181])
However, given that vertical content layout is predominant for web documents, such
a horizontal scroll model is very uncommon and unfamiliar to most users [191] and would
probably require changing their browsing habits. A complete change from vertical to
horizontal layout is also problematic for the fact that the mouse wheel, which is often
used for scrolling while browsing, typically only exists in a vertical configuration. We
therefore experimented with a paged, vertical scroll model (Figure 3.3, right) so that
content is split into fixed-sized virtual pages that each fit the viewport so that multicolumn layout can be used in combination with vertical scrolling. However, since this
was beyond the scope of CSS3 multi-column layout and native browser support, we had
to overcome the limitations by providing additional means for multi-column paging.
Content Pagination Similar to the solutions presented so far, we build on client-side
adaptation techniques, but in this case, use JavaScript in combination with HTML and
CSS for segmenting content laid out in multiple columns and splitting it into pages of
the same size as the viewport. In Streit [181], we developed a basic algorithm which
takes a DOM element container associated with multi-column layout and performs
the following steps in order to allow additional pages to be dynamically created and
overflowing content to be moved to the new pages in vertical direction.
1. Do nothing if the height of the container is smaller than the viewport height or
the container only has one column.
2. Otherwise, determine the width of a column unless set explicitly in the CSS3
column-width property. This is done by temporarily appending an element of
100% width to the container and then measuring its width in pixels.
3. Copy all content elements of the original container to an invisible, temporary
container of fixed width determined in the previous step.
4. Measure the height of each copied element. The height can be determined
accurately because the width of the temporary container is equal to the width
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of a single column. Also the problem of content elements that span multiple
columns and therefore return incorrect height values does not arise since the
original multi-column container remains unchanged.
5. Fill the same page with copied content elements as long as the accumulated height
of elements added so far is still smaller than the maximum page height, otherwise
fill a new page.
6. Only for the first page: Reduce the maximum height of this page by the offset of
the original container element. If the new maximum height is smaller than the
minimum height, set the maximum height to the minimum height.
7. Replace the original container with the new paged, multi-column container.
Note that the size of the first page is adjusted since it usually starts at a certain
offset below the header elements. The algorithm supports this by subtracting the page
offset to set the height of the first page to the remaining viewport height. Additionally,
a minimum page height needs to be specified to prevent oversegmentation of content at
smaller viewing sizes. Cloning of content elements is necessary in order to avoid browser
repaints after moving each element to the temporary container. Preserving the original
container is required for the above algorithm to recompute the pagination based on the
original content when the size of the browser viewport is changed. Our pagination script
also appends spacer elements between pages that may be styled to indicate reading order
and can also function as links to scroll to the next page. For example, when applied to
The Guardian, we used “Read on” links to supprt the navigation.
Conditional Content The last step then focused on dynamically updating the content
with respect to the viewing condition. As illustrated in Figure 3.4, we experimented
with different ways of embedding and scaling media for different browsing situations.
In the case of media content, the first and simplest technique is to use a relative width
property and let the browser do the scaling according to the size of the window. While
this works well for vector-based graphics, it is not a solution for rasterised media, where
the viewing quality is a function of the image resolution and the dimensions at which it is
displayed. It is also not a solution for other types of content such as text which requires
special measures to control the flow and physical layout as mentioned previously.
It therefore seems natural to provide content in different versions, e.g. lower and
higher quality media or text summaries vs. full text, and select the appropriate
version depending on the viewing condition. Our experiments showed that this is also
problematic when relying only on features of HTML and CSS. For example, the second
technique in Figure 3.4 for adaptive media uses two HTML image elements and then
CSS to toggle their visibility according to the screen context. This approach is also
not optimal since both DOM elements would be sent to the client browser before one
of them is hidden. The third method adds the images as background images to an
HTML placeholder element using CSS media queries to switch between the different
versions. This solution has the drawback that content and presentation are not clearly
separated, but mixed as both are defined in CSS. Note that both approaches could also
be applied for conditional text—the latter by using the CSS content property instead
of the image background—but would also have the same issues. Another problem is
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<div id=“article-wrapper”>
<img src=“image.png” width=“100%”/>
</div>
<img src="large_image.png" class="large" />
<img src="small_image.png" class="small" />
img.large { display: none; }
@media screen and (min-width: 1280px) {
img.small { display: none; }
img.large { display: inline; }
}
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Browser-based scaling

HTML placeholders and
CSS3 media queries for
switching image version

<div id=“image”
style=“width: auto; height: auto”></div>
#image { background: url(’small_image.png’); }
@media screen and (min-width: 1200px) {
#image { background: url(’large_image.png’); }
}

HTML placeholder and
CSS media queries with
background image

Figure 3.4: Techniques for embedding and scaling media according to screen size
that the different versions would need to be statically defined for each element unless
generated by server-side scripting.
Our solution was therefore to build on client-side JavaScript to dynamically update
content based on naming conventions such as suffixes ‘-small’ and ‘-large’ to differentiate
the respective versions. However, this raises the problem that the script must be called
at page-loading time as well as each time the size of the browser window changes since
there is no elegant way of defining media queries in JavaScript. Some vendors have
started to address this shortcoming by providing a new method for evaluating media
queries directly in JavaScript, but this is again browser-specific and not standardised by
W3C. To switch the content as before, the respective CSS rules and thresholds would
hence need to be redefined in JavaScript unless a workaround is used that relies on
dynamically creating hidden elements for each condition and styling them differently
using CSS3 media queries, to then check with JavaScript whether the changes have
applied and the respective condition is met. These may sound like smaller issues
for which there are workarounds, but this raises the important problem that there
is currently no uniform method for the specification of context within HTML, CSS and
JavaScript. In particular, JavaScript does not provide the methods for directly accessing
device characteristics in the same manner as CSS3 media queries, while updating the
HTML according to changes in the context either requires such workarounds as above
or server-side computation to generate the DOM in different versions.
Final Adaptive Layout Figure 3.5 shows The Adaptive Guardian, the result of our
experiment of adapting an existing web site to large-screen contexts.
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Small size

Medium size

Large size

Figure 3.5: The Adaptive Guardian at different viewing sizes
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As can be seen when comparing the different viewing sizes in Figure 3.5, the new
layout makes sure that the proportions of text and media including ads are maintained
relative to the increase of the spatial coverage of content. Using especially the new
features of CSS3, we were able to build an adaptive layout solution so that the
actual adaptation process does not require server-side computation or complex interface
generation and transformation processes.
The new layout defines the following set of adaptations able to accommodate a range
of screen contexts:
- Automatic font scaling to maintain the physical size of text in different screen
contexts
- Multi-column layout and controlled switching between single and multiple
columns to keep line lengths in proportion to the viewing condition
- Automatic pagination of content to support multi-column designs in combination with the vertical scroll model
- Responsive media to automatically scale and substitute media with lower or
higher quality versions according to the viewing size
The Adaptive Guardian with several example articles is published on the project
web site7 .

3.1.2

User Study

To evaluate the proposed features, we conducted a small in-lab study with 12
participants in which we compared the original layout vs. the adaptive layout in largescreen contexts. Participants were asked to read three different news articles taken from
The Guardian’s web site and to provide their feedback. The articles were presented
on a 30” desktop screen with a 2560x1600 resolution using three different layouts—
the original design without adaptations and two versions of the adaptive layout with
different features (Fig. 3.6):
- Original layout of the article with standard scrolling behaviour where text is
presented in a single column at a default font size of 14 pixels
- Adaptive 1 layout that includes most of the adaptations described above, i.e.
multiple-column layout and paging with “Read on” links, as well as automatic
font scaling to 16 pixels on the test screen
- Adaptive 2 layout which is based on Adaptive 1, but adds page-by-page scrolling
using the mouse-wheel as well as automatic image scaling and switching.
The main reason for creating two versions of the adaptive layout was that we wanted
to test different adaptive features and their impact on the user experience. We decided
against testing each feature individually since most of them were complementary.
Instead we used two versions, both with a common set of features, but the second
7
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Original

Adaptive 1

Adaptive 2

Figure 3.6: Different versions used for comparative evaluation on a 30” desktop screen
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Figure 3.7: Median user ratings on different aspects of the tested layouts
with additional features, to still make for a controlled experiment. Mapping the pageby-page scrolling mechanism to the mouse wheel was one of the ideas we had to further
support user navigation as an alternative to the “Read on” links generated by the
dynamic multi-column paging feature, and so we wanted to test whether this could be
appreciated by users. In all three layouts, a function to change the font size was available
at the top navigation as well as in the sidebar. Participants were first instructed to
adjust the size of the browser window and text to suit their needs. After reading
the article, participants were asked simple comprehension questions and to find the
respective answers in the text. We collected feedback in a post-task questionnaire after
each article, where participants rated reading comfort, positioning of page elements,
image alignment, font size and scrolling behaviour on a grading scale from 1 (worst) to
5 (best). Finally, participants were asked to compare the three articles in terms of the
layout.
Since we selected articles of moderate length to keep the study participants
interested while reading, we expected to see greater differences in terms of subjective
feedback rather than reading speed. However, while users took roughly the same amount
of time to finish reading the articles regardless of the layout, they were in general faster
answering questions with the new layouts. Overall, reading comfort was rated higher for
the Adaptive 1 and 2 layouts, although a one-way ANOVA statistical analysis reveals
that only the difference between the Adaptive 1 layout and the original is significant
(p < .04 vs. p > .19) for the second adapted layout). However, more than half of the
participants (seven people) preferred the Adaptive 2 layout overall, while four of them
favoured Adaptive 1 and only one participant liked the original layout best.
The greatest rating differences between the original and the adaptive layouts are
those concerning the positioning of elements and font size (statistical significance for
those factors was confirmed by the ANOVA and pairwise comparisons performed on the
data). Participants most of all appreciated the fact that more content was visible on the
screen, despite the overall larger text and media. For the font size, text on the original
layout was perceived as too small by almost all participants (ten), while one participant
perceived it as optimal and another one as too large. As a consequence, more than half
of the users increased the font size when reading with the original layout. With the
adaptive layouts, the initial font size was changed less often. Only one person decreased
the font size to 14 pixels and two others increased it to 18 pixels when reading with the
Adaptive 2 layout. The initial font size of the adaptive layouts was rated as optimal
by half of the participants. Two participants perceived it as too large when reading
with the Adaptive 1 layout and four stated the same when reading with the Adaptive
2 layout.
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Multi-column and multi-page breaking was also rated highly by a majority of testers.
While most felt that it increased the visibility and clarity of the page, there were also
a few users who preferred the single-column layout because text could be read in a
continuous fashion. Some participants seemed confused about whether to jump to the
next column on the same page or continue on the same column, but on the next page
below. This can perhaps be compensated by making an even stronger visual separation
between the pages than the smaller “Read on” links used in the study.
Regarding scrolling behaviour, no statistical significance was found in the rating
results. When asked about their preferences, three out of four participants chose the
standard scrolling behaviour and the rest favoured page-by-page scrolling with the
mouse wheel. Scrolling by clicking the “Read on” link was never used, but participants
were also not explicitly instructed about this functionality. Users who preferred the
page-by-page scrolling appreciated the speed of this scrolling mechanism. Those who
did not remarked that the jump was too big and sudden, although we tried to counteract
this problem by smoothing the page-by-page scrolling with an animation, and so further
measures are necessary. However, we also observed that some people preferred to
adopt a fixed gaze when reading and instead used gradual scrolling so that the text
to be read remained roughly in a fixed area on the screen. The same behaviour was
incidentally observed in a previous study [22]. Our mechanism for page-by-page scrolling
is inappropriate for this reading behaviour.
Also in terms of image alignment and scaling, the adaptive layouts seemed to be
preferred, although the differences were not significant. This is interesting since the
image was larger and better aligned with the column in the case of the Adaptive 2
layout (see Fig. 3.6). The reason for this could be that images did not contain important
information necessary to comprehend the articles and so the results might well be
different for other types of web sites where media embedded in the text plays a more
central role.
The main outcome of this experiment is an adaptive layout solution that is able to
accommodate large-screen contexts based on a number of new adaptation techniques.
Our solution dynamically scales text and media according to the viewing size and uses
flexible multi-column layout in combination with the vertical scroll model based on
automatic pagination of long content. Based on user testing, we demonstrated that
especially text-centric web sites such as online newspapers can immediately benefit
from the features offered by our adaptive layout solution and improve the overall user
experience under different viewing conditions. However, we also had to solve several
technical challenges to be able to provide such a lightweight solution that builds on
only native web technologies. In that sense, we hope that the proposed CSS3 standard
and, in particular, the CSS3 multi-column module will continue to evolve and provide
more features in the future, making the use of client-side scripting unnecessary for this
purpose.

3.2

Experiment 1b: Adaptation to Touch and Multi-touch

Given the proliferation of touch devices, web applications in particular are increasingly
accessed using other input modalities than mouse and keyboard. However, only a few
web sites to-date provide an interface that is optimised for touch input. Moreover,
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multi-touch interaction with web interfaces is generally still limited to gestures for
scrolling and zooming content as interpreted by the web browsing client rather than
the application. Our experiment presented in the following aims to show how web sites
could be adapted and instead provide carefully designed multi-touch features that are
tailored to the web site and therefore of potential benefit when carrying out applicationspecific tasks.
Looking at the vast body of research on multi-touch, it is surprising to see that many
of the problems related to touch input and multi-touch interaction have been treated as a
matter of input technique rather than an interface design issue. For example, numerous
works have addressed the issues of precise selection on touch devices, especially when
very small objects are the target, e.g. by using two-finger selection techniques to
enhance pointing precision or by using one finger to dynamically scale portions of
the screen and the other to activate the target [2, 13]. For certain applications such
as Wu’s RoomPlanner [196], a variety of multi-finger and whole hand gesture-based
techniques have been designed to leverage and extend the types of actions that can
be performed when using multi-touch interaction. However, in a web context, we are
still far from an advanced use of multi-touch gestures. Rather, users currently employ
simple pinch/spread and pan gestures primarily for scrolling web pages and navigating
between them. Often they are also used as a workaround and then for dealing with
low-level issues such as precise selection of hyperlinks and other forms of active web
content if they are inappropriately sized and placed for touch input.
Modern web browsers on touch devices automatically turn hyperlinks and form
controls such as buttons, list views, check boxes or text inputs into touch areas. Next
to spatial issues originating from the placement of elements, the primary issue is often
the resulting size of these touch areas. For example, text hyperlinks are usually not
defined with sufficient horizontal and vertical padding and therefore the touch area
becomes effectively the rectangle that just fits the text. For common text links such as
“more” or “Next” it can therefore become difficult for users to activate them since the
touch area is exactly that of the four letters combined. Some of the new challenges for
web design also stem from the fact that a user’s handedness plays a more important
role with direct-touch. For mouse input, this has usually been a question of the design
of the input device rather than the interface. However, for common web content layout
that typically places the main controls fixed on one side of the screen, the design does
not necessarily fit the user’s handedness. Also new is that some devices can signal
changes in orientation which should cause web sites to switch between layouts suitable
for portrait and landscape mode, but this is usually not the case.
This section investigates the adaptation to touch and multi-touch as a two-layered
web design problem with a new set of technical and design challenges. As an example,
we examine alternative interfaces with a number of touch enhancements and different
multi-touch features for FBTouch, a simple picture tagging application that we have
designed and gradually adapted based on the one provided by Facebook (Figure 3.8).
This experiment has two major goals. First, we want to identify the key issues related
to touch specifically in a web context and to develop a simple set of adaptation for
touch input. Second, we want to demonstrate how a new class of web interfaces with
active support for multi-touch could be designed to improve task performance and the
overall user experience on touch devices. Specifically, we look at how users navigate,
zoom, select and scroll content using mouse and keyboard as opposed to touch. Our
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Figure 3.8: One of the multi-touch interfaces designed for FBTouch on a TouchSmart
investigations include accidentally triggered actions as well as those that do not get
triggered although intended. In addition, we test whether users like the new multitouch interactions for picture tagging and whether they consider them an improvement
when compared to the traditional interface.

3.2.1

FBTouch

The initial design of FBTouch is based on the original Facebook picture tagging
interface. This is important to mention because we wanted to experiment with an
existing interface that many users are familiar with and study the effects of gradually
adapting it for touch and multi-touch rather than creating a completely new touch
interface. This kind of study also addresses the current situation of many web site
providers that now have to think about how to modify and optimise the design and
layout of their sites in response to the increasing amount of touchphones and tablets used
to access the content. Below we first present the concrete adaptations that we designed
based on Facebook’s original interface, before we explain how they were implemented.
Common to all our FBTouch prototypes shown in Figure 3.9 is the fact that users
have to select from a list of names to tag people in pictures. Apart from the fact that
this is the case in Facebook, we intentionally designed it in this way as it requires precise
selection from multiple options which is difficult if the size and spacing of elements is
too narrow for touch input. Also similar to Facebook, text search functions are provided
in all interfaces to narrow down the list of names to only those that match the input.
However, these are not necessarily needed because of the limited amount of scrolling
required to view all name tags. The intention was not to give too much of an advantage
to the mouse and keyboard interface since text input on a touch screen requires users to
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switch between the browser and the on-screen keyboard and text input via a physical
keyboard is usually faster. The alignment of the two links, “Previous” and “Next”,
next to each other above the picture is also similar to Facebook. At the same time, it is
interesting for the purpose of our study since this alignment requires precise selection
from a horizontal set of options where padding and margin are often less generous in
web interfaces. The device used both for the active development and user testing was
an HP TouchSmart 600-12008 with 58.4 cm (23”) screen diagonal and 16:9 wide-format
screen at Full HD resolution (1920x1080 pixels). The multi-touch features were built
on top of Firefox 4 which recently included support for Windows 7 touch events.
In the following, we will start by presenting the features of the standard interface and
then show how it was gradually adapted for multi-touch interaction, focussing mostly
on what was changed between versions in terms of the tagging interaction.
Standard version A1/A2. The standard interface can be operated using mouse and
keyboard or touch input. The tagging interaction is started by pointing with the
mouse and clicking on people in the picture, or directly by touching the picture.
This will then open a pop-up window next to where the input occurred, showing
the search field on top and a list of names with a vertical scrollbar below. Clicking
or touching the check boxes or names in the list will tag the selected person, as
indicated by the checkmarks, or remove the tag if the name was already selected in
a previous tagging interaction. Tagging can be cancelled by pressing ESC as well
as by clicking or touching somewhere outside the pop-up window. The pop-up
will be hidden after a person was successfully tagged or if the tagging interaction
is cancelled. Pressing the “Previous” and “Next” links will navigate between
pictures. Alternatively, the left and right arrow keys can be used to navigate to
the previous or next picture. In the following, we will refer to this interface as A1
for mouse and keyboard input or A2 for touch.
Touch-enhanced Version B. Interface B uses the same tagging interaction, but in
preparation for touch input, scales text slightly larger and increases the padding
and spacing for active content areas such as links. In particular, the size of the
“Next” link was adjusted to match the touch area of the “Previous” link. While
this may not be as important for mouse input, it was considered because the touch
area for the dominant action “Next” in the standard interface is significantly
smaller, simply because the text link consists of only four letters. Also, the
design now uses increased line height and spacing in the list of names, which
required further adjustments of the list’s height to have the same number of
visible names. To prevent undesired default behaviour in browsers when using
touch, the interface was further modified to disable text selection within touchsensitive areas and to prevent users from accidentally dragging the picture when
touching it. Except for these small enhancements for touch input, the interface
does not make use of any multi-touch features yet.
First Multi-touch Version C1. This version is based on the touch enhancements
from the previous interface B, but in addition introduces a simple set of basic
multi-touch gestures. These include swipe right or left to navigate to the previous
8
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Figure 3.9: Different interfaces designed and compared as part of the experiment
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or next picture, spread to overlay a larger version of the picture in higher quality
and pinch to hide the overlay again. The tagging interaction itself then requires
two hands with one finger touching the picture and the other a name in the list.
The order in which the touches occur determines the meaning of the interaction.
Tapping the picture at different positions while touching the same name only
changes the position of the tagging box. Tapping other names while touching the
picture overwrites the current tag with the currently selected name. Tagged names
are marked with a background colour slightly lighter than the highlight colour,
and untagging can be performed by simply tapping a marked name. Interestingly,
Windows 7 used on the TouchSmart with which the interfaces were developed and
tested, did not allow for simultaneous touches on the picture while interacting
with Windows standard controls such as the list of tags. We therefore enhanced
the scrolling mechanisms of the list control to support scrolling when users touch
the picture at the same time and to prevent accidental tagging/untagging when
scrolling occurred prior to the interaction. This multi-touch version of interface
B is referred to as C1.
Alternative Multi-touch Version C2. The last interface uses an alternative design
of version C1 so that tagging now requires dragging a name from the list and
dropping it on a person shown in the picture; dropping the tag outside the
picture will cancel the operation. The interface supports the simple gesture set
introduced in the previous version and additionally allows for performing multiple
such drag-n-drop operations at a time. Not to remove names from the list via
drag-n-drop, we implemented a way for touch events to be delegated to other
elements that was previously not available in browsers. We used this method
to drag a thumbnail of the person’s photo as an intermediate representation of
the original touch target. We also developed our own event capture technique so
that simultaneous dragging of two or more photo tags using multi-finger or hand
interaction can be supported. This new interaction is further enabled by the
horizontal layout of the list now placed below the picture. Finally, the scrolling
mechanisms of the previous version were adapted for horizontal scrolling not to
interfere with active dragging operations, which required special event handling
mechanisms. This version of the interface is referred to as C2.
Figure 3.10 illustrates the key adaptations of the original Facebook interface and the
major design steps. We catered for basic touch optimisations in interface B and then
provided alternative multi-touch interfaces C1 and C2 to extend the interaction model.
The first multi-touch tagging interaction using a two-point concept was designed as an
alternative to the pop-up window from the standard versions of the interface as well
as a simple way of employing two-touch to interact with two interface controls at a
time. The intended meaning of this interaction was a natural mapping of pointing at
somebody while calling out the name, or linking elements by holding them at the same
time. However, such a layout that assigns rather fixed roles to hands could also require
an alternative design for left-handed users who may prefer to carry out the selection
task with their left hand. The design modifications for the second multi-touch interface
were made to allow users to use two hands independently and also to see whether users
would employ multi-drag to complete the picture tagging task faster. The fact that
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Basic touch
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Multi-touch extensions
of interaction model
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adaptations

Figure 3.10: Summarising the main adaptation steps carried out as part of the FBTouch
experiment
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this interface shows slightly more options in the list of names has two reasons. First,
pilot testing showed that users are not as comfortable with the horizontal scroll layout
and, second, it is also a countermeasure to make up for the fact that usually one hand
hides a significant portion of the list when the tagging interaction is performed. The
swipe gestures available in both multi-touch interfaces were added to provide users with
basic gestural support also known from other multi-touch applications. However, we
intentionally kept the “Previous” and “Next” links in the interfaces primarily to assess
the gestural support as an optional feature and to make switching between them easier
for users since the main navigation controls are present in every interface. Moreover,
we were interested to see how often users would make use of the gestures or the basic
controls. Finally, the pinch/spread gestures for zooming only the picture rather than
the entire interface were added to see whether users would appreciate an adapted zoom
for the task.
Technical Challenges While the first set of changes were relatively easy to implement
using just features of HTML and CSS, the changes to the interactive behaviour and
the support for multi-touch interaction were much more difficult to implement. We
characterise the key challenges below.
Touch vs. Mouse Events. From the technical point of view, touch input shares some
commonalities with mouse input since both trigger a series of down/move/up
events with point coordinates of where the input occurred. This is perhaps also the
reason why, in modern operating systems such as Windows 7, single touch input is
per default mapped to mouse events with the benefit that traditional applications
remain operational also on touch devices. On the other hand, simultaneous
touches are usually not translated to mouse events and can therefore not be
processed by traditional event handlers. This raised two major problems when
implementing FBTouch. First, the fact that single touches also fire mouse events
is not always convenient, especially when mouse input must be treated differently
from touch. Second, even the most advanced implementations for interacting with
web content, such as the many attachable behaviours provided by the jQuery UI
framework9 , did not work properly with multiple objects at the same time even
if the respective event handling methods were linked to touch events. The reason
for this is that current implementations typically rely on there normally being
only one variable to track, i.e. the position of a single mouse cursor. Hence, often
a single global variable is used to store the current position, which would then
be overridden with every other touch event being processed. To prevent such
conflicts, it was important that touch-related data was cleanly associated with
the target it concerned, but this required our own implementation and made it
impossible to build on existing frameworks.
Multi-touch Event Capture and Gestures. As for the proper handling of multitouch events, two more aspects were of primary concern, namely touch event
capture and gestural input. Event capture, as detailed in the DOM specification10 ,
can be used for handling events of a specific type by ancestors of the original
9
10
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event target. This was required to still receive events and continue with an active
drag-n-drop interaction even if the cursor left the dragged object temporarily.
However, in the case of simultaneous touches, simple mouse capture techniques
did not work and so we had to implement our own means for tracking touches
on multiple targets. Furthermore, since gestural input played an important role
for the multi-touch interfaces of FBTouch, the order in which touches occurred
and the time between them was important information for us to track in order to
distinguish fast swipes from scrolls and conflicting gestures when content selection
was intended. This is especially challenging when different gestures are supported
on the same control, such as the photo in FBTouch which supported swipe as well
as the typical gestures for zooming. This required our own event handling methods
to organise touch events with respect to time and simple conflict resolution when
ambiguities were raised between similar actions.
Cross-Browser Compatibility. A common problem in web development is that
there are often considerable differences between browser implementations. This
is also true in the case of current support for multi-touch events. There are
considerable differences, not only in the naming of touch event listeners and touch
data, but also generally in how touch input is processed. For example, Firefox 4
introduced proprietary ‘MozTouchDown’, ‘MozTouchMove’ and ‘MozTouchUp’
events11 with minimal information such as touch coordinates relative to the
viewport of the browser and a unique identifier to track continuous touches of the
same input source. On the other hand, WebKit-based browsers12 such as Safari
only trigger handlers associated with ‘touchstart’, ‘touchmove’ and ‘touchend’,
use different event property names and provide additional information, such as
scale factors and degree of rotation, if common panning and zooming gestures are
performed on the target element. Moreover, Safari provides separate information
for all active touches on the screen, touches only related to the current target
element and touches that have changed since the last time an event was handled,
while in Firefox this important information is completely missing. Since FBTouch
was primarily designed for Firefox on the TouchSmart, this was not so much of an
issue initially. However, more generally, this means that application developers
are presented with different input data depending on the browser and therefore
considerable effort is required to eliminate cross-browser compatibility issues.
As illustrated at the bottom of Figure 3.10, we also created another version of
FBTouch for iPad where several browser differences between Safari and Firefox needed
to be resolved. Moreover, the new version for iPad also allowed us to experiment with
an interesting feature of many smaller touch devices not supported by the TouchSmart,
namely detecting changes in orientation when the device is tilted or rotated. To make
use of this in FBTouch, we developed the prototype so that is based on interface
B2 in portrait mode, but automatically switches to interface B1 in landscape mode
(Figure 3.9). When given to a smaller group of users for an informative evaluation,
11

Note that, since Firefox 6, the touch event API has aligned with the W3C proposal. However,
W3C’s Touch Events specification is under active development and browser support not always
consistent.
12
http://www.webkit.org
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they mentioned that they liked the fact that this kind of adaptive behaviour required
no user configuration and essentially left the choice between interfaces to them. At the
same time, it would make sure that the screen real estate is used effectively in both
landscape and portrait mode. However, since such features are currently only available
on some devices, they are examples of device-specific adaptations.
The FBTouch prototypes presented here are published on the project web site13 .

3.2.2

User Study

To assess the usability of the different interfaces shown in Figure 3.9, we carried out a
small lab study with 13 participants on the TouchSmart all-in-one computer also used
for designing the interfaces. All but two participants were familiar with the picture
tagging interface provided by Facebook. The majority of participants were at the
age of 25 to 35 and right-handed. Participants’ overall background using touch input
was generally high and more than half of them (8 people) stated that they use touch
devices several times a week to every day. User testing consisted of performing the same
simple picture tagging task with every interface. However, the order was randomised so
that participants were not necessarily provided with gradually more features and were
therefore given a short time to get familiar with each interface before the application
was reset and time measured. The time required for the task using each interface was
logged by the system. For each interface, participants were asked to rate the user
experience in terms of the support for navigating between pictures, selecting from and
scrolling through the list of names, text input and search as well as the tagging and
untagging interactions. Finally, we collected feedback on the overall experience using
the TouchSmart for the experiment and how the different versions of the interface felt in
comparison with each other. Participants were also asked to indicate which multi-touch
features were more or less helpful for completing the picture tagging task.
The results of the user study reveal a number of interesting aspects concerning task
performance (Figure 3.11) and rated user experience (Figure 3.12) for the different
interfaces and input modalities that were tested. In general, one can see that
participants were most efficient using mouse and keyboard, but the touch enhancements
and multi-touch prototypes were well received by participants and helped them to
achieve a better performance on the touch screen. Also the relatively high user
experience of the mouse and keyboard interface was only matched by the multi-touch
interfaces. We provide a more detailed analysis below.
Task performance A one-way repeated measures ANOVA found a significant effect of
time required to complete the task using the different interfaces (F (4, 48) = 2.65, p <
.05). As can be seen in Figure 3.11, the mean task-completion times were best for
interface A1 using mouse and keyboard (µ = 146s, σ = 38). On the other hand, the
same interface using touch provided the worst performance as participants took on
average almost one minute longer to complete the task (µ = 200s, σ = 58). As a result,
there was a significant difference for conditions A1 and A2 (t(12) = −2.71, p < .05).
Very promising when interface A2 used on the touch device is compared with the
adapted interfaces is the fact that the relatively simple touch enhancements in interface
13
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B already contributed to almost 15% faster task-completion times (µ = 175s, σ = 37).
Also, the second best mean time overall was only achieved when participants used
the drag-n-drop multi-touch features of interface C2 (µ = 159s, σ = 50), which is
significantly faster when compared to interface A2 (t(12) = 1.89, p < .05). The mean
task-completion time using interface C1 was a moderate 179s (σ = 53), which means no
significant difference between conditions B and C1 (t(12) = −0.197, p = n.s.), but still a
marginally significant difference between conditions C1 and C2 (t(12) = 1.41, p < .10).
This suggests that overall interface C2 was the best version for touch in terms of the
time required to complete the picture tagging task. Moreover, condition A1 provided
significant differences compared to interfaces A2, B and C1. Even though participants
were on average still 9% slower with interface C2 than using mouse and keyboard, there
was no significant difference between conditions A1 and C2 (t(12) = −0.817, p = n.s.).
This high suitability of interface C2 for touch input is also underlined by the fact that
participants completed the task almost 26% faster than with interface B on the touch
screen. We can therefore say that only complementing the simple touch enhancements of
interface B with the multi-touch features of interface C2 helped participants to achieve
accuracies that come a lot closer to the mouse and keyboard condition A1.

User feedback In terms of the qualitative data, Figure 3.12 shows that interfaces
A1, C1 and C2 provided the best user experience for participants, while the standard
interface A2 executed on the touch display was rated by far the lowest. However,
although interface B achieved slightly better mean task-completion times compared to
interface C1, the user experience of the latter was on average rated considerably higher.
This supports the general rule that faster execution times do not necessarily reflect in
higher user experience. As a matter of fact, for nearly half of participants, interface A1
with mouse and keyboard was the fastest (6 times). Taking the touch interfaces only,
interface C2 was first (5 times), closely followed by interface B (4 times). However, when
looking at the best interfaces in terms of the user experience as rated by participants,
we are presented with a slightly different picture where interface C1 was selected six
times and interface C2 only four times.
In general, most participants felt very comfortable and fairly efficient with the touch
adaptations specifically designed for the Facebook interface. When using the multitouch interfaces C1 and C2, all participants but one favoured the swipe gestures rather
than clicking the “Previous” and “Next” links for navigating between pictures. Most
participants (10 people) also found the tagging interactions more tangible compared to
the standard interfaces, with minor differences between the two-point interaction used
in interface C1 and the drag-n-drop interaction in interface C2, which was however not
significant. For the eight participants that effectively used the pinch/spread gestures,
namely to zoom either the entire web site in interfaces A2 and B or specifically the
picture in interfaces C1 and C2, it can be said that the adapted zoom to view a larger
version of the picture was appreciated and rated higher. Still, due to the relatively
large screen used in the study, the adapted zoom was generally not so often requested
by participants and further studies on small-form factor devices should therefore aim
to update these results. For other aspects, e.g. the almost vertical position of the touch
display or technical limitations such as limited precision and number of touch points
that can be recognised with the TouchSmart, participants were generally neutral.
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One of the key factors that contributed to the fast times using interface A is that
precise selection was not an issue with the mouse. Some participants even stated that
the interface was optimally designed for mouse input because of the short distances
between target elements. On the contrary, using the same interface on the touch display,
participants had to concentrate on very precise selection and, for the nearly vertical
setup that we used, often expected the touch to be recognised much higher than it was.
Hence, we could often observe that participants developed a sort of counter technique
in generally touching the screen slightly above the targets they actually wanted to hit,
but this usually required some time to get used to. This was most often observed with
activating the “Next” link or when trying to directly check the boxes associated with
the listed tags rather than selecting the names. For the simple touch enhancements
that we applied to the main navigation controls as well as the list of tags, the number
of times participants missed the intended target elements on average were effectively
reduced from 8.2 (σ = 5.7) in the standard interface A2 using touch to a consistent
.08 (σ = .28) in all touch-enhanced interfaces B, C1 and C2, which is a significant
improvement (t(12) = 5.12, p < 0.001). As a result, the touch enhancements were
sufficient to counteract many issues related to the precise selection of content and
should therefore be considered as one of the key adaptation techniques for touch.
Our analysis also revealed that there were no significant differences between interface
C1 and C2 in terms of task performance as well as user experience. Some of our
participants preferred interface C1 because the two-point tagging interaction felt more
natural and intuitive to them, but also because it afforded shorter contact with the touch
surface where friction was sometimes noted as a problem. Others preferred interface
C2 because it used a drag-n-drop interaction that is more closely aligned with existing,
mouse-based interaction techniques and therefore easier to pick up and to perform.
What was interesting to see particularly for condition C2 is that participants were
less strict about the roles between hands in this layout. Often the dominant hand
was first dedicated to tagging using drag-n-drop while the other hand focussed on
scrolling through the horizontal list, but this changed frequently while performing the
task. The data we collected also shows that none of the participants made direct use
of multiple drag-n-drop interactions at once. We explain this by the cognitive load
required of participants as they had to concentrate on where to drag the objects rather
than just moving them around. However, the enhanced support for multi-touch helped
participants to keep up the flow of the interaction and it was often seen that the
performance substantially increased towards the end of the task when participants had
learned how to make effective use of the available multi-touch features. This indicates
that participants could benefit from more practice with the new multi-touch interfaces
that we designed, and given that practice, may generally be able to outperform the
mouse and keyboard interface.
Overall, the experiment showed that it is possible to provide an adapted web
interface for touch and multi-touch interaction using standard web technologies. In
particular, we found that it seems practical to start by addressing the low-level issues
first, such as the appropriate size and position of touch areas, and to then address
the more general concerns of the existing interaction model when it is translated to a
touch-oriented design. As one of the key optimisations for touch, we enlarged the touch
areas of the main interactive elements. For the experiment, we used a scale factor of
125% and an additional padding of 1em to enlarge the touch area relative to the font size
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originally used for the text. The evaluation showed that these small enhancements were
a key factor that contributed to the higher task performance in interface B. However,
these values were only experimental for the particular configuration of the TouchSmart
and already required smaller adjustments for the iPad in order to adapt the overall
layout to the smaller screen real estate, while leaving the touch areas at an appropriate
size, not to mention again the fact that the Safari browser used on the iPad required
completely new touch event handlers.

3.3

Proposed Approach

Our experiments have highlighted two important aspects when it comes to the
adaptation of existing web interfaces for additional use contexts. First, given the
recent advances in web technologies with the new features of HTML5 and CSS3,
it is now possible to achieve flexible web layout solutions that can accommodate a
wide range of viewing and interaction contexts. Second, the lightweight adaptation
approach performed very well in user evaluations, showing promising results for both
the adaptation to large display and multi-touch settings. However, there are still
several challenges and also some limitations in terms of the general support for contextawareness and adaptivity. Therefore, our goal is to build on the potential of the
techniques presented so far and to extend them towards a comprehensive solution that
is, however, still more lightweight and direct than previous approaches to context-aware
and adaptive web interfaces. We use the term lightweight informed adaptation to
describe the two main aspects of the new adaptation approach proposed in this thesis.
Lightweight Adaptation. We argue that our approach is more lightweight in three
respects. First, in contrast to previous model-based approaches, our approach
does not require or impose a certain web design method, such as WebML [34],
UWE [93] and Hera [97], and also no specific models of the user interface [30].
Since our adaptation techniques build directly on the final web interface, it is
not relevant how the interface was developed as long as it can be represented
in HTML and rendered in web browsers. This also means that no interface
generation or transformation processes are involved. Interface generation usually
starts from a model, then using a rule-based approach or machine learning to build
a representation from which the user interface can be generated. Typical examples
of interface generation approaches are PUC [151] and Supple [69]. On the other
hand, interface transformation refers to approaches where existing representations
of a user interface are mapped to models from which a new interface can be
generated. Interface transformation therefore usually consists of three steps:
reverse engineering [12], model transformation [119] and interface generation.
This is described in detail for the CAMELEON reference framework [30]
which formed the basis of many model-based user interface approaches such
as TERESA [137, 165] and MARIA [167]. In contrast to interface generation
and transformation, we propose lightweight adaptation which directly starts from
an existing final interface rather than a model or more abstract representation
and also does not require intermediate representations. As a consequence, there
is no need for reverse engineering and other model transformation techniques.
Figure 3.13 illustrates the three approaches.
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Figure 3.13: Schematic comparison of lightweight adaptation and interface generation/transformation approaches
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Second, our approach is tailored to the adaptation of web interfaces, whereas
the majority of approaches such as PUC, Supple, TERESA and MARIA aim
to be very comprehensive and handle web interfaces just like another output
channel. However, such general approaches to adaptive user interfaces usually
require proprietary user interface descriptions at a more abstract level. As a
consequence, different user interface description languages have been proposed
that are, however, not native to the web and therefore increase the threshold for
being picked up by web developers. We therefore argue that our focus on adaptive
web interfaces is not a limitation, but rather an advantage since it means that we
directly build on and complement, rather than replace, established web standards
and technologies.
Third, while previous adaptive interface techniques required complex constraint
solving algorithms and additional server-side infrastructure to support web
environments [101, 174], we leverage native browser support and, in particular,
new features of HTML5 and CSS3 that make it possible that much of the
adaptation process can now run directly on the client-side. This client-side
adaptation approach therefore also requires less technical overhead compared to
previous proxy-based approaches such as Power Browser [28] and Highlight [155].
A major premise of all the techniques developed in this thesis is that they
integrate well with common web architecture and wide-spread technologies. As a
consequence, a significant amount of our engineering effort actually went into
developing methods and tools that are compatible with state-of-the-art web
development practices so as to increase compatibility with existing application
code and reduce the manual work that would be required of developers to build
on our solutions. We therefore paid great attention to building solutions that can
be applied to existing implementations without requiring a certain structure or
imposing certain conventions. However, at the same time, our goal was not to
aim for completely automatic solutions. Rather, we argue that the control should
always remain with web developers and designers. Our solutions therefore focus
on assisting them in carrying out the engineering tasks by providing support for
the complete design-build-test cycle of context-adaptive web applications.
However, lightweight also refers to the fact that our approach is primarily
designed to support adaptation to device. The focus is therefore not so much
on other forms of context-awareness, such as internationalisation, localisation and
personalisation, e.g. to cater for individual user preferences and skills [24, 62, 130],
culture [171] or abilities [75]. Nevertheless, all these factors play a role and
are addressed in two ways. First, our crowdsourcing techniques involve many
different users in the adaptation process which is therefore influenced by their
preferences. Second, they are also reflected in the domain-specific language
extensions for context-awareness. Both the crowdsourcing and domain-specific
language approaches to adaptation are core ideas of this thesis and will be
presented in detail in the next two chapters.
Informed Adaptation. We also argue that our techniques inform the design and
required forms of adaptation for many different contexts. While our first
experiments already considered the new requirements for adaptation to large
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screens and interactive surfaces, this is especially reflected in the following two
aspects of this work.
First, we make use of crowdsourcing as a tool to elicit context-specific design
requirements for many different devices and individual user preferences. Using
crowdsourcing for these aspects is viable, not only for the approach to scale,
but also because it helps the adaptive features to continuously evolve as new
requirements emerge. It is, in particular, because of the idea of crowdsourced
adaptation central to this thesis that we can say that, although our techniques
are more lightweight, they do have the ability to achieve very flexible, highly
adaptive web interfaces.
Second, we propose a set of metrics to assess the adaptivity of web interfaces
and guide the design of new adaptations. The metrics were derived from a study
on the status-quo of common web layout [144] and are complemented by a tool,
jQMetrics, that can be embedded in existing web interfaces. jQMetrics provides
design feedback in terms of the spatial coverage of content, which needs to be
controlled for different screen sizes, as well as the size and position of elements,
which is essential to cater for additional input modalities such as touch. Chapter 7
therefore compares the results of our experiments for these two example scenarios
before and after the adaptation based on the metrics, as well as looking at how
the manually designed interfaces fare against crowdsourced layouts in terms of
the metrics.
The remainder of this thesis focuses on the three core contributions and is organised
as follows.
- Crowdsourced Adaptation. First, we investigate crowdsourced adaptation
as a new approach to supporting the adaptation of web interfaces for many
different viewing and interaction contexts. Although the two experiments in this
chapter already explored the main design challenges for two important adaptation
scenarios, we still manually developed for one specific context in each case and only
considered two web sites as examples. We will show that crowdsourced adaptation
can be used to inform the design of new adaptations for many different web sites
and contexts using different crowdsourcing techniques.
- Language-Integrated Context-Awareness. Second, we present languageintegrated context-awareness to improve the support in standard web languages.
This is in consequence of the experiments in this chapter which revealed
several edge cases when using only native web technologies and because current
limitations in terms of context-awareness and adaptivity mechanisms required
special workarounds. We will show how the general concepts of our approach
can be integrated with HTML and JavaScript when we present XCML and
jQMultiTouch as two examples of domain-specific language extensions for the
specification of multi-device web applications.
- Adaptivity Metrics. Finally, we present a set of adaptivity metrics and a
tool, jQMetrics, that implements them to assess the spatial layout and coverage
of content and provide design feedback for different viewing conditions. This
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addresses the fact that some of our design choices in the previous experiments
had to be based on a “best guess” and experimental parameters since there were
no existing guidelines or metrics for the considered scenarios. Although user
evaluations in the end confirmed most of our decisions, this showed the general
difficulty of designing and especially testing adaptive user interfaces for different
conditions. The new metrics proposed in this thesis can provide additional design
input and also present a means for more automated usability evaluation.

4

Crowdsourced Adaptation

This chapter1 presents crowdsourced adaptation [140, 141] of existing web interfaces as a
new approach to supporting additional viewing and interaction contexts not considered
in the initial design. Crowdsourced adaptation involves end-users in the adaptation
process by building on direct manipulation techniques for customising the interface or
input tracking methods to detect and locate design problems based on user performance,
then using design rules and crowd data to inform the adaptation. We present the
crowdsourcing model and enabling architectural support as well as two implementations
of this approach that mainly vary in how they elicit crowd work and how the crowd
input is treated:
- CrowdAdapt is a web site plug-in that asks users to contribute a new layout for
their particular viewing condition using a direct manipulation toolkit
- CrowdTouch is a second implementation which instead builds on interaction
tracking to produce analytics for web designers and suggests critical components
in need of adaptation based on crowd performance data.
In addition, we discuss the results of initial experiments for large-screen settings and
touch interaction based on these tools (Figure 4.1). The experiments look at the same
scenarios we addressed with The Adaptive Guardian and FBTouch experiments in the
previous chapter, but this time based on crowdsourcing. However, unlike much of the
research on crowdsourcing, our focus is not on paid crowd work via Amazon Mechanical
Turk [110]. Instead, we build on frequent visitors and the chance that especially power
users could have a particular interest in customising the layout for their own use context.
By making the new layout available to other users, our crowdsourcing approach is
designed to directly benefit the same community of users that also contribute, which was
generally shown to raise motivation to participate [170]. Moreover, while CrowdAdapt
1

Earlier versions of parts of this chapter were originally published as Nebeling and Norrie [140,
141]. The work also provided the basis for crowdsourced web engineering and design [147] as well as
crowdsourced web site evaluation [148].
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Figure 4.1: Juxtaposing the original design and examples of crowdsourced adaptation for pages from CNN to make better use of
widescreen settings and from Wikipedia to improve the touch interaction and readability without zooming on smartphones
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builds on direct contributions, CrowdTouch elicits crowd work implicitly and leaves
control to web designers. The results of our experiments suggest that crowdsourced
adaptation could lead to very flexible web interfaces informed by individual end-user
requirements. In particular, scenarios such as the adaptation to large-screen contexts
and touch interaction could be supported without the need for a manual redesign and
therefore with relatively little effort.
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4.1

Crowdsourcing Model and Architectural Support

Our idea of crowdsourced adaptation aims to complement existing, designer-specified
web interfaces with user-contributed adaptations to cater for a much wider range of use
contexts to which the interfaces can adapt. Web sites that may benefit the most from
this idea are those that typically attract large numbers of users and support them in
carrying out a real task. Failure to adapt to a user’s particular context is then perceived
as especially disturbing and counter-productive to achieving the task in an efficient way.
To come back to one of our previous examples, news web sites represent one particular
type of application that is typically accessed from a range of different devices. The
main task is to provide up-to-date news content and support users in accessing this
often text-heavy information. Special attention must therefore be paid to all factors
concerning on-screen readability (appropriate font size and text length for the device
in use, etc.). However, as evident from our previous experiments, this requires a very
flexible design due to the increased diversity in terms of screen resolutions and input
modalities, which is difficult to achieve by web designers alone.
The crowdsourcing model we propose supports users in two different roles: a user
in the role of active “contributor” can customise the interface to better adapt to their
particular viewing condition and therefore fix potential design problems themselves,
while a user in the typical role of “consumer” can directly benefit from the adaptations
contributed by other users for a similar use context. As already mentioned, this chapter
presents CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch as two implementations of the crowdsourced
adaptation approach that mainly differ in how they split control over the adaptation
process between the system and the user as well as by how crowd input is treated.
Depending on the implementation, users may either be able to take on one of the roles
or both, and change between roles as they like. This section describes the general
architecture and crowdsourcing platform powering both implementations and therefore
allowing for this flexible crowdsourcing model.
The technical solution is based on a context-aware adaptation toolkit that integrates
with an existing web interface so that new adaptations can be recorded directly
on the client. The adaptations are then deployed on a server and automatically
downloaded and applied the next time that the web site is accessed from the same or
a matching client. Therefore, we distinguish two main components required to support
the adaptation process:
1. a client-side adaptation toolkit for recording new adaptations of an existing
web interface based on the original HTML and CSS
2. a lightweight adaptation service that primarily builds on CSS3 media queries
to support the adaptation process directly on the client device.
Both components build on the basic web architecture and native browser support
for rendering the web interface from HTML, which defines structure and content, and
CSS, which defines the format and style. The principal idea is that all adaptations are
essentially represented as modifications of the CSS that can additionally be downloaded
for the original web site. As argued previously, this makes for a lightweight adaptation
technique that does not require web site generation or transformation and also no
additional versions of the HTML document must be maintained. Another benefit of
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using only features of CSS to represent the adaptations is that the actual adaptation
process can run completely on the client-side and therefore does not depend on serverside computation. The process gets initiated simply by linking the adapted CSS to the
web document and is carried out entirely by the web browser. Also important is the
fact that CSS definitions can be cascaded with the consequence that an interface can be
adjusted in multiple steps by building on from previous customisations. This ultimately
means for users that new adaptations do not always have to be designed from scratch,
but may also be based on other users’ contributions. This tends to require less effort
of a single user.
Figure 4.2 shows the basic client/server web architecture for a typical web
application as well as (1) the definition process and (2) the deployment process triggered
by two separate clients and enabled by the extended infrastructure. We will first
describe the basic crowdsourcing ideas along a scenario and then discuss the technical
aspects and how they enable the proposed crowdsourcing model.
In the illustrated scenario, the two clients both use a similar mobile phone for
accessing a web site that was originally created for a standard desktop resolution. When
the first client accesses the application, it will therefore receive the content in its default
form, which is too large for the small screen of the client device. As a countermeasure,
Client 1 uses features of the adaptation toolkit to adapt the web interface to better
fit the lower device resolution. For example, in the direct manipulation approach of
CrowdAdapt, Client 1 may shrink the header, reposition and resize the navigation bar
that was originally shown in the sidebar, maximise the main content area and adjust
the footer. The required adaptation operations are provided by the adaptation toolkit
running on the client-side. The toolkit automatically synchronises with the adaptation
service where the defined adaptations are stored and maintained for the current client
context. When Client 2 accesses the web site also using the toolkit, it will automatically
download the matching adaptations and recommend them to the user. If Client 2
chooses to accept the new layout, they can directly benefit from the mobile version that
was originally created and shared by Client 1.
The scenario described two processes: (1) the definition of a new set of adaptations
by Client 1 and (2) the deployment of adaptations on the device used by Client 2. As
also illustrated in Figure 4.2, this is facilitated by several extensions of the basic web
architecture. First, both clients must have the adaptation toolkit installed and running
in the browser. Second, the toolkit must be linked to an adaptation service that may
optionally be configured by the web application. For example, the web site provider
may define a configuration for the client-side toolkit so that only a certain set of web
interface elements can be adapted by clients. Further, the adaptation service comprises
three components:
1. the adaptation controller which defines how crowd input is treated and how
new adaptations are deployed on matching clients
2. the context engine which plays a supporting role by describing the use
context for new adaptations and determining the best-matching adaptations for
a particular client
3. the adaptation store which maintains a database of web site adaptations and
controls the storage and retrieval of them
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Figure 4.2: General crowdsourcing architecture also showing the definition and
deployment processes carried out by one client to the benefit of others (green arrows)
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Note that the dashed line labelled with “Embedded/Service” indicates that the
architecture can vary at this point in that the adaptation service may operate in
two modes. In the first mode, the adaptation service is managed and hosted directly
with the web application. Alternatively, the adaptation service can be maintained
and administered independent of the web application, which then requires additional
infrastructure. This architectural design lends more flexibility to the approach. We will
describe how this is exploited by CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch when we introduce the
two implementations later in this chapter.
The adaptation controller supports the definition and deployment of adaptations,
while the adaptation store is responsible for storage and retrieval. CrowdAdapt
and CrowdTouch differ in how they support the definition of new adaptations since
CrowdAdapt provides a direct manipulation toolkit, while CrowdTouch relies on
instrumentations of the interface for user activity tracking. As illustrated in Figure 4.3
for the scenario described earlier, all adaptations of the web interface are in both
implementations represented in the form of CSS and CSS media queries as a result
of the definition and deployment processes. The left of the figure shows excerpts of
the original HTML and CSS, while the right shows some example adaptations. In the
original version of the web page, the header component specifies a fixed height and fills
the full width of the viewport by default. One of the adaptations performed by Client 1
concerns the header to make it smaller so that the navigation can be aligned next to it.
The adaptations of the header and navigation components are decoded based on CSS3
media queries that match the mobile device of Client 1 in terms of the smaller screen
resolution. Figure 4.3 also sketches on the bottom right how additional adaptations
could be defined for larger screen sizes. The adaptations contributed by different clients
for the same web page are therefore distinguished by the respective context parameters.
Moreover, it is also possible that multiple clients provide different sets of adaptations
for the same context, which would then describe alternative layouts for a particular
context. To handle this flexibly in the adaptation store, we support simple versioning
principles so that adaptations can either be saved as a new, alternative version for the
current client context or as a revision to overwrite and replace a previous version. This
is important for CrowdAdapt where users can thus revise their own versions in multiple
sessions and even design based on existing ones as we will describe in the following
section.
The context engine consists of two components that control the storage and retrieval
of web site adaptations with respect to the context: the context builder and the
context matcher . The context builder creates a context model for every client that
contributes new adaptations. This can be done mostly automatically by evaluating the
navigator and screen objects in JavaScript for collecting context information related
to the browser and device, such as the user agent string, window size, screen resolution
and orientation. However, this information could also be manually complemented by
clients with aspects that cannot always be determined programmatically. For example,
clients could provide additional information related to the device, e.g. supported input
modalities, and or user-related attributes, e.g. to indicate whether they are right or lefthanded. Although these values are not interpreted by default, this could still provide
a way for users to better describe their requirements and the use context, which would
in turn help developers refine both the context model and the adaptive behaviour of
the interface. The collected context information is then used by the adaptation store to
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Adaptations for Example Web Site

Example Web Site
HTML
<div id=”#header”> ... </div>
<div id=”#navigation”><ul>
<li><a href=”/”>News</a></li>
...
</ul></div>

CSS
#header {
height: 200px;
}
#navigation {
width: 300px;
}

Definition

<div id=”#content”>
<h1>Crackdown in Bahrain...</h1>
<ul><li>Bahrain: 20 injured as...</li>
...
</div>

#content {
width: 900px;
}

<div id=”#footer”> ... </div>

#footer {
height: 200px;
}

@media screen and (width: 640px) and (height: 960px) {
#header {
width: 80px;
height: 120px;
display: inline;
}
#navigation {
width: 560px;
height: 120px;
Adaptation
}
Deployment
Store
#content {
width: 640px;
height: 760px;
}
#footer {
height: 80px;
}
}
@media screen and (width: 2560px) and (height: 1600px) {
...

Figure 4.3: Definition and deployment processes illustrated for an example web site
associate the corresponding adaptations with the context for which they were defined.
The context matcher is responsible for helping the adaptation controller determine
the best-matching user-contributed adaptations when the site is accessed via the toolkit.
This is generally done based on a combination of SQL and CSS3 media queries. SQL
is used to filter stored adaptations by web site and could also be used for additional
context parameters not supported by media queries, e.g. user-related aspects such as
handedness, while the rest of the matching process is delegated to the client-side, where
it is performed directly in the browser based on media queries. However, the concrete
method used for matching and scoring adaptations may depend on the adaptation
scenario and differs between CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch as described later.
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CrowdAdapt presents a first implementation of the architecture described in the
previous section and provides a set of direct manipulation tools for users to customise
the interface. The adaptation controller is represented by the adaptation engine on
the client-side and the review and rating system on the server. The adaptation
engine is responsible for controlling the adaptation process on the client device, while
the review and rating system provides a basic quality control mechanism for crowd
contributions. Figure 4.4 provides an architectural overview, while we describe each
component in turn in the following.
Client 1
Direct Manipulation Tools

Adaptation Service
CrowdAdapt Configuration

CrowdAdapt

Adaptation Engine
Client 2

Context
Engine

Adaptation
Store

Review and
Rating
System

CrowdAdapt

Figure 4.4: Architecture of CrowdAdapt showing the core system components and the
interaction between two clients

4.2.1

CrowdAdapt

The key idea behind CrowdAdapt is to allow end-users to adapt the interface to
their specific use context if it is insufficiently supported by the current web page
design. Drawing from individual user contributions allows the system to build an
adaptive layout solution that caters for a wide variety of device characteristics and
user preferences. At the same time, the design task can be kept rather simple since
each user only has to think in terms of their own setting.
CrowdAdapt provides a visual design environment that augments web pages loaded
in the browser to allow users to customise the layout (cf. Figure 4.5). The changes
are then deployed on a server in the form of a new layout template which will be
automatically downloaded and applied in subsequent visits of the same user and
automatically suggested to new visitors in similar contexts. Based on the architecture
described in the previous section, CrowdAdapt supports two deployment modes so
that it can either be bundled directly with a web site or installed separately as a
browser plugin. The first deployment scenario does not require separate infrastructure
and allows contributors to share their customisations with other users of the same
site. Also other users require no additional software which may be preferred by those
primarily in the role of the consumer. The second scenario follows the popular example
of userscripts.org, where a large collection of scripts for augmented browsing based
on plugins such as Greasemonkey are self-maintained by an active user community.
The CrowdAdapt plugin allows users, not only to create new adaptations for sites
they regularly visit, even without direct support of the provider, but also to benefit
from adaptations contributed by other users for additional sites. Therefore, the two
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deployment modes each have their advantages, and could also be used in combination
by allowing for synchronisation with multiple adaptation services.
In the following, we discuss the three key components of which CrowdAdapt is
composed: the direct manipulation toolkit providing the adaptation operations, the
adaptation engine to learn new adaptation rules for individual use contexts and the
deployment and review system for sharing, testing and applying the adaptations
contributed by the crowd. For each component, we will discuss both the general
functionality and the key design challenges that had to be addressed.
Direct Manipulation Toolkit The core of CrowdAdapt is the direct manipulation
toolkit running on the client to provide the user with a set of visual tools for customising
the interface directly in the browser. There were three major challenges in developing
this component. First, we had to decide on the concrete set of adaptation operations
that would be required to adjust interfaces to different conditions. Second, all operations
had to be designed with non-technical end-users in mind. Finally, each adaptation
must yield a valid manipulation of the interface in order to keep the underlying
implementation in tact.
The current set of 7 adaptation operations summarised in Table 4.1 were inspired
from The Adaptive Guardian experiment and further informed by an analysis of the
differences between web page layouts at different viewing sizes and the changes required
to make effective use of both small and large-screen settings, which we report in
Chapter 7. The example web sites that we considered for the analysis ranged from
news web sites, blogs, wikis, forums to other types of applications such as web mail
and social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter that are typically used by active
user communities for both the consumption of content and content contribution. The
defined operations, especially when used in combination, cater for a wide range of
adaptations, but also reflect what is technically feasible without imposing particular
web design conventions. Note that we refer to web page “elements” in terms of the
rendered interface. At the hypertext level, elements refers to HTML DOM elements
part of the body which includes both simple elements, such as headings h1 to h6, or
container elements, such div and span, which may nest other elements.
The two main operations are “move” and “resize”. Move repositions web page
elements in the document via drag-n-drop. Elements can be freely positioned in the page
or, as illustrated in Figure 4.5, re-anchored and snapped to other elements by dropping
on either edge of the target. Resize scales elements in horizontal and/or vertical
direction by dragging the edges or corners as known from common window managers.
While the actions can be controlled via additional handles that are dynamically
displayed for in-place element manipulation, the remaining operations trigger a contextsensitive popup menu on the selected element. The “spacer” operation increases or
decreases the space around an element via “+” or “-” menu options. The “hide”
function toggles the visibility of an element or restores previously hidden ones via the
menu. Alternatively, “collapse” replaces an element with a placeholder link to later still
allow users to unfold the content. This feature is an example inspired by the mobile
version of Wikipedia that initially collapses all sections of an article and first only shows
their headings to provide a better overview of the content. Both these operations are
especially useful for the adaptation to smaller screen sizes, but also as intermediate
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Figure 4.5: CrowdAdapt’s move operation before and after re-anchoring the sidebar
element as an example
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Table 4.1: Adaptation operations supported by our direct manipulation toolkit with a
focus on spatial factors of web site layout
Operation

Description

Move

Changes the position of target elements using drag-n-drop interaction. Moved elements can be docked at the left/top/right/bottom
of the drop target, as well as float or be fixed at an absolute position
in the web page.
Resizes target elements at their current position in the web page.
When hovered, elements show a size grip in the lower right
corner that can be dragged to change the width and/or height.
Alternatively, the right side can be dragged to adjust only in the
horizontal direction, or the bottom for vertical changes.
Adds a new spacer element that will be docked to target elements
and can be subject to other operations such as resize to increase
the horizontal and/or vertical spacing between elements.
Hides target elements, or restores elements that were previously
hidden using this operation.
Substitutes target elements with a placeholder link that can be
clicked to expand the original content.
Increases or decreases the font size of target elements. Also line
spacing can be controlled relative to the change of the font size, or
using absolute values.
Controls the number of columns used for an element’s layout so that
content can be distributed horizontally and flow from one column
to another in a flexible way.

Resize

Spacer

Hide
Collapse
Grow/Shrink
Font
Single/Multicolumn Layout
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design steps when bigger changes are performed to a more complex layout. The “font
size” operation increases or decreases the text height. This can be important to alleviate
the problem of text appearing too small on large displays, or if the original font is too
large on a small-screen device. Moreover, the “multi-column” operation controls the
number of columns used for content layout, which is particularly useful for large-screen
settings. As demonstrated based on The Adaptive Guardian experiment in the previous
chapter, this can be essential for controlling the line length of paragraph elements that
may otherwise get excessively long in widescreen contexts. While only one tool can be
active at a time, operations can be combined with each other in subsequent steps and
also reverted via an undo command.
Each of the operations updates the CSS and/or the HTML DOM as required, which
is straightforward in most cases. For example, for freely moving or resizing elements,
only the original CSS position and dimension properties are overriden with the new
values. Similarly, the spacer operation controls the CSS margin, and multi-column
layout is based on the new CSS3 properties also used in The Adaptive Guardian.
On the other hand, for re-anchoring moved elements and in order to support element
nesting and maintain the z-index, the HTML DOM is also updated by internally moving
the dragged element node either before or after the drop target. Hiding an element
again just toggles the CSS display property, which means that the DOM elements are
preserved, but is sufficient to prevent that the inner content is loaded by the client in
future visits. While these design decisions generally help to maintain the functionality
of the web interface, it is still possible to break JavaScript that refers to page elements
via the DOM element path rather than the ID if the element was moved to a new
position.
By default, operations can be invoked on all web page elements with ID so that
a unique reference to the respective DOM node can be maintained. While this is
usually feasible because the main web page elements are typically labelled for CSS and
programmatic access via JavaScript anyway, CrowdAdapt can be further configured by
the host site to extend or constrain the scope of adaptations based on jQuery selectors2 .
For example, $adaptableElements.not(‘‘#nav a’’) could be used to disallow that
users adapt links in a sidebar navigation. Moreover, users can also configure some
aspects of the direct manipulation tools, e.g. for deactivating text selection, links to
other pages as well as embedded objects, such as videos or Flash animations, in order
not to accidentally trigger associated actions while customising the interface.
The following description of the remaining components of CrowdAdapt is based on
the architecture previously described in Section 4.1 and therefore focuses on what is
specific to CrowdAdapt.

Adaptation Engine While the toolkit operations allow users to fit the interface to their
individual viewing condition, the actual context-awareness comes from the adaptation
engine which is responsible for managing the overall adaptive interface solution based
on crowd contributions. With each manipulation of the web interface, CrowdAdapt
learns a new adaptation rule for the current context and web site. For example, as
the user increases the width of the main content container to 1600 pixels on a Full HD
2

http://api.jquery.com/category/selectors
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display in fullscreen mode, CrowdAdapt internally generates a new design instruction
similar to the one below which describes the adaptation based on CSS3 media queries.
@media only screen
and (min-width: 1870px)
and (max-width: 1970px)
and (device-width: 1920px)
and (orientation: landscape) {
#main { width: 1600px; }
}
Based on the user interaction and according to the respective adaptation operation,
the adaptation rules are generated in three steps. First, the context information is
automatically collected in terms of the window size, screen resolution and orientation
of the client device. CrowdAdapt then approximates the window size using min/max
values based on a configurable 100 pixel threshold to match similar viewing conditions.
Finally, the actual adaptation rule is composed of the condition that triggers the
adaptation with respect to the client context and the design rule that alters the original
layout to better fit the new condition. All manipulations are recorded on the clientside and sent to the server in suitable 30-second intervals as well as when the “save”
function is used. In addition, the user is asked to save changes before navigating to a
different site or closing the CrowdAdapt toolkit or browser window in order to confirm
the changes. As illustrated in Figure 4.3, all generated design rules together then define
the set of adaptations that describe the custom web interface similar to a new layout
template.
By default, adaptations are strictly collected per URL path. However, many modern
web sites dynamically generate pages with different content from a single URL based
on different query strings. This enables reuse of adaptations between pages based on
naming conventions. Alternatively, CrowdAdapt can be configured by the host site to
aggregate page-specific adaptations based on URL pattern matching, which may be
required for web sites that use URL rewriting. The same feature can also be exploited
for web sites that consist of many individual HTML documents that essentially share
the same elements due to similar structure and layout. While CrowdAdapt’s support
for generalising adaptation rules across web pages and sites is still rather limited, the
basic mechanisms and the means for configuration already provide a relatively flexible
solution that works well with many existing web applications due to the fact that the
underlying content engines typically generate pages based on a fixed set of common
templates. Nevertheless, generalisability is a hard problem due to the lack of standards
in web interface implementations. The discussion later in this chapter will look at
possible ways in which CrowdAdapt could be extended in the future to provide more
advanced support for reusing adaptation rules.
Deployment and Review Since the main goal of CrowdAdapt is to collectively improve
the adaptability of a web site for different viewing situations, we decided that the
adaptations created by one user are automatically shared with other users of the web
site. While many different schemes are possible, the deployment of new adaptations
is therefore kept rather straightforward and is in fact mostly done automatically by
CrowdAdapt, but still regulated by the end-users as follows.
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- When a new user visits the web site, CrowdAdapt dynamically determines the
client context and fetches all adaptations that potentially match the user’s setting.
If no matching adaptations are available for the current context, the original layout
will be used, but the user will be asked to customise the interface to better fit
the viewing condition if they feel that it is insufficiently supported. Otherwise
CrowdAdapt automatically applies the best-matching adaptation contributed by
another user.
- The adaptations created or adopted by a user are automatically reused in
subsequent visits of the same user to seamlessly restore the custom interface
without user invocation.
Initially, custom layouts are ranked in terms of similar window and screen sizes, but
the initial ranking is then influenced by user ratings so that matching adaptations will
be ranked higher the more positive votes they receive. To support this, CrowdAdapt
allows all adaptations to be previewed and selected like different “themes” for the web
site as illustrated in Figure 4.6. Alternatively, CrowdAdapt can be configured to always
ask users before potentially matching crowdsourced adaptations are applied. Note that
the system gives a chance to new, unranked adaptations by initially ranking them
among the top layouts.
Implementation The core client-side functionality is implemented based on the
popular jQuery JavaScript framework3 and UI widget behaviours4 in combination with a
PHP/MySQL server back-end. To embed the tools in an existing web site, it is sufficient
to link CrowdAdapt as an external JavaScript source and configure the adaptation
engine with database settings. The CrowdAdapt plugin is an extended version of the
script that additionally builds on Greasemonkey for Firefox to get access to any web
page loaded in the browser. For the Greasemonkey script, we do not constrain the
domain and use the @include http://* statement to enable the adaptation toolkit
for all web sites. This default setting can be easily changed by users to work only with
specific sites following the Greasemonkey conventions. Other configuration options such
as for including or excluding certain web page elements from the adaptation process
and URL pattern matching are usually optional, but may be required for some web
sites as described earlier.
The adaptation operations offered by the toolkit are implemented as follows. The
move and resize functions translate the corresponding left and top coordinates and
adjust the width and height CSS properties. The spacer operation changes the
CSS padding and margin properties of target elements to leave the indicated space
blank. The hide function toggles the visibility of target elements by setting display
to none. The collapse operation is realised using a combination of display: none
for the original content and a CSS :before pseudo element in combination with the
CSS content property to insert the placeholder link. The grow/shrink font operation
directly translates to the corresponding CSS font-size and line-height parameters.
Finally, multi-column layout is based on the CSS3 multi-column module we also used
3
4

http://jquery.com
http://jqueryui.com

Figure 4.6: The in-built review and rating system allows end-users to preview adaptations and select the preferred layout.
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in The Adaptive Guardian. It therefore requires a modern browser that interprets
modifications of the column-count and column-width properties.
CrowdAdapt was developed and tested primarily with Firefox and requires version 3.6 or higher. However, in some versions, the multi-column function showed
unpredictable behaviour so that elements could not be activated and modified after
additional columns had been added. CrowdAdapt was also tested on several popular
sites from different genres including CNN, Wikipedia, Twitter and Facebook. While our
tests overall showed good results in terms of compatibility and performance, they also
revealed some conflicts. For example, Twitter uses the Bootstrap CSS grid system5 that
provides its own functionality to control layout, which may contradict CrowdAdapt’s
adaptation rules. However, web sites that build on advanced layout frameworks are
not the primary target since they already cater for responsive design. Moreover, the
move tool seemed very slow on Facebook and not always working correctly when trying
to customise the position of elements. This could be due to the fact that Facebook
generates lots of IDs for many small elements, such as posted comments, which are, by
default, considered potential drop targets and hence marked as such. Another reason
could be that it uses its own JavaScript framework that is not 100% compatible with
jQuery. More information and the complete source are available from the project web
site6 .

4.2.2

User Study

The user study conducted as part of our first experiment looked at how crowdsourced
adaptation based on CrowdAdapt may be used to improve the reading experience in
large-screen contexts for text-heavy sites such as CNN (cf. Figure 4.7). CrowdAdapt
was embedded in an example news article and configured so that the main article and
sidebar content could be adapted. The site’s header, top navigation bar and footer
content were specifically excluded from customisation as this may be in the interest of
the web site provider and also helped focus the user attention on the article layout.
All adaptation operations were available except for the multi-column feature which we
removed from the experiment due to browser compatibility issues. The adaptation
engine was configured to partition contexts into widescreen and other screen formats.
Similar to reports from DisplaySearch7 , widescreen here refers to HD resolutions of
1280x720 pixels and more, and 16:10 window size ratios. Our evaluation was guided by
the following three questions.
• Are the proposed design tools usable and complete to support individual
requirements and preferences?
• How would end-users make use of the system when designing for their viewing
conditions?
• Could crowdsourced evaluation based on CrowdAdapt overall enable a better user
experience?
5

http://twitter.github.com/bootstrap
http://dev.globis.ethz.ch/crowdadapt
7
http://www.displaysearch.com
6

(b) Crowdsourced adaptation

Figure 4.7: Juxtaposing the original CNN web site viewed on a medium-size screen at a resolution of 1680x1050 pixels and the
highest-ranked crowdsourced layout at the end of the experiment

(a) Original design of the CNN web site
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We aim to show the general potential of CrowdAdapt to be useful for end-users based
on a qualitative analysis of the adaptations produced by the crowd. At the same time,
the functionality of CrowdAdapt and the feasibility of our design decisions concerning
the adaptation tools and automatic deployment of new adaptations are assessed based
on questionnaire feedback.
To make for a controlled experiment while evaluating CrowdAdapt in its anticipated
setting, the experiment was divided into two phases. Initially, the original layout was
used as the basis for the experiment. In a second phase, this was changed to the bestranked crowdsourced layout at this stage. With these two stages, we wanted to explore
the design space based on different starting points and generally see whether users would
appreciate layouts designed by other users and perceive them as an improvement over
the original layout. Each new participant to the experiment was randomly given one
of three tasks illustrated in Figure 4.8. Once they finished a task and submitted their
responses, they were asked to work on additional ones as they liked. In the design task,
participants were asked to customise the layout of the news article for their viewing
situation and reading preferences and to provide feedback on the tools. Layouts were
automatically shared if the design task was completed with questionnaire feedback. In
the second task, participants compared and rated three layouts in random order—the
original layout, a random matching adaptation not designed by them and the currently
best-ranked matching adaptation. Ratings were collected in three steps where each
step showed two previews for comparison, allowing users to focus on the differences
between only two layouts at a time. The last task was specifically designed to test
crowdsourced layouts when applied to the news article and collected user feedback
in terms of reading comfort and efficiency. Participants were first asked to read the
article and then to answer five questions on the text. Questions had to be answered by
clicking on the respective text paragraph that contained the answer, rather than typing
the answer directly since this required visual search and depends on layout quality
as well as memory. In addition, the times for reading and answering were measured
separately. The first task therefore assessed the direct manipulation tools, while the
other tasks concerned the perceived quality and functionality of crowd-generated layouts
and ensured that user feedback would not only be based on aesthetic considerations.
Over a 10 day period, 93 participants who frequently consume online news on sites
such as CNN were recruited via internal and public mailing lists, student forums, as well
as social bookmarking sites Reddit and digg. The majority of participants compared
layouts, 28 contributed a customised layout to the experiment and 42 provided reading
feedback.
We registered 53 viewing contexts for the design and evaluate tasks combined.
Screen sizes ranged from 1200 to 2560 pixels for the width and from 768 to 1920 pixels
for the height. 16 participants browsed in fullscreen and the rest in window mode (using
less than 95% of the screen). From the 48 participants (91%) that had a high-resolution,
wide-format display, 77% browsed in widescreen mode. Despite the small number of
participants browsing in fullscreen, the median window size8 was still 1417x912 pixels
and the majority of users viewed the web site at a resolution of 1680x1050 pixels. This
8

For the few users that resized the window during the task, we used the final window size as the
basis for our analysis.
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(a) Design task

(b) Compare task

(c) Evaluate task

Figure 4.8: Tasks used for the CrowdAdapt experiment: design task based on the direct
manipulation tools, compare task for rating the original and crowdsourced layouts, and
the evaluate task for reading using the layouts followed by questions on the text
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means that the “average” viewing condition was significantly larger than the “standard”
resolution of 1024x768 pixels assumed by the original design of the web site.

Rating (1=worst, 5=best)

Design task. As shown in Figure 4.9, the design feedback showed a very positive
assessment of CrowdAdapt’s features when rating questionnaire statements
concerning the design tools and support for sharing (consistent median of 4 on
a 5-point Likert scale; 1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree). Participants
therefore felt they were able to adapt the layout to fit their viewing conditions
(adaptation device) and preferences (adaptation preferences). In addition, they
felt that the new design should be the default layout for their viewing conditions
and could also be better for other users (adaptation share). Overall, the set of
adaptation operations seemed well-suited to the adaptation scenario. Participants
expressed that the tools allowed them to perform most of the changes they
wanted (tools complete) and the usefulness of each individual tool was rated
positively. Participants most appreciated the move and resize tools (tools move
and tools resize) and liked the tool for changing the font size (tools fontsize).
There was a neutral rating for the spacer operation (tools spacer ) which was
also not used so much although essential for smaller optimisations concerning
the spacing between nested DOM elements. The moderate rating for the hide
tool (tools hide) is not surprising given the experiment focus on large-screen
adaptation. Finally, participants welcomed the undo tool (tools undo). Several
participants, in particular those from the widescreen group, noted the absence of
the multi-column operation we removed due to browser compatibility issues (“A
function to create new text columns would be useful”). There were no notable
differences otherwise.
5
4
3
2
1
0

Feature

Figure 4.9: User feedback provided on the design task
The set of 28 adaptations we received spanned 8 different screen sizes, the majority
of them (16) designed for widescreen contexts not considered in the original design.
In the first parallel design phase, we could see a variety of adaptations of the
original layout. We show a selection in Figure 4.10 with the design details of the
original and crowdsourced layouts in Table 4.2.
The vast majority of changes concerned the story image and article text. On
average, the image was reduced to 84% of its original size of 640x436 pixels, while
the original text width of 434 pixels was in all widescreen settings increased, on
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average by 168%. As a result, the image was often scaled down and in one case
even cropped by resizing it to show only part of the original picture for which we
present an example in Figure 4.10c. Also the original font size of 14 pixels was
increased in half of the adaptations designed for widescreen settings.
In terms of the position of elements, the sidebar content, originally aligned left
of the article text, was moved to the right of the screen in 74% of all contributed
layouts. One participant also moved the image to the right which resulted in
a lot more visible text on the first screen. By the end of our experiment, this
contribution was the highest-ranked crowdsourced layout overall (Figure 4.7b).
Also worth mentioning is the fact that 30% of crowdsourced layouts aligned the
container with the entire content on the left-hand side of the screen, which is in
contrast to the original centred layout. Figure 4.10a is an example of this and
also one of a total of four adaptations that were completely text-oriented, in this
and another case even discarding the image.
Seven contributions showed minor design problems in terms of overlapping page
elements. Figure 4.10b is a concrete example of this as it shows smaller issues in
the bottom-right corner. However, some of the designs were also quite similar and
so it happened that, similar to Figure 4.10c, other crowdsourced layouts provided
an alternative with no design problems. As expected, participants designing
based on a matching crowdsourced layout usually did not change the core layout
aspects, but focused on finer details such as the position and size of secondary
elements to win extra space for the article text. For example, Figure 4.10d
shows an incremental adaptation that was created based on the best-ranked,
best-matching crowdsourced layout from the first phase (Figure 4.7b). We can see
that the participant who customised based on this layout could afford to pay more
attention to detail as they repositioned the author and date of the article in the
page and emphasised the story highlights by moving it on top of other elements
in the sidebar and increasing the font size. Generally, we could observe the trend
that designing based on a crowdsourced layout overall afforded less changes by
participants compared to the original design.
Finally, Figure 4.11 shows a combined view over all customised layouts for
widescreen resolutions of 1680x1050 pixels and higher. The adaptations of the
text container are superimposed and highlighted in red and the ones of the title
in yellow. One can see that most adaptations concerned the size of these elements
indicating that this is a major design problem for many users in different use
contexts.
Compare task. In terms of ratings, we registered 143 direct comparisons until the
end of our study period. Layouts with design problems received almost no
votes and were therefore eliminated without administrative effort. The “best”
crowdsourced layout won 41 times against all other layouts including the original
design. The original design, on the other hand, was preferred 67 times to all
user contributions. While this means that not all crowdsourced adaptations were
considered an improvement for other users in the respective settings, the overall
trend in the widescreen group was positive and the ratings usually in favour of

(b) Rough redesign of the layout with minor design
problems

Figure 4.10: Selection of crowdsourced layouts for widescreen (screenshots scaled at target window width)

(c) Similar to Figure 4.10b, but the image was cropped (d) Iteration of Figure 4.7b showing minor changes to
and resized and sidebar elements better aligned
secondary elements to optimise space usage

(a) Text-oriented layout showing radical changes
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Table 4.2: Adaptation details of the layouts shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.10
Figure

window

screen

4.7a
4.7b
4.10a
4.10b
4.10c
4.10d

1417x899
1885x1064
1265x572
1257x1154
1263x916

1680x1050
1920x1200
1280x800
2560x1600
1680x1050

title font/width

text font/width

image size

30/600
30/1202
30/600
30/600
30/596
30/842

14/434
14/710
18/1403
14/674
14/616
14/662

640x436
612x421
640x436
531x374
619x116
503x312

Figure 4.11: Combined view over all crowdsourced adaptations for widescreen configurations highlighting the changes to the story title and article text elements
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crowd-generated layouts, especially in the second stage where iterative design was
allowed and achieved potentially higher quality of results.
We will now focus on the highest-ranked crowdsourced layout for the rest of the
discussion. The ratio between this crowdsourced layout and the original design
was 3 to 4 indicating the promising result that crowdsourced adaptation was
considered an improvement in 43% of direct comparisons.
Evaluate task. The positive trend also showed in the reading times and feedback we
collected on the original and crowdsourced layout. Overall, there was a 25%
performance gain for the crowdsourced layout, where reading was on average 40
seconds faster compared to the original layout. The majority of participants found
it easy to read the text using either layout (mode 4 on a 5-point Likert scale from
1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree) and the crowdsourced layout received
higher ratings in terms of a comfortable reading experience (mode 4 as opposed
to 2). The fact that users did not feel efficient with either layout (mode 2) is
surprising given the improvement in task performance, but could still be explained
by some of the design critiques both layouts received. For example, participants
from the widescreen group commented on the original layout that “reading the
text with big white margins to the left and right of it that are broader than the
text itself is not so comfortable”. On the other hand, the crowdsourced layout
was generally received quite positively (e.g. “Matches the expected layout of a
newspage”), but also received critiques such as “The whole text seemed very long
to read, could have organized better to view everything in a single page instead
of scrolling down”.
Note that we will look at some of the crowdsourced layouts in more detail in terms
of the adaptivity metrics described in Chapter 7.
There are two important aspects to our experiment based on CrowdAdapt. First, we
investigated participants’ general ability to adapt web sites to their viewing conditions
and preferences using the proposed set of tools. Second, we explored the effects of
sharing these adaptations with other users in terms of within-subjects comparisons and
between-subjects testing.
Overall, the results of our experiment suggest that crowdsourced adaptation based
on a system like CrowdAdapt has the potential to improve the browsing experience
and could be appreciated. The overall feedback on the tool support and crowdsourced
adaptation approach was very positive. One participant noted that, as an end-user, they
usually do not use means of web page customisation offered, for example, by the BBC
web site which allows users to rearrange the topics featured on the front page. While
there was no reason given why they do not make use of such customisation options,
we can also see that the customisation effort only pays off if the web site is used on a
regularly basis. We want to emphasise again that our crowdsourcing approach benefits
from contributions, but does not require that all users contribute. Second, we observe
that current web site support for customisation is generally limited and often varies
between different providers. Also existing support often has different goals since the
focus is usually on the content rather than the layout. By contrast, our approach aims
to support adaptation to the viewing context, focusing primarily on spatial aspects
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of the design. Nevertheless, our techniques could also be combined with solutions for
content customisation.
In line with other experiments [123], the quality of crowd-generated layouts seemed
generally better in the second, iterative rather than the parallel design mode. While
layouts with minor design problems and radically different contributions such as the
ones focusing on the text only were generally outvoted, they may also not be in the
interest of web site providers. We could therefore see the need for an administrative
component to help maintain a high quality by giving more control to the provider or
trusted users so that their approval or rejection have significant impact on the ranking
of crowdsourced adaptations. The review phase simulated via the evaluate task could
then be used for step-wise roll-out and a pilot-and-push workflow moderated using such
a component.

4.3

Experiment 2b: Adaptation to Touch and Multi-touch

CrowdTouch presents a second implementation of our crowdsourced adaptation approach. Compared to CrowdAdapt, CrowdTouch consists of two new components for
touch interaction tracking and data logging that replace the direct manipulation
toolkit. Moreover, the adaptation controller is represented in the form of an
adaptation catalogue that relies on designers rather than end-users to supply the
adaptation rules. Figure 4.12 shows the new architecture. In the following, we mainly
describe how CrowdTouch differs from CrowdAdapt, while a more detailed description
based on an earlier version of CrowdTouch can be found in Speicher [179].
Client 1
Interaction Tracking

Logging and Adaptation Service
CrowdTouch Configuration

CrowdTouch

Adaptation Engine
Client 2

Context
Engine

Tracking Data

Adaptation
Catalogue

CrowdTouch

Figure 4.12: Architecture of CrowdTouch showing the core system components and the
interaction between two clients

4.3.1

CrowdTouch

CrowdTouch takes some of the ideas behind CrowdAdapt further, but also presents a
different form of crowdsourced adaptation that leaves web designers in control. Rather
than providing a direct manipulation interface for users to design new adaptations,
CrowdTouch instruments the interface and produces analytics of the user interactions
under different viewing conditions. Web designers can directly access and make use of
this information to define the adaptation rules necessary to counterbalance potential
design problems. CrowdTouch simplifies this task by building on two basic metrics we
developed based on the well-known usability problem of pointing accuracy [95].
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• Missed links ratio The mis-clicks metric keeps track of how often touches miss
an intended target to register actions that were intended, but did not get triggered.
• Zoom level The zoom factor metric considers how much users on average need
to zoom into specific areas.
High values for these metrics may suggest that the size of target elements, the spacing
between them, or both, need to be adjusted. Based on configurable thresholds,
CrowdTouch can automatically detect and suggest “critical” web page components
in potential need of adaptation for particular browsing contexts. Moreover, the zoom
levels applied by users could indicate the preferred size and resolution of text and media
depending on the viewing condition.
While CrowdAdapt with its design tools could also cater for the adaptation to
touch using end-user contributions, CrowdTouch allows web designers to automate the
adaptation process based on simple metrics. In terms of its specific tracking methods,
CrowdTouch is a specialised form of crowdsourced adaptation designed to cater for the
current proliferation of new mobile touch devices. The same deployment modes as in
CrowdAdapt are supported so that CrowdTouch may aggregate the input of users for
specific sites only or generally when browsing with the CrowdTouch plugin. In both
cases, the control mostly remains with the web designer, but crowd data is used as input
to define the adaptation rules and adaptations can continuously evolve according to the
crowd input. Therefore, we speak of a parametrised “adaptation catalogue” rather than
a concrete set of adaptations as produced by CrowdAdapt.
Interaction Tracking Toolkit CrowdTouch’s techniques for user activity tracking build
upon the principles described in [5]. However, we extend the suggested methods for
collecting basic mouse and keyboard events with means for capturing touch-related
information at a higher level of abstraction.
First, CrowdTouch keeps track of the mobile browser viewport, which allows for the
detection of pinch-to-zoom gestures, auto-focus actions, scrolling events and changes of
the device orientation. The viewport is captured in terms of current scrolling offsets
and the dimensions of the browser window, where the current zoom level is determined
by dividing the actual fixed width of the HTML document by the width of the window.
Second, CrowdTouch logs, not only successful taps on interactive elements, such
as hyperlinks or input fields, but also touches which potentially missed the intended
target. This is done automatically by augmenting the web interface with touchsensitive, but invisible, areas of 0.4cm range [95] around each interactive element to
register touches nearby the target. The enhanced interface is illustrated in Figure 4.13
where we highlight the additional tracking areas around active content. Mis-clicks are
automatically captured each time a touch event is triggered on the red area surrounding
the interactive element rather than the respective element’s touch area itself.
Moreover, CrowdTouch includes mechanisms to reduce the amount of tracking data.
For example, a series of touch events part of a gesture are registered as a single
interaction and continuous scrolls in the same direction aggregated.
By default, interaction tracking is enabled for all web page elements with ID, but
if certain elements are to be included or excluded, then this could be specified by the
host site similar to CrowdAdapt. Finally, the tracking data is enhanced with context
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Figure 4.13: CrowdTouch uses additional tracking areas (here highlighted in red) to
measure user performance
data in terms of the device type, viewport size and orientation. CrowdTouch uses
MobileESP9 to identify different touch devices as this is not always possible from the
browser information and screen dimensions alone because some smartphones have higher
resolutions than tablets.
All collected data is buffered and sent to the server at suitable intervals, making
use of asynchronous HTTP post requests to keep the web interface responsive, unless
a link is activated, in which case all data is sent immediately before leaving the page.
The tracking data is then processed on the server-side using log analysis as illustrated
in Figure 4.14.
{

#nav,
#nav,
#nav,
#nav,
#nav,
#main,
#main,
...

zoom,
zoom,
link,
link,
link,
zoom,
zoom,

3.4,
2.5,
2.5,
2.5,
2.5,
1.7,
2.2,

…
…
missed, …
missed, …
hit, …
…
…

landscape: {
nav: {
avg_zoom: 3.0,
missed_links: 2,
hit_links: 1,
missed_links_ratio: 0.67
},
main: {
...
}
},
portrait: {
...
}

Log Analysis

}

Figure 4.14: CrowdTouch manages the log data by element and context based on the
defined metrics (adapted from Speicher [179])
9

http://www.mobileesp.com
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Metrics and Data Visualisation To do the analysis, the data is first grouped by element
and aggregated per context and then processed in terms of the average zoom level
(i.e. zoom factors averaged across all matching clients), number of successful clicks and
mis-clicks and the resulting missed links ratio (i.e. number of mis-clicks divided by
number of all clicks).
Based on this information, CrowdTouch automatically segments the web interface
into critical components. As a first simple approach, CrowdTouch defines critical
components as all active DOM elements whose missed links ratio is above a configurable
threshold of 0.3 as well as DOM elements and text nodes that were often zoomed beyond
a configurable level of 1.5, if they cover the majority of the viewport. These thresholds
were determined in several user experiments as presented later. CrowdTouch then
either marks each DOM element directly if they are associated with an ID. If a critical
element cannot be referenced by ID, CrowdTouch finds the closest parent element with
ID whose bounding box contains it. The intersections between DOM elements and the
viewport are calculated by treating the viewport like another element in the interface.
As shown in Figure 4.15, CrowdTouch provides two different types of visualisations
to provide visual feedback to developers and support them in designing new adaptations.
The first mode displays the raw tracking data before segmentation using coloured semitransparent overlays for the touch area around mis-clicks as well as zoomed-in areas of
the exact position and dimensions of the viewport in terms of the entire web interface.
In the second visualisation, CrowdTouch highlights the critical elements that were
automatically identified based on the aforementioned segmentation step and configured
thresholds for the tracking data.
Context Engine and Adaptation Catalogue Based on the aggregated tracking data, it
is then possible to define adaptation rules for the adaptation catalogue as in the simple
example below.
if (CrowdTouch(’#nav’).missed_links >= 0.5) {
$(’#nav a’).css(’font-size’,
CrowdTouch(’#nav’).avg_zoom * 100 + ’%’);
}
The above rule scales the size of text links in a web site’s navigation bar according
to the average zoom level measured for this component on the current touch device if
the missed links ratio exceeds the specified threshold. Since the adaptation is defined
relative to the current font size, other rules will remain intact and could change more
aspects of the web content presentation.
When loading a CrowdTouch-enhanced page, the system fetches the metrics for
the user’s browsing context and executes the adaptation catalogue. Note that, if the
orientation changes, this is considered a different use context for which the current
adaptations are undone and the catalogue reapplied with values for the new orientation.
Implementation Similar to CrowdAdapt, CrowdTouch is built using jQuery for the
client and PHP/MySQL on the server. Existing web sites can be enhanced with our
tracking tools by setting up a server-side installation and simply linking the CrowdTouch
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Figure 4.15: CrowdTouch first tracks zoomed viewports (blue) and mis-clicks (gray)
and then identifies critical elements based on the user performance
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script in the HTML document header. The current prototype targets WebKit-based
browsers10 which are available on all popular mobile devices.
The various optimisation techniques used to reduce the client-side tracking generally
help to keep the interface responsive. However, our experiments showed that
CrowdTouch does not perform well on the older generation of touch devices where the
interaction seemed comparatively slow. The performance also drops with large DOM
structures or where many small, nested page elements are included in the tracking.
However, this can be compensated by configuring beforehand which elements are tracked
using jQuery selectors.
To perform the actual adaptation process, adaptations represented as a combination
of CSS style and JavaScript script definitions will be fetched from the server-side and
added dynamically to the head element of the DOM. As a result, the adaptations are
downloaded onto the client where they are automatically executed by the browser. More
information and the source code are available online11 .

4.3.2

User Study

The user study conducted as part of our second experiment based on CrowdTouch
focused on Wikipedia as an example that is interesting because it already comes in
two versions. The default version is optimised for desktop screens using a typical
component-oriented layout with a horizontal navigation in the header and vertical
sidebar navigations left and right as well as the main column for content filling most
of the screen. On the other hand, Wikipedia Mobile is specifically designed for smallscreen devices as it integrates the components into a single-column layout, but removes
the left sidebar navigation, and also makes smaller optimisations for touch concerning
font size and spacing between links.
The evaluation was conducted in three steps. In the first step, we conducted
interviews with six web and user experience designers on the issues they could see
when interacting with the original Wikipedia on two touch devices of different sizes,
and how they would address them.
In the second step, we performed an experiment based on CrowdTouch to see
whether the tool would help detect similar issues and perhaps reveal additional
problems. To make for a controlled experiment, it was divided into two phases. In the
first phase, we collected tracking data using CrowdTouch for an example article from
the original Wikipedia. For the second phase, we asked two students in our group with
web design experience to define new design rules based on the user performance data
collected by CrowdTouch. We then tested the effects in another run of the experiment.
The experiment had a total of 84 participants using a variety of touch devices.
Finally, we compared the new version based on crowdsourced adaptation against
Wikipedia Mobile in a follow-up lab study with 13 participants. Since the version
based on CrowdTouch required relatively little design effort, we were interested to see
how it fares against the manually designed mobile site.
Figure 4.16 juxtaposes the different versions compared in the experiment.
10
11

http://www.webkit.org
http://dev.globis.ethz.ch/crowdtouch
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Original

Crowdsourced

Original (Mobile)

Figure 4.16: Different versions of Wikipedia compared in the CrowdTouch experiment
Expert Interviews The original design of the Wikipedia article was reviewed by six
experts in terms of the touch interaction and necessary adaptations. The interviewees
were selected according to their background in web engineering and user experience
design. Four participants were PhD candidates with active research and teaching roles
in these fields, one had an industry background with several years of experience in
web design and a computer science bachelor student who had recently completed an
internship where they developed a number of touch and multi-touch prototypes for
different mobile and desktop scenarios. Interviews took between 25 and 50 minutes.
For the expert review, an iPod touch 2G and an iPad 1G (both running iOS 4) were
used as popular examples of smartphones and tablets.
The participants were presented the original Wikipedia Desktop on one of the devices
(the device used first was alternated between interviews to counterbalance ordering
effects). The interview started with a first general task where the participants were
asked to thoroughly go through the example site and—while thinking aloud—identify
potential issues in terms of the design, layout and touch interaction and state how
they would adapt the design and layout to address potential problems. While this
task was meant to find out where experts would see the primary issues, in a second
task, they were asked to have a specific look at the different components of the page
(e.g. header or footer) that were often not reviewed in the first step and to consider any
differences between portrait and landscape mode. After the first round, the participants
were presented the second device with the same tasks and asked to mention explicit
differences in terms of the required adaptations.
In general, the experts stated that, independent of either device, the huge amount
of scrolling caused by the length of the article text makes it difficult to get a good
overview and that this would be one of the primary issues. Moreover, they pointed
out that the main component of interest would therefore be the article text, while the
header, navigation and especially the footer (one interviewee stated that they “never
click on that”) would be less important in terms of possible adaptations.
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iPod touch feedback. Concerning the iPod, all experts remarked that the initial view
of the page would be too small and not useful without zooming. While they felt
that the thumbnail of the page might first give a good overview, this might be
less helpful for sites like Wikipedia with a single type of main content and a
continuous flow of text. In addition, all but two experts specifically mentioned
the amount of zooming required as a usability issue, as this makes it even more
difficult to keep an overview and also leads to horizontal scrolling. Regarding the
required adaptations, all experts felt that the article container needs adjustments
in terms of the font size and also the spacing around densely packed links to
“make sure that all the interactive things you can touch have a reasonable size.”
All but one expert also noted that this is especially true for the sidebar navigation
and footer where the finger still covers several links even when zoomed in to a
readable size. The header of the page was generally considered to be mostly
fine because the small number of links in this component have larger touch areas
by design and also sufficient spacing due to the horizontal layout. Finally, two
experts explicitly pointed out that there is not much of a difference in terms of
the required adaptations between portrait and landscape mode on such a small
device. Other more advanced ideas for the adaptation would involve changing the
general layout to one single column that fits the device with everything vertically
aligned similar to the mobile version of Wikipedia. This could then also involve
rearranging the vertical navigation bar into a horizontal one at the top of the
page. Other common suggestions were the dynamic adjustment of the text width
to the current viewport to avoid horizontal scrolling as this is automatically done
by some browsers on certain devices. While paging was often mentioned as a
potential improvement, one expert also said that vertical scrolling with the thumb
would be a convenient way for users to interact with long pages while reading on
small-screen devices.
iPad feedback. The general statement concerning the iPad was that “there’s more
room for improvement” simply because of the larger size and screen real estate.
The majority of experts remarked that the initial view of the site is almost
optimal, as it involves way less zooming than on the smaller test device, but
that the greater differences between portrait and landscape mode could afford
different adaptations. For example, for portrait mode, two experts stated that
the navigation could be moved to the top of the page to give the article container
more horizontal space, while it should stay in place in landscape mode to avoid
longer lines of text. As compared to the iPod touch, the font used in the different
components was considered to be relatively small in portrait mode, but better in
landscape mode. Similar to the small-screen device, more spacing around densely
packed links in all parts of the page was suggested. Accordingly, the header bar
was again considered to be the “best” part of the web site in terms of the touch
interaction. Other suggestions included removing less important items from the
navigation, or to let the sidebar navigation float to reduce scrolling efforts. One
expert suggested allowing users to adjust the font size dynamically using sliders.
Again, dynamic content pagination was suggested as a means to ease scrolling.
In summary, the experts found that, for better support on touch devices, the
web site would primarily require adjustments in terms of the font size and spacing
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around links and that these adaptations would be more important on smaller devices to
counter excessive zooming. Moreover, they found that, although many of the proposed
adaptations would apply equally for all components with the exception of the header,
the focus should be on the article container as the main component of interest.

Remote Usability Study To gather tracking data for typical scenarios in a short amount
of time, the experiment was specifically designed to involve all web site components (top
navigation, sidebar navigation, article text, footer) and used the three types of tasks
shown in Figure 4.17. Click tasks scrolled to links on the page and marked them for
activation. In read tasks, text paragraphs were scrolled into view and highlighted for
reading. The time was counted until participants indicated that they had finished
reading. For the find task, users were asked to find a link marked in the article text,
starting from the top of the page. This was a control task to measure the effect of
adaptations on scrolling effort when comparing the two experiment phases. Participants
had to complete a set of 33 pre-defined tasks followed by a questionnaire. The zoom
level was measured by the system, but only controlled by users.
Overall, 84 participants with touch devices were recruited via student mailing
lists and social networking and bookmarking services. 39 participants took part
in Phase 1 and 45 in Phase 2, of which a total of 50 (42 male, median age 25)
provided questionnaire feedback and indicated that they use their mobile devices several
times a day for web browsing. MobileESP helped detect 64 smartphones and 20
tablets of different models. To make data analysis practical, the tracking data was
grouped by these two device types and further distinguished by orientation, making for
four different contexts (smartphone/portrait, smartphone/landscape, tablet/portrait,
tablet/landscape), while the context engine also distinguished different display sizes.
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 illustrate the findings for both phases concerning the article
text component (other components are omitted due to similar results).
Phase 1 showed the highest zoom levels for smartphone users, on average lower values
for tablets and minor differences between portrait and landscape mode. The missed
links ratios were fairly high for both smartphones and tablets, with minor differences
between portrait and landscape mode. The results produced by CrowdTouch therefore
not only confirm the expert findings, but also deliver concrete numbers for different
types of devices when it comes to potential interaction problems and the need for
zooming. An interesting result that the experts did not consider is that there are also
significant problems on tablets where the interaction seemed generally better.
For Phase 2, the students first explored the tracking data using CrowdTouch’s
visualisation tools for the four different settings. Similar to the expert recommendations,
they decided to focus the adaptations on the sidebar navigation and article text using
two relatively simple design rules. First, the font sizes were scaled according to the
average zoom levels on a per-component basis, but to give most emphasis to the article
text, the other components were weighted at only 67%. Second, the line height of links
in the sidarbar navigation and the article was increased by 33% for additional spacing
relative to the increase in font size. Since the missed links ratios were generally high,
the students did not specify thresholds in terms of this metric. Below we discuss some
of the effects.

Figure 4.17: The set of tasks used in the CrowdTouch experiment: users were asked to click pre-defined links and read selected text
passages, while search tasks were used to check scrolling effort before and after crowdsourced adaptation (screenshots from Phase 1)
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In terms of the average zoom for Phase 1 vs. Phase 2, Wilcoxon Signed Ranks
tests confirmed significant differences on smartphones for all components (portrait:
p < 0.001, landscape: p < 0.04) as a positive effect of the increased font sizes.
The differences on tablets were not significant. There were no significant differences
between the two phases in terms of missed links, which could indicate that zoom levelbased adaptations did not sufficiently increase touch areas to show an effect and that
hyperlinks might need additional padding. However, users also zoomed less in Phase 2,
e.g. 1.46 as opposed to 2.73 on smartphones, raising again the chance of missing targets.
The differences concerning the reading and answering times were not significant.
Despite the problems detected in Phase 1, the self-reported user experience was still
fairly high. Phase 2 showed a positive trend for the reading feedback, but, as confirmed
by Mann-Whitney tests, only the differences for the find link task on smartphones were
significant (p < 0.01) with a lower rating for Phase 2. This is what we expected due
to the increased vertical scrolling effort and was considered an acceptable trade-off for
reduced zooming and almost no horizontal scrolling.
Follow-up Lab Study To see how close our version based on crowdsourced adaptation
using CrowdTouch comes to the mobile site specifically designed for smartphones, we
conducted a lab study with 13 participants (9 male, median age 29) familiar with
the Wikipedia site. We compared all three versions (desktop, crowdsourced, mobile)
on an iPod touch and used a similar set of tasks. However, we removed the find
link task since Wikipedia Mobile integrates the table of contents with the text and
collapses sections by default, which makes direct comparisons difficult. In terms of the
average zoom levels (Figure 4.20), k-samples Median tests showed significant differences
for desktop vs. crowdsourced (p < 0.001) and desktop vs. mobile (p < 0.001). This
generally speaks in favour of the adapted versions. However, the differences between
crowdsourced and mobile were still significant (p < 0.02). This could be explained
by the fact that Wikipedia Mobile requires almost no zooming at all. There were no
significant differences for the missed links ratios.
Our special interest was then in readability and how participants perceived the user
experience (Figure 4.21). As confirmed by pair-wise Wilcoxon Signed Ranks tests,
both reading comfort and efficiency were rated significantly higher than the desktop
version for both crowdsourced (p < 0.03) and mobile (p < 0.01), with no statistical
differences between the latter two (p > 0.15). There were no significant differences in
terms of reading and answering times. In terms of zooming, the adapted versions were
generally better with significant differences for both desktop vs. crowdsourced (Z =
−2.4, p < 0.02) and desktop vs. mobile (Z = −2.1, p < 0.04), but not for crowdsourced
vs. mobile (Z = −0.4, p > 0.66). Concerning page overview and the required amount of
vertical scrolling, there were no significant differences between the versions, which could
suggest that neither version is optimal in this respect. Compared to the desktop version,
horizontal scrolling was significantly better for both the crowdsourced (Z = −2.7,
p < 0.01) and mobile versions (Z = −2.8, p < 0.01), with no significant differences for
crowdsourced vs. mobile (Z = −0.8, p > 0.39).
Overall, the experiment showed that crowdsourced adaptation based on CrowdTouch is able to compete with a manually designed mobile site in several important
aspects. This is very positive given the relatively small design effort. We therefore
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believe that the proposed tools are useful, but acknowledge that more detailed studies on
web designers and formal user evaluations of CrowdTouch’s tracking and visualisation
tools remain to be carried out in the future.

4.4

Discussion

This chapter has so far investigated the idea of crowdsourced adaptation with the focus
on the technical tools. In this section, we present a comparison of CrowdAdapt and
CrowdTouch. We will first look at both implementations in terms of our crowdsourced
adaptation approach and then also discuss how they relate to the crowdsourcing
taxonomy provided by Quinn and Bederson [169].
With CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch, we have presented two first examples of a
crowdsourced adaptation approach. Figure 4.22 shows how they are positioned in the
design space of crowdsourced adaptation we introduced in Chapter 2. Based on these
two examples, we have demonstrated that crowdsourced adaptation can mean to give
more control to the system or the user. CrowdAdapt favours users by providing a
direct manipulation interface, while CrowdTouch gives more control to designers who
can specify how the system should treat the crowd input. CrowdAdapt is therefore
closer to previous adaptable approaches and CrowdTouch more leaning towards other
adaptive approaches.
Crowd

Adaptive
Interfaces

System

CrowdTouch

CrowdAdapt

Mixed-Initiative

Adaptable
Interfaces

Crowdsourced

User

Figure 4.22: Illustrating how CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch are positioned in terms of
the design space for crowdsourced adaptation (Figure 2.3)
The main benefit of crowdsourced adaptation compared to other adaptable, adaptive
and mixed-initiative solutions is that the underlying adaptation techniques directly and
continuously involve end-users so that designers are informed about new requirements
and individual user preferences. For example, CrowdAdapt might produce layouts that
try to work around usability issues only present in certain viewing situations, such as
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for widescreen, not considered in the original design. Also the tracking tools provided
by CrowdTouch could alert developers and make them aware of the need to cater for
a new touch device that may just have appeared on the market. Another advantage
of CrowdTouch is that, given a set of relative adaptation rules as in our experiment,
web interfaces are basically able to self-repair by counterbalancing interaction issues
based on real usage data. Moreover, if the CrowdTouch plugin is used, users could
also specify a “personal” adaptation catalogue to be applied before or after site-specific
ones. While CrowdTouch can inform many aspects from crowd performance data, it
may still require site-specific prioritisation in terms of the components to be adapted.
From the initial experiments with CrowdAdapt, we learned that the sharing of
interface customisations between users in similar contexts generally makes sense and
could be appreciated. However, the question of whether crowd-generated layouts are
“good” deserves special attention. A short, but fair, answer is: “it depends”. Many
customised layouts met the preferences of other users, but could still be criticised from
a professional user interface design perspective. Important is that users must have felt
that their customisations improved their viewing situation and that even our simple inbuilt voting system and the pilot testing among participants eliminated “bad” layouts
in the majority of cases. The results also indicate that the iterative task design similar
to [123] and task splitting using a smaller variation of the well-established find-fix-verify
pattern [14]—for our purposes with a combined find-fix phase in the design task and
a two-step verify stage in the compare-evaluate cycle for minor and major testing of
crowdsourced adaptations—helped improve the quality of results. Additionally, inspired
by other community-driven platforms, a stricter review and moderation system for
approval and rejection could be put in place as well as simple administrator tools, e.g.,
for blocking contributions.
As a first example, the experiment based on CrowdAdapt explored how crowdsourced adaptations could be used “as is”. The focus has so far been on looking at how
developers could potentially benefit from using basic forms of crowdsourced adaptation.
The crowdsourcing support in CrowdAdapt is currently not particularly structured to
improve crowd work, but this is something that could be added in future versions of the
tool. Ideally, one would want to allow end-users to apply several fixes that may come
from multiple crowd-generated layouts. While this could also be the result of a longer
iterative design process, we could develop additional tools for directly picking different
aspects from layouts and merging the underlying adaptations into a new template.
This is feasible since, in our approach, adaptations are managed for each interface
component based on jQuery selectors and could be applied selectively rather than as
a whole. In our experiments, the ID-based adaptation approach worked fairly well for
reusing adaptations in different news and Wikipedia articles. However, we are aware
of more advanced DOM structure-based similarity measures used in systems such as
PageTailor [18], which could also be added to the approach. It could also be interesting
to use data mining in CrowdAdapt, e.g., for supporting users when they customise the
interface similar to [26] by suggesting changes done by other users in matching contexts,
and also to learn a model of common adaptations. This could be done similar to [112],
but our particular goal would then be to produce design patterns with respect to web
site genres and particular use contexts.
One important new idea embodied in CrowdTouch is that design rules are triggered
by the evidence that a particular use context causes usability problems rather than
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adapting for specific hardware settings directly. While the basic tracking mechanisms
of CrowdTouch provide a first automatic tool for detecting potential interaction issues,
our implementation currently does not consider the semantics of the content elements
involved in the interaction. This could help to derive meaning from the interaction and
structure the detected problems by associating a certain cost with each of them. For
example, we could track a different kind of mis-click in cases where a user accidentally
activates the wrong link and quickly tries to navigate back to the previous location,
and give a higher penalty to such mis-clicks. The additional information could also be
used for prioritisation when highlighting critical components and applying the fixes in
terms of adaptation rules. At the moment, CrowdTouch is mostly useful for detecting
spatial issues of the layout in terms of the size and position of text, media and links in
specific use contexts. While the tracking data collected by CrowdTouch already allows
for a number of useful adaptations, the range of possible adaptations that can be more
or less inferred from the interaction and automated are still constrained by what can
be tracked with the help of input sensing techniques supported by the device in use.
However, in combination with additional input technologies and advanced techniques for
eye, finger and skeletal tracking, which are becoming more affordable and increasingly
mobile, it should soon be possible to implement additional mechanisms. This would
then allow CrowdTouch to be extended with additional metrics and other aggregate
functions for different purposes and largely automated problem handling strategies by
similarly extending the adaptation catalogue.
For a characterisation of our crowdsourcing approach, we will use the taxonomy
proposed by Quinn and Bederson [169] and focus on the first three dimensions:
motivation, quality control and aggregation. We will first describe how the taxonomy
applies to CrowdAdapt and then the main points in which CrowdTouch differs.
Motivation. One of the key issues for any crowdsourcing model is the “cold-start
problem” since user motivation and participation can depend on many factors.
CrowdAdapt provides end-users with easy-to-use visual tools for customising the
rendered interface without knowledge of the underlying languages or models.
This arguably lowers the threshold to participate and makes it also easy for nontechnical users. Moreover, we expect a major effect on motivation by allowing
users themselves to fix design problems with respect to the use context. Moreover,
what to them may seem like a personalisation of the interface will in fact describe
a new adaptation for their use context when it is shared with the crowd. To
further increase motivation similar to [170], we could also let users know how
many other users may benefit from their customisations. This could be estimated
by comparing the client context against the history of all client contexts seen by
CrowdAdapt for the target web site. Even if, in the beginning, only a few users
would share the adaptations created on their devices, many others using the same
devices could already benefit. This would not only contribute to improving the
situation for, at least, some users, but might also raise the motivation of others.
This could then relatively quickly result in a situation where many different use
contexts would be covered that were not originally supported by the interface.
Along the lines of Quinn and Bederson [169], all this would mean that motivation
in our approach is primarily guided by implicit work, but especially for web
sites with strong user communities, may also be based on a very light form of
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altruism. Of course, pay could provide an additional incentive, but, as argued
previously, it was our intention to design a crowdsourcing solution independent
of paid crowdsourcing markets such as Mechanical Turk. Nevertheless, payment
could become an option for more complex web site layouts, where perhaps more
professional web design skills are required, and may also be appropriate for users
who provide a larger contribution in terms of the number and quality of layouts
they design and share with the web site’s community.
Quality control. In our crowdsourcing model, where the viewing quality of a web
site is primarily regulated by end-users, quality control may involve a number of
schemes. In terms of the taxonomy, we have given the highest priority to defensive
task design. The main idea was to provide adaptation operations concerning only
those aspects of the design that are directly related to the viewing context, such as
size and position of web site elements, rather than content or functionality. Also
the context matching method was complemented by a review and rating system
to increase the quality of adaptations. For this, CrowdAdapt captures precisely
the context in which the adaptation process takes place by collecting all kinds of
context information related to the device and the user. We have demonstrated the
feasibility based on the compare and evaluate tasks used for the experiment for
CrowdAdapt. The quality mechanisms therefore correspond to multilevel review
and a reputation system in line with [169]. As argued previously, the basic review
system could be enhanced to give administrators, or promoted users, a bigger
say so that their approval or rejection have significant impact on the ranking and
therefore the deployment of adaptations.
Aggregation. Also important for our crowdsourcing approach is the idea of iterative
improvement. As evident from our study, participating users may come up with
whole new designs or only provide minor improvements over the original layout or
other user-adapted versions depending on the individual viewing situation and the
quality of crowdsourced adaptations. As explained earlier, CrowdAdapt supports
iterative improvement based on the adaptation store which is capable of managing
different versions of adaptations for the same context.
As for CrowdTouch, motivation is generally not an issue since users generally
perform implicit work when using the web interface for their purposes while data is
being collected in the background. Quality is mostly controlled by web designers and
statistical filtering in terms of the metrics and aggregate functions defined for them.
Aggregation in the sense of Quinn and Bederson [169] is therefore based on collection
and is leveraged by web designers who may specify new rules or refine existing ones
based on the collected data.
Two other aspects that often tend to be ignored in crowdsourcing approaches
are security and privacy. These are not explicitly listed in the taxonomy by Quinn
and Bederson [169], but are clearly of importance and should also be taken into
consideration. As far as security is concerned in CrowdAdapt, it is important to see
that our approach focuses on crowdsourced adaptation rather than augmentation of web
sites. Hence, CrowdAdapt deals with adjusting the presentation rather than adding new
content or functionality, which could be of potential concern. Our solution therefore
requires significantly less security control compared to web augmentation [4]. Also
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privacy is not an issue since our focus is on the contributions of users rather than
the users themselves. As a consequence, users can contribute anonymously while the
sharing and targeting of user-defined adaptations is primarily based on stereotypical
rather than personal aspects. On the other hand, CrowdTouch does not raise such
issues, but, depending on the types of data CrowdTouch collects, an important question
is whether and when users should be informed that their activities are captured and
about how the data will be processed and used. For our experiments, users were told
about the purpose of the study and assured that all collected data would be handled
anonymously and treated as confidential. Moreover, we used a simple set of tasks that
was specifically designed to test for certain aspects only, and so this question was not
of concern. However, if CrowdTouch is deployed on a web site and used for other
purposes, perhaps even tracking additional data, then this question must be addressed
adequately.
Another important aspect that we have not discussed so extensively is performance
when a crowd of users would really contribute to the adaptation of a web interface.
While the implementations of CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch could be further improved,
our experiments with the current mechanisms based on CSS3 media queries have shown
a fairly high performance even when several hundred changes required for the adaptation
were applied to an example web site. Even on mobile devices, modern browsers are very
fast at parsing and executing the hypertext definitions and we can directly leverage this
performance in our approach. In particular in a larger multi-user, multi-device scenario,
we are convinced that the delegation of the adaptation process to the client-side will
pay off as less of the more expensive server-side computation is involved.
Finally, we critically note that both CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch, as two first
examples of crowdsourced adaptation, focus on the adaptation of presentation. Other
examples could also involve adaptation of the content and structure of web sites.
Some web sites such as Facebook may already serve as an example of crowdsourced
content adaptation. Facebook have recently built on their own user community by
asking users to help out with the translation of the web interface to many different
languages12 . Building on the web site’s world-wide community allowed Facebook to
provide a localised web interface that also translates site-specific terms (e.g. the “Poke
a friend” action) in the appropriate way for many different cultures, but also caused
some debate due to poor results in some specific cases. Future versions of CrowdAdapt
could also cater for the adaptation of content by providing new adaptation operations.
This would then also require similar extensions of the review system in order to maintain
quality.
Moreover, supporting crowdsourced adaptation of structure could further allow
navigation paths to be changed for different use contexts. For example, as already
demonstrated by the Highlight [155] system, this may be particularly appreciated for
web sites on mobile devices where certain interactions, that would rather be carried
out on the desktop, may not need to be supported or may not even make sense
given the smaller screen space and different interaction modalities. For example,
Wikipedia Mobile does not provide the typical header controls for discussing and
editing the content since these may be the kinds of tasks that users still prefer to
12

According to http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/24205912/ns/technology_and_science-internet/t/facebook-asks-users-translate-free; retrieved April 2012.
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do on a desktop computer. Providing support for the adaptation of structure and
navigation in CrowdAdapt could also make it possible to increase the granularity
of adaptations since CrowdAdapt currently operates at the level of individual web
pages. In particular for the adaptation to large screen settings, techniques to aggregate
content from multiple related pages into a single integrated structure and view might
be welcomed to further reduce unnecessary navigational overhead. While support for
such higher-level crowdsourced adaptation could in principle be achieved by adding
new adaptation operations that also concern the structure of content, it could also
become quite difficult to keep the visual tools still rather simple. This was the main
premise for our design choices concerning the adaptation toolkit in order to enable
non-technical end-users to take part in the adaptation process as well. Nevertheless,
the next chapter will present several enabling concepts for the adaptation of content,
structure and presentation that could be integrated with the crowdsourced adaptation
approach to expand on the scope and granularity of adaptations in this direction.

5

XCML: Language-Integrated Support for
General Context-Awareness
In this chapter1 , we address the main problems related to the current lack of
comprehensive language support for context-awareness in standard web languages and
technologies, as evident from the initial experiments in Chapter 3. We establish
the concept of language-integrated context-awareness based on domain-specific
language extensions to support the development of flexible web interfaces able to
support multiple aspects of context-awareness in a uniform way. As a first example,
we present the Extensible Context-Aware Markup Language (XCML) [143, 146] which
tightly integrates context-aware concepts and multi-dimensional adaptivity mechanisms
with existing XML-based markup languages such as XHTML.
In contrast to prior work, we aim to integrate lightweight support for contextawareness into existing languages rather than trying to replace them with completely
new approaches. The core adaptivity mechanisms of XCML are built from versioning
principles in combination with a context matching process originally developed
in Grossniklaus [81]. This allows for a declaration of context-dependent content,
navigation and presentation variants in terms of context expressions at different
levels of granularity that are specific to the application. At run-time, a context algebra
is then used for parsing and resolving context expressions and to determine the bestmatching variants with respect to the client context. We present the language concepts
and a possible implementation and execution environment together with context-aware
developer tools for the authoring and testing of adaptive features and behaviour. We
then come back to The Adaptive Guardian experiment and show how existing web sites
like The Guardian could be systematically extended to support additional adaptation
scenarios using XCML. In addition, we demonstrate the integration of XCML with
other web platforms and languages to extend the often relatively limited support for
context-awareness using OpenLaszlo as an example.
1

Earlier versions of parts of this chapter were originally published as Nebeling et al. [143, 146].
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Note that the presentation in this and the next chapter focuses on the technical
challenges of developing web applications that can adapt to many different use contexts,
as we now take the view of the developer. Other challenges in terms of designing for
different screen sizes and making the necessary adjustments for touch input, as well as
the resulting user experience, have been the subject of previous chapters.

5.1

Concepts

XCML introduces the following three core concepts to support the design and
implementation of multi-device web interfaces based on a uniform context-aware
development method. The concepts can be integrated with existing web languages such
as XHTML to complement them with comprehensive support for context-awareness
and facilitate the adaptation of content, navigation and presentation independent of
the browser used for rendering the web interface.
Application-Specific Context Model. XCML supports the notion of an applicationspecific context model. This means that, rather than trying to impose a
certain context model on applications, XCML provides general concepts so that
developers can specify the context dimensions and possible states in a context
model that is specific to the web site. We provide a formal definition of the
context representation used in XCML and show how applications can gradually
extend the context model to address new requirements as necessary.
Context Expression Language and Algebra. XCML uses a context matching process [81] that is controlled by a new form of context expressions. Context
expressions are used both to annotate web site components with different contextaware behaviours and to express how different client contexts trigger each
respective behaviour. We present the features of the expression language and
explain XCML’s context algebra used for the evaluation of context expressions.
Context-Aware Component Model. XCML is based on the separation of concerns
between content, navigation and presentation common to most web engineering
approaches. In XCML, content and structure are represented as components
independent of any presentation instructions, while the presentation is defined in
terms of layout templates. We show how the versioning principles [81] behind
XCML allow for context-dependent variants at each of the conceptual levels.
To illustrate the main concepts behind XCML, let us consider the example of a
modern web site that supports the following features as illustrated in Figure 5.1:
- Multiple Languages. The web site’s content is available in different languages
to support user preferences in terms of user location and culture.
- Different Screen Sizes. The web site has a default version that is optimised
for desktop-size screens as well as a mobile version. The mobile version uses a
different layout for the components to manage with the limited screen space.
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- Multiple Input Modalities. Next to traditional input methods using mouse
and keyboard in the original version, the web site also supports touch and multitouch for the new generation of smartphones, tablets and other forms of interactive
surfaces.
- Cross-Browser Support. The web site caters for cross-browser compatibility
differences so that it looks the same in all browsers. Note that this may require
both to distinguish between different browsers, e.g. Internet Explorer vs. Firefox,
as well as different browser versions, e.g. to provide legacy support for earlier
versions of Internet Explorer.
Note that, while the differences between the desktop and mobile versions in terms of
presentation are obvious in Figure 5.1, indices d and m indicate the differences in terms
of content and structure of the web site components.

Banner

Logo
Navigationd

Navigationm

Contentd

Contentm

Footerd

Footerm

Desktop

Mobile

Figure 5.1: Example of a modern web site with support for multi-channel access and
localised content editions
The development of such a context-aware web site, whose content, navigation
and presentation are affected by multiple dimensions, can become quite difficult with
traditional methods. Similar to the techniques presented for The Adaptive Guardian
and FBTouch in Chapter 3, we could cater for different device characteristics in terms
of screen size and supported input modalities. However, we have already mentioned
several challenges that would need to be overcome in order to do so. Moreover,
the definition of content in different languages depending on the location, as well as
in different versions depending on whether the content is accessed from desktop or
mobile platforms, currently requires proprietary solutions since this is not supported by
standard web languages and technologies. Also cross-browser support usually requires
several workarounds in CSS and additional libraries such as jQuery for JavaScript.
The many different web engineering approaches reviewed in Chapter 2 could
potentially provide a solution, but also have several practical shortcomings that would
make it difficult to support the requirements in our example. First, most of them
would require the entire web site to be represented using the expected models of
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content, navigation and presentation. This would mean that we would either have
to manually model the site in the respective language, say in WebML [34], or rely
on automatic reverse engineering methods as described in Chapter 3. Second, most
of them propose the use of aspect-oriented techniques and rule-based approaches that
precisely specify the adaptation process in an if-then-else manner. However, even for our
relatively simple example, this would already require the definition of many different
conditions to specify the content delivery for each case. With the exception of the
Bellerofonte framework [47], most approaches would not easily support the deployment
of new adaptations in order to cater for additional requirements and typically require
the web site to be regenerated after changes to the underlying models. Moreover, an
approach similar to Bellerofonte would then also require additional infrastructure [47].
XCML therefore takes a different approach that distinguishes itself from prior work
mainly in two respects. First, it provides a set of general context-aware concepts that
can be integrated with existing languages to define context-aware components of a web
site and the required adaptations. Second, it relies on a general context matching
process originally developed in Grossniklaus [81] that selects the best matching version
of each context-aware component with respect to the current client context. Both
factors together make it possible that XCML can be used on top of existing web
technologies to cater for multiple aspects of context-awareness as well as allowing
developers to address new adaptation requirements in a responsive manner based on
multi-dimensional adaptivity mechanisms.
In the following, we will describe the different concepts used in XCML and how they
could be applied to our example web site to cater for the different requirements.

5.1.1

Application-Specific Context Model

As already mentioned, XCML does not impose a particular context model and instead
only requires that context can be represented as a set of name-value pairs. Note that
this is the basis for many context models used in practice as they either use name-value
pairs directly or can easily be mapped to this representation [19]. Therefore, the context
representation used in XCML is based on two sets, NAMES and VALUES, to denote legal
context property names and values. The context model is then defined in terms of
application-specific context properties.
Definition 1 (Context Space). The context space S of a context-aware web application
is a set of context property names, represented by
S = {n1 , n2 , . . . , nn },
where S ⊆ NAMES.
Definition 2 (Context). A context of context space S is given by
C(S) = {(n1 , v1 ), (n2 , v2 ), . . . , (nm , vm )},
where ni ∈ S ∧ vi ∈ VALUES for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and ∀ (ni , vi ), (nj , vj ) ∈ C(S) : ni = nj ⇒
vi = vj .
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Let us assume that the example web site provides content in English and German.
The context space could therefore contain a language property for which a context could
define (language,en) for English and (language,de) for German. From the definitions
above, it follows that a particular context specifies a set of context properties with
concrete values, but not necessarily for all context property names in the context space.
This is important to cater for cases where not all context data is available and enabled
by the fact that our approach is based on selecting the version of a context-aware
component that is a best match, rather than an exact match, for the client context.
Context is therefore treated as optional information used to refine system behaviour,
but this also requires a context-aware application to have well-defined default behaviour
that can serve as a fallback in the absence of context information. In the example above,
this would mean that we would define a default language, say English, if neither en nor
de are provided for the language property.
Next, we define two additional concepts, namely context dimensions and context
states, that we specifically designed to make the context model more accessible at
design-time, while keeping the simple run-time representation intact. Note that a
key factor that enables us to have these two views of context is the fact that both
representations are built from the same sets, NAMES and VALUES, and therefore no
mapping between them is required.
Definition 3 (Context Dimension). A context dimension represents a set of context
property names that drive the adaptations of context-aware components of a contextaware web site. A context dimension D is defined as a set of names
D = {n1 , n2 , . . . , nk }
to distinguish k property names such that D ⊆ NAMES.
Context dimensions are motivated by the fact that often only a subset of the
context properties defined by S are relevant for a given component of a web site. As
an example, consider a context-aware text component that depends on the language
property of the context, but, for example, not on the browser agent or version. In
contrast to many context representations used in other approaches, e.g. [81, 180], we
intentionally represent a context dimension as a set of context property names, as this
allows developers to group facets of context information and represent them as finegrained as necessary to meet specific requirements of a context-aware web application.
For example, we could define a dimension DBrowser = {agent, version} to distinguish,
not only different browser agents, but also different versions of the same browser, which
is often necessary to work around cross-browser compatibility issues and to provide
legacy support, as already mentioned. Likewise, it can be useful to group together userrelated aspects of the context model, e.g. current location and language preferences, as
well as device characteristics, e.g. screen size and supported input modalities, in other
dimensions.
In order to guarantee a consistent view of context at both design and run-time, we
define how the context dimensions used at design-time relate to the context space S of
the context-aware web site in terms of the context dimension space.
Definition 4 (Context Dimension Space). The context dimension space of a contextaware web application is represented by
D(S) = {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dl }.
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The context dimensions in D(S) partition the context space S, i.e. S = D1 ∪D2 ∪· · ·∪Dl
and ∀ Di , Dj ∈ D(S) : i 6= j ⇒ Di ∩ Dj = ∅.
Also at design-time, XCML uses the concept of context states to match a
range of run-time contexts that trigger the context-aware adaptations defined by the
application. For each dimension, a particular context state associates values to all of
the characteristics of that dimension. In line with previous work [81], the properties
of a context state are represented as a set of name-value pairs, where the value of a
context property is again a set of values. Note that single values can still be supported
by using a set with only one element. As we will see later, this extended notion of
context states is important in the development of context-aware applications because it
allows components to be defined with adaptations that apply in several different runtime contexts. However, since it is often impractical or, particularly in larger context
spaces, even impossible to explicitly specify the range of all context property values
that trigger such adaptations, we introduce the following operators and set notations.
- Enumeration Operator. The set {“de”, “en”} for languages German and
English can be represented as an enumeration “de:en”.
- Interval Operator. The set {1, 2, 3} can be represented as an interval “1..3”.
- Wildcard Operator. The complete set of values for a particular context
property can be represented by the wildcard *.
Note that enumerations and intervals can be combined to form expressions such as
“1..3:5..8” to denote the numbers from 1 to 8 without 4. To accommodate these sets
of values, we introduce P-VALUES = P(VALUES)\∅, i.e. the powerset of VALUES except
the empty set.
With the above definitions, we can now provide the definition of a context state that
denotes a particular allocation of the context properties for a certain context dimension.
Definition 5 (Context State). A context state CS of a context dimension D is
represented as a set of name-value pairs
CS(D) = {(n, V ) | n ∈ D ∧ V ∈ P-VALUES},
where ∀ n ∈ D : ∃ (n, V ) ∈ CS(D).
To illustrate the use of the concepts described so far, let us revisit the web site
example from the beginning of this section. Table 5.1 now shows the context dimensions
and states that would need to be distinguished in our example.
Let us now focus on the example of the context dimension DBrowser given above
to explain how the context states in Table 5.1 support the definition of a contextaware presentation component that depends on the browser used to access the web
site. To refer to modern releases of Internet Explorer, e.g. versions 7 to 9, the
developer could define the context state new IE as {(agent, “MSIE”), (version, “7..9”)}.
Similarly, a context state old IE could be defined as {(agent, “MSIE”), (version, 6)} to
separate out prior versions for legacy support. Note that the value “MSIE” denotes
the user agent string returned for Internet Explorer. If the version of the browser
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Table 5.1: Context dimensions and states distinguished in our web site example
Context Dimension Context State
Context Expression

Browser
Language
Device
Input

{(agent, “MSIE”), (version, “6”)}
{(agent, “MSIE”), (version, “7..9”)}
{(agent, “Firefox”), (version, “2..4”)}
{(lang, “en”)}
{(lang, “de”)}
{(screen-width, “640..1920”)}
{(screen-width, “1..480”)}
{(input-source, “mouse:keyboard”)}
{(input-source, “touch”)}

old IE
new IE
Firefox
English
German
Desktop
Mobile
Mouse-Keyboard
Touch

is not important, but the user agent is, then the wildcard * could be used so that
{(agent, “MSIE”), (version, *)} indicates that the context state will match all versions
of Internet Explorer.
Listing 5.1 shows an XCML excerpt specifying the browser dimension and its
corresponding states as given in Table 5.1. The code shows the definition of the DBrowser
dimension in terms of agent and version. With the states defined thereafter, a web
application could now distinguish between different versions of Internet Explorer and
Firefox via old IE, new IE and Firefox.
< xcml : context - model >
< xcml : context - dimension name = " Browser " >
< xcml : context - key name = " agent " / >
< xcml : context - key name = " version " / >
</ xcml : context - dimension >
< xcml : context - state name = " old_IE " dimension = " Browser " >
< xcml : context - property key = " agent " value = " IE " / >
< xcml : context - property key = " version " value = " 6 " / >
</ xcml : context - state >
< xcml : context - state name = " new_IE " dimension = " Browser " >
< xcml : context - property key = " agent " value = " IE " / >
< xcml : context - property key = " version " value = " 7..9 " / >
</ xcml : context - state >
< xcml : context - state name = " Firefox " dimension = " Browser " >
< xcml : context - property key = " agent " value = " Firefox " / >
< xcml : context - property key = " version " value = " 2..4 " / >
</ xcml : context - state >
</ xcml : context - model >

Listing 5.1: Definition of a simple context model in XCML to distinguish different
browsers
Note that earlier versions of the browsers are not supported by our example web
site. Nevertheless, the above context model could easily be extended for new versions
and other browsers by adding new context states to the Browser dimension. Similarly,
the dimensions from Table 5.1 that were omitted from the above excerpt could be
defined. Also note that separate definitions for context dimensions make it possible
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to check whether states specify only context properties relevant for the corresponding
dimensions, which is something we will explore later in this chapter.

5.1.2

Context Expression Language and Algebra

XCML defines a context expression language and context algebra for the specification of
context-adaptive features with respect to the context dimensions and states defined by
a web site. We have already seen examples of simple context expressions. For example,
after the definition of the context state new IE, the label could now be used to refer
to the context state {(agent, “MSIE”), (version, “7..9”)}. We have also seen examples
of the enumeration operator :, the interval operator .. and the star operator * that
function as basic match operators for a specified or unspecified range of context values
for a given dimension. In addition, XCML’s context algebra introduces the following
three important operations to formulate context matching expressions in terms of a
combination of context states. Note that operations may involve context states from
the same or different dimensions.
Definition 6 (Conjunction). Let CS(D1 ) and CS(D2 ) be two context states of
dimensions D1 , D2 ∈ D(S). The conjunction of these two states is defined as
CS(D1 ) ∧ CS(D2 ) = {(n, V1 ) : (n, V1 ) ∈ CS(D1 ) ∧ @ some V s.t. (n, V ) ∈ CS(D2 )}
∪ {(n, V2 ) : (n, V2 ) ∈ CS(D2 ) ∧ @ some V s.t. (n, V ) ∈ CS(D1 )}
∪ {(n, V ) : (n, V1 ) ∈ CS(D1 ) ∧ (n, V2 ) ∈ CS(D2 ) ∧ V = V1 ∩ V2 }.
Definition 7 (Disjunction). Let CS(D1 ) and CS(D2 ) be two context states of
dimensions D1 , D2 ∈ D(S). The disjunction of these two states is then defined as
CS(D1 ) ∨ CS(D2 ) = {(n, V ) : (n, V1 ) ∈ CS(D1 ) ∧ (n, V2 ) ∈ CS(D2 ) : V = V1 ∪ V2 }.
The first operation above can be used to build the conjunction over two states,
i.e. the set of all context properties contained in either CS(D1 ) or CS(D2 ) is returned,
but for the context property names that are common to both states, only the values
contained in both states are included. Therefore, this operation excludes values that
are defined in only one of the states. The second operation defines the disjunction over
two states so that, for the context property names that are common to both states, the
set of all values contained in CS(D1 ) or CS(D2 ) are returned. Therefore, this operation
excludes context properties that are defined in only one of the states. As a result, these
operations allow for exclusive and inclusive combinations of context states. This is
important since, similar to our web site example, content, navigation and presentation
of a web application are typically affected by more than one context dimension at a time.
For example, browsers may provide either more or less features if they are deployed on a
mobile device. A context expression, Mobile and new IE, could then be used to provide
adaptations for the special case of using a modern version of Internet Explorer to access
the web application from a mobile phone. This expression is a conjunction of two states
from different context dimensions represented by {(screen-width, “1..480”)} for Mobile
and {(agent, “MSIE”), (version, “7..9”)} for new IE as defined in Table 5.1. In terms of
the above operations, the expression would first evaluate to {(screen-width, “1..480”)} ∪
{(agent, “MSIE”), (version, “7..9”)} ∪ ∅ and subsequently to {(screen-width, “1..480”),
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(agent, “MSIE”), (version, “7..9”)}. Note that the third element of the union in the first
expression is the empty set because DBrowser and DDevice do not overlap. On the other
hand, old IE and new IE, with old IE defined as {(agent, “MSIE”), (version, “6”)},
would result in ∅ ∪ ∅ ∪ ∅ = ∅, as these context states define different values in the same
dimension and therefore all in all yield an empty intersection. Here, old IE or new IE
must be used instead to yield {(agent, {“MSIE”}∪{“MSIE”}), (version, {6}∪{7, 8, 9})}
which, in turn, is equivalent to {(agent, “MSIE”), (version, “6..9”)}.
Moreover, XCML allows for nested expressions such as (Desktop or Mobile) and
(old IE or new IE) based on the same principles. However, especially in larger
context spaces, it can be useful to denote a match clause by negating a few context
states rather than specifying all target states directly. The context algebra therefore
also defines the following operation to allow for expressions such as not Firefox that
can act as a substitute for all the respective other states defined in the context space.
Definition 8 (Image and Negation). Let D(S) = {D1 , . . . , Dn } be the context
dimension space of an application. Further, ∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n let CS(Di ) =
{CS 1 (Di ), . . . , CS j (Di )} be the set of all context states defined in dimension Di . The
image I(S) of context space S defined as

I(S) =

n |CS(D
^
_i )|
i=1

CS j (Di )

j=1

represents the set of context states covering the whole range of values for every
dimension in S. The negation of a context state CS(D) is then defined as
¬CS(D) = {(n, V ) : (n, VI ) ∈ I(S) ∧ (n, V 0 ) ∈ CS(D) ∧ V = VI \V 0 }.
The above operation first builds, for every dimension, the disjunction over all
context states to yield a combined state covering the whole range of values in that
dimension, and then the conjunction over the combined states for all dimensions. From
the resulting image of the context space, it returns all states without the values of
the given state. Note that the set of all context dimensions and, for each context
dimension, the set of all defined states is implicitly given by the context model. To
give an example, with the states Desktop defined as {(screen-width, “640..1920”)} and
Firefox as {(agent, “Firefox”), (version, “2..4”)}, as well as Mobile, old IE and new IE
defined above, the expression not Firefox would translate to
¬{(agent, “Firefox”), (version, “2..4”)}
= {(screen-width, “640..1920:1..480”), (agent, “MSIE:Firefox”), (version, “6..9:2..4”)}
\{(agent, “Firefox”), (version, “2..4”)}
= {(screen-width, {640, .., 1920, 1, .., 480}\∅), (agent, {“MSIE”, “Firefox”}\{“Firefox”}),
(version, {6, 7, 8, 9, 2, 3, 4}\{2, 3, 4})}
= {(screen-width, “640..1920:1..480”), (agent, “MSIE”), (version, “6..9”)},

which, in our example, is the same as (Desktop or Mobile) and (old IE or new IE).
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5.1.3

Context-Aware Component Model

Finally, XCML supports the typical separation of concerns between content, presentation and navigation. However, unlike WebML [34] as just one example, our approach
does not provide specific models for each of them. Instead, XCML introduces the
general notion of context-aware component model for the specification of contextadaptive features and default behaviour in terms of web site components. As shown in
Figure 5.2, our model is relatively simple, but fairly flexible, in that each component
can define multiple variants of content, structure and layout with respect to one or more
context states.
«versioned»
Element

Type
0..*

1..*

matches

+name: String
+description: String
+contexts: Set<ContextState>

+name: String
+attributes: Map<String, Class>

0..*

ContextState
+properties: Map<String, Object>

hasType
0..*

1..1
«versioned»
Component

contains

+type: Type
+attributeValues: Map<String, Object>
+children: List<Component>
+layouts: Set<Layout>

«versioned»
Layout
+template: Document

hasTemplate
0..*

0..*

1..*

Figure 5.2: Component-based model used in XCML
The model is based on the separate concepts of Component and Layout. First,
components hold arbitrary data and can be composed of other components. Each
component is defined by a Type that defines the data in terms of attribute names and
types. Examples of types range from simple content types such as text, link and image
to application-specific entities such as customer, article and shopping cart. On the
other hand, layouts are defined in terms of presentation templates using special contextaware instructions to specify how associated components are displayed depending on
the client context. Thus, components represent the content and structure of a web site,
whereas layouts define their presentation. In the model, both components and layouts
are specialisations of the concept Element that provides general support for identifying
and describing web site elements. Note that all three concepts—Element, Component
and Layout—are defined using the stereotype <<versioned>>. This stereotype is a
short-hand to model objects that consist of one generic object and a set of concrete
version objects [107]. Inspired by the model proposed in Grossniklaus [81], each version
object is a valid representation of the generic object in a given context state, here
represented by the ContextState entity. Note that associations can either reference
the generic object or one of its versions. As a consequence, the classes of adaptation
supported by XCML are adaptations of content, structure, and presentation. At the
same time, adaptation can range from coarse to very fine grained, depending on how
developers define context-aware components. For example, in order to support different
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page structures on different devices, the component representing the entire page could be
made context-aware. Conversely, to internationalise a single piece of text, it suffices to
define additional versions of the corresponding text component. Generally, a component
can have alternative contents and structures, and a layout can have alternative designs
and output formats, with the best-matching version determined by the particular runtime context.
Listings 5.2 and 5.3 show excerpts from a possible XCML implementation of our
example web site based on HTML and CSS by including tags from the XHTML
namespace. The structure of the web site in terms of content and navigation is defined
in the code shown in Listing 5.2 and closely follows the description of Figure 5.1
from the beginning of this chapter. In particular, the code illustrates the definition
of two context-dependent variants for both the header and the navigation component.
The match clause specifies a context expression that will be used during evaluation to
determine if the respective variant is a best-match for the current context. The link
between the page component and its presentation template is defined using the layout
attribute.
< xcml : component name = " website " layout = " websiteLayout " >
< xcml : component - variant >
< xcml : child - components >
< xcml : component name = " header " layout = " headerLayout " >
< xcml : component - variant match = " English " >
< xcml : attribute - value name = " title " value = " XCML Example Web Site " /
> [ .. ]
</ xcml : component - variant >
< xcml : component - variant match = " German " >
< xcml : attribute - value name = " title " value = " Beispielseite in XCML " /
> [ .. ]
</ xcml : component - variant >
</ xcml : component >
< xcml : component name = " navigation " >
< xcml : component - variant match = " Desktop " > [ .. ] </ xcml : component variant >
< xcml : component - variant match = " Mobile " > [ .. ] </ xcml : component variant >
</ xcml : component >
< xcml : component name = " content " > [ .. ] </ xcml : component >
< xcml : component name = " footer " > [ .. ] </ xcml : component >
</ xcml : child - components >
</ xcml : component - variant >
</ xcml : component >

Listing 5.2: Main component of example web site defined in XCML
The presentation of the web page is specified in the excerpt shown in Listing 5.3 that
defines the websiteLayout presentation template. To sketch the use of HTML and CSS
in our approach, the template combines XCML with XHTML to place the web site’s
title in the best-matching language, link stylesheets optimised for Firefox or Internet
Explorer depending on the browser context as well as adding visual enhancements for
touch if the device is touch-operated. The HTML body then recursively includes all
children of the associated website’s child components, which will in turn be formatted
by associated layouts. We show the headerLayout as an example. With the variants
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defined for the header, the content becomes available in English and German and the
presentation is adapted between the desktop and mobile versions to display either a
banner or a smaller logo depending on the context.
< xcml : layout name = " websiteLayout " >
< xcml : layout - variant match = " Desktop " >
<! DOCTYPE html PUBLIC " -// W3C // DTD XHTML [..]// EN " [ .. ] >
< html >
< head >
< title > < xcml : attribute - value select = " header / title " / > </ title >
< link href = " default . css " rel = " stylesheet " type = " text / css " / >
< xcml : context match = " Firefox " >
< link href = " firefox . css " rel = " stylesheet " type = " text / css " / >
</ xcml : context >
< xcml : context match = " old_IE or new_IE " > [ .. ] </ xcml : context >
< xcml : context match = " Touch " >
< link href = " touch . css " rel = " stylesheet " type = " text / css " / >
</ xcml : context >
</ head >
< body > < xcml : component select = " * " / > </ body >
</ html >
</ xcml : layout - variant >
< xcml : layout - variant match = " Mobile " > [ .. ] </ xcml : layout - variant >
</ xcml : layout >
< xcml : layout name = " headerLayout " >
< xcml : layout - variant match = " Desktop " >
< img src = " banner . jpg " / > [ .. ]
</ xcml : layout - variant >
< xcml : layout - variant match = " Mobile " >
< img src = " logo . gif " / > [ .. ]
</ xcml : layout - variant >
</ xcml : layout >

Listing 5.3: Layout of the example’s main component using XCML in combination with
HTML and CSS
Note that it is the task of the web application to provide the context model with
the required context data. The language preferences used in the example above can,
for instance, be derived from the user location or directly provided by users. The
browser and device contexts can be determined programmatically using the navigator
and screen objects in JavaScript, as also mentioned in the previous chapter. Finally,
whether or not a device is touch-enabled can in some browsers be determined using
CSS media queries, e.g. -moz-touch-enabled in Firefox, or generally learned if touch
events are fired instead of, or in addition to, mouse events. This would allow us to
provide the necessary input for the DInput dimension and the Touch state in Listing 5.3
above.

5.2

Context-Aware Development and Testing

In addition to the flexibility of our general approach, there are other benefits of
separating the context model from the rest of the web application. In particular, explicit
knowledge of the different context dimensions and states that are distinguished in an
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application allows us to support the authoring and testing of adaptive web applications
by leveraging context-aware principles also in the tool support for developers.
Context-Aware Development. For example, we could extend the authoring environment with design-time support for XCML applications by providing a context
view for developers to define and set the target context during development based
on the context model defined for an application. The authoring environment
should then be sensitive to changes in the context view so that only the
components of an XCML application that match the current design context will
be active and available for editing. This would make it easier to manage more
complex context-adaptive applications, as it would help developers in specific roles
to focus on the parts of an application that are relevant to them and to build and
execute only these parts without the need to compile the entire application. This
would provide a major advantage over other solutions such as WebRatio [1] for
WebML where, based on our experience, the models can become quite complex
and the application is always regenerated.
Context-Aware Testing. Moreover, it is possible to exploit the explicit context
information for supporting the testing of adaptive behaviour. Since this a
requirement that has received relatively little attention in existing works, we want
to focus on a context-aware debug component that we designed to be embedded
and customised as part of an XCML application. The debug component can
then be used to support the controlled testing of adaptive features at any stage
of the development process. This can be essential if the adaptive behaviour is
extended to address new requirements and to make sure that any new features
do not conflict with the adaptations defined so far.
To support build and test cycles in a systematic way, the basic idea we had was
to build on the context-aware concepts described in the previous section and allow
developers to define a specific test mode based on a separate context dimension DDebug
specifically for this purpose. The context states defined for this dimension are reserved
for the debug tool and can be used to activate and configure the tool and debug-related
output. For example, web site components could be annotated to make the internal
structure and nesting visible as they are rendered in the browser. The debug component
may then be integrated into a web site either at a global level for all versions of the
web site, or directly in a particular variant for local testing only. Figure 5.3 illustrates
the use of such a debug component at a global level for our example web site.
In this example, the web site can be adapted along three of the four context
dimensions mentioned earlier, namely browser, device and language. For the debug
mode, we defined an additional dimension DDebug = { infos, images, warnings, borders
} that is again specific to our application. The debug component could then provide
the following specific features for testing based on the context model defined for our
example web site.
- Context Switching. The context options provided by the debug component
allow developers to select and refine the debug context state. This enables switching between different contexts and simulation of possible run-time situations. For
example, the developer could quickly switch between the desktop and the mobile
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(a) Desktop

(b) Mobile

Figure 5.3: Testing our example web site using a context-aware debug component
versions of the web site, as well as testing them in different languages and for
different browsers. For example, the Firefox browser allows to render a web page
using Internet Explorer instead of their own Gecko engine. Moreover, Internet
Explorer provides different rendering modes to test for backwards compatibility.
- Debug Output. The options we have defined would also allow the debug output
to be controlled so that warning messages and debug information generated by
the web application are either included or excluded from the output. This can be
helpful to test the application at different error reporting levels and to smoothen
the transition between debug and release builds. For example, web applications
based on the PHP server-side scripting language can be easily configured to
support the error reporting level using the in-built error reporting function.
- Visual Aids. The debug output could further be complemented with debugrelated style definitions that will be applied according to the options selected
in the debug component. In particular, the option to show borders is helpful
to identify the separate components that a web site is composed of and to locate
errors with respect to the structure and presentation of a web site. Note that tools
such as Firebug2 provide additional support that could be used in combination
with our debug component (cf. Figure 5.3b).
- Custom Debug States. While the debug options mentioned so far are generally
useful for many debugging scenarios, for this particular application, the option to
hide images is included primarily for the mobile version. Mobile users sometimes
choose to block images in order to achieve better load times and so it could be
important to test and verify that the web site also works in such a case.
Note that developers could also specify a set of metrics that would allow them to
assess the behaviour of the web application. Moreover, context switching could also
2

http://getfirebug.com
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be automated so that the web site is automatically tested for all possible combinations
of context states and the debug output logged. With the combination of metrics and
such an automated context switching, it would then become possible to develop scripts
similar to unit tests, but rather than testing the application logic, the focus would then
be the testing of adaptive behaviour under different situations. We will come back to
these ideas in Chapter 7, where we provide a set of metrics that could be integrated
with our debug tool for this purpose and describes a first example of such an automatic
context-aware testing procedure.

5.3

Implementation

So far, we have described the main concepts behind XCML and how they could
be leveraged for context-aware development and testing. As one possible execution
environment for XCML, the implementation presented in this section is based on the
OMS Avon object database management system developed in our research group [160].
The decision to build on this infrastructure for a proof-of-concept implementation
of XCML was primarily driven by the investigations of another research project
in our group that concerned how an object database system could be dynamically
extended with support for domain-specific application requirements based on the idea of
metamodel extension modules [84]. Similar to [81], XCML is therefore implemented as
an extension of an object database system. However, another option would have been to
develop a browser extension or even our own browsing client to support the parsing and
execution of XCML directly in the browser. Nevertheless, the decision to implement an
execution environment for XCML on top of OMS Avon also brought the following two
advantages. First, given that we compile the context-aware components into a database,
the database system can improve the performance, especially for larger context spaces,
as it better facilitates storage and retrieval of complex components and layouts with
many variants. In addition, new components or variants can be dynamically added to
the database at run-time and existing ones updated or deleted as required without the
need to recompile the whole application. Second, the XCML execution environment
can be used with existing web browsers and can also be integrated with other web
platforms and solutions that are not directly based on HTML, CSS and JavaScript. We
will show an example of such a use case in the next section.
As shown in Figure 5.4, the XCML execution environment is divided into a set
of design-time and run-time components. The design-time provides the new support
for processing XCML documents. The run-time is based on the work by Grossniklaus
[81], but was reimplemented on top of OMS Avon in combination with Java Servlet
technology. Note that XCML is therefore mostly implemented on the server-side, but
it is still possible to delegate parts of the adaptation process to the client similar
to CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch. This allowed us to explore potential advantages
and disadvantages compared to our previous client-side solutions as well as a flexible
combination of client and server-side adaptation techniques, as presented in the next
section.
The resulting platform supports two processes: (1) the design-time process of XCML
to create context-dependent variants in the database and (2) the run-time process
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Figure 5.4: Integration of the new design-time components with XCM run-time
triggered in response to client requests to deliver the best-matching representation of
the web site for the client context. The roles of each system component are as follows.
Database Builder. As the database builder parses an XCML document, it employs
the context builder to build the context space from the model and creates the
corresponding context-dependent variants in the database. This process will be
described in detail below.
Context Engine. The context engine is based on Grossniklaus [81], but was
extended with the context builder to provide new methods for parsing context
information declared in XCML documents. The context algebra implements the
formally defined operations presented earlier. These components are represented
by a Java helper class ContextUtils which is detailed in Figure 5.5. Finally, the
role of the context matcher is to score all variants of a specific object and to
determine the best-matching version for a given context at run-time.
Page Builder. In response to client requests, the page builder uses the context
matcher to retrieve the best-matching variant for all context-aware elements stored
in the database and assembles them into the requested version of the web site.
We first focus on Process (1) in Figure 5.4 and explain how XCML documents are
processed and compiled into the database, before describing this run-time process
at the end of this section.
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state(String…): State

dimension(State…):
Set<Key>
space(State…): Space
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Description
Constructs a context state (i.e. a set of context properties) from a given String,
e.g., state("lang=de, type=mobile") returns {lang=de,
type=mobile}.
Returns the set of all contained context keys for an array of context states, e.g.,
dimension({lang=de}, {lang=en, type=mobile}, {lang=de:en,
type=desktop}) returns [lang, type] of size 2.

Constructs the context space from an array of context states, e.g.,
space({lang=de}, {lang=en, type=mobile}, {lang=de:en,
type=desktop}) returns {lang=de:en, type=mobile:desktop}.

completion(State, Space):
State
normalization(State):
State
conjunction(State1,
State2): State

disjunction(State1,
State2): State

negation(State, Space):
State

equality(State1, State2):
Boolean

partition(State, Partition): Boolean

cover(State, Set<State>):
Set<State>

closure(Set<State>):
Set<State>

Returns the completed context state for a given context space, e.g., completion({lang=de}, {lang=de:en, type=mobile:desktop}) returns
{lang=de, type=mobile:desktop}.
Returns a given set of context properties in natural ordering, e.g., normalization({type=mobile:desktop, lang=de}) returns {lang=de,
type=desktop:mobile}.
Constructs the conjunction of State1 and State2, i.e. the set of all context
properties contained in either State1 or State2 but for the context keys that
both states have in common only the context values contained in both states,
e.g., both conjunction({lang=de}, {type=mobile}) and conjunction({lang=de, type=desktop:mobile}, {lang=de:en,
type=mobile}) return {lang=de, type=mobile}.
Constructs the disjunction of State1 and State2, i.e. for the context keys that

both states have in common the set of all context values contained in either
State1 or State2, e.g., disjunction({lang=de}, {lang=en}) returns
{lang=de:en} while disjunction({lang=de}, {type=mobile}), in contrast to a conjunction of the same states as above, returns {}.
Constructs the negation of State from a given context space, i.e. returns, for all
context keys, all the context values of the completed context state but not
those contained in the original State, e.g., negation({lang=de},
{lang=de:en}) returns {lang=en}.
Returns true if the given two context states are equal, i.e. for all context keys
in State1 there is an equal context value in State2, and State2 does not
declare any other context properties, e.g., equality returns true for
({lang=de, type=mobile:desktop}, {type=desktop:mobile,
lang=de}) but not for ({lang=en, type=mobile:desktop},
{type=desktop:mobile, lang=de}).
Returns true if Partition is part of State, i.e. for all context keys in Partition there is a context value in State that contains the respective context
value of Partition, e.g., partition returns true for ({lang=de,
type=mobile}, {lang=de}) but not for ({lang=de, type=mobile},
{lang=de, type=desktop}).
Constructs the cover of State from a given set of context states, i.e., returns
only those members that State is a partition of, e.g., cover({lang=de},
[{lang=de:en}, {lang=de, type=mobile}, {lang=en,
type=desktop}]) returns only the first two members, i.e. [{lang=de:en},
{lang=de, type=mobile}].

Constructs the closure of a given set of context states, i.e., returns all distinct
combinations of the members, e.g., closure([{lang=de}, {lang=en},
{type=desktop}, {type=mobile}]) returns four contexts [{lang=de,
type=desktop}, {lang=de, type=mobile}, {lang=en,
type=desktop}, {lang=en, type=mobile}].

Figure 5.5: Methods of the ContextUtils class implemented in Java
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Design-time Process

As illustrated in Figure 5.6, the processing of XCML component variants is handled
differently from processing of presentation instructions.
layout: XCMLLayout

<xcml:layout..
..match="Desktop" default

c1

c2

screenwidth=
640..1920

c3

DatabaseBuilder

c4

..match="Mobile"

LayoutBuilder
c1

c2
screenwidth=
1..480

c3

</xcm:layout>
<xcml:component name="c0"..
match="English" default

c4

component: XCMLComponent
<xcml:child-components>
<xcml:component name="c1"..
..
</xcml:child-components>
match="German" copy-default

...

title: "Welcome"
...
c0
ComponentBuilder

c1

c2

lang=en

c3

DatabaseBuilder

c4
title: "Willkommen"
...

lang=de

Figure 5.6: Processing of XCML components and layouts

Processing of Components For each xcml:component-variant, the component
builder creates a version with the respective attribute value sets. Each version is
appended to its component object and stored in the database together with the specific
context that was evaluated from the associated match clause. This step repeats
recursively for all child components contained in each variant.
The processing of components is rather straightforward as we specify each variant
separately using structured data in XCML attribute values. However, we also developed
an inheritance mechanism for component variants to inherit from the default variant
using the copy-default attribute and only override the context-sensitive values. This
kind of inheritance is reasonable as default variants are usually rich in detail, and some
fields, such as a person’s first and last name in staff member pages, are constant across
all versions. This is in contrast to layouts where the underlying templates are typically
semi-structured and patterns for reuse are somewhat different. For that reason, we
allow XCML developers to define layout variants separately similar to components,
but without inheritance, or to use nested context matching expressions within the
same layout variant. In addition, developers can use an import statement to include
templates defined in another XCML document. If the differences between individual
templates are not substantial, then nested variants are more practical in order not to
duplicate large parts between versions that are essentially the same. The processing of
XCML templates, as described in the following, may therefore require further steps to
compile any nested variants.

and State declare. We speak of strict partitions if Partition is both a vertical and a horizontal partition of
State. Similarly, the cover-operation can be relaxed using the same constraints.
As far as the closure-operation is concerned, it is important to say that the student had to expend consider-
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able
effort in order to come up with an algorithm that produces valid results even for contexts of higher dimensions, e.g., three dimensions as with Language, Device, and Browser from the Website example of the
Avon XCM test-classes. The closure-operation, as it was implemented then, is recursive with the base case
Processing of Layouts For each xcml:layout defined in an XCML document, the
being that the given states are already distinct and no more combinations were found, while the recursion
layout
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that defines nested variants for German and English as well as Desktop and Mobile.
TABLE 2: EXAMPLE OF THE CLOSURE ALGORITHM

0
1

2

[{type=mobile}, {type=desktop}, {lang=en}, {lang=de}]
Combinations: [{type=desktop, lang=en}, {type=mobile}, {type=desktop, lang=de},
{type=desktop}, {lang=en}, {type=mobile, lang=en}, {lang=de}, {type=mobile,
lang=de}]
Reduced: [{type=desktop, lang=en}, {type=desktop, lang=de}, {type=mobile,
lang=en}, {type=mobile, lang=de}]
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best-matching results evaluated for the specific context. Finally, each of the reduced
XSL templates will be appended to the corresponding layout object and stored in the
database together with the context. The process and resulting output of each step are
illustrated in Figure 5.8.

5.3.2

Run-time Process

At run-time, the page builder and the context matcher interact with the database
to render context-dependent components of a web site. This process, labelled (2) in
Figure 5.4, is discussed in detail in Grossniklaus [81]. Here, we describe the key points
for the example web site used in previous examples. Figure 5.9 sketches the content
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Figure 5.9: Database content after the compilation of the XCML example web site
of the context-aware database after Process (1) was completed. The notations used to
illustrate the database content correspond to the component model shown in Figure 5.2.
The homepage is stored as an instance of Component, named website, and linked to
an instance of Layout, named websiteLayout, through the hasTemplate association.
Since the we did not explicitly define variants of the website component, it only
consists of the default version. In contrast, the database contains two versions of the
websiteLayout template that match Desktop and Mobile contexts, respectively. In
accordance to the page structure shown in Figure 5.1, the database also contains the
four subcomponents of the page, namely header, navigation, content and footer.
The subcomponents are linked to the default version of website through the contains
association and most of them have several variants themselves. Similar to previous
examples, we only show the layout template for the header component.
To describe how the XCML run-time supports context-aware adaptation, let us
assume a desktop client with context
C(S) = {(agent, “MSIE”), (lang, “en”), (screen-width, “1920”), (input-source, “touch”)}
requests the example page. To respond to this request, the XCML run-time recursively
processes the tree of components and builds an XML document with the content and
structure of the web site. In parallel, it processes all the associated layout templates and
includes them in an XSLT stylesheet. Once both documents have been assembled, they
are used to dynamically generate the page that is sent back to the client. Whenever
a component or a layout is considered for inclusion in either of these two documents,
the XCML run-time uses the client context C(S) to assign a score value to all of
its versions. For example, when processing the header component, it will select the
English variant as it is a 100% match, rather than the German variant that scores 0%.
Likewise, if the client requests the German version, the content would be delivered in
this language. Finally, if the client does not request content in a specific language,
the default English version will be chosen. Clearly, these are just basic examples
used to describe the context matching process supported by XCML. Grossniklaus [81]
discusses possible solutions for dealing with situations where multiple versions obtain
the maximum score or when no version scores sufficiently high. These situations can
occur when a variant has been defined for several context states, but only matches each
of these states partially.
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Applications

Having presented the concepts and mechanisms behind XCML and a first implementation, we will now describe two experiments we conducted using XCML. The first
shows how developers can address new adaptation scenarios in existing applications,
such as the adaptation to large screens, using features of XCML. The experiment is
based on The Adaptive Guardian described in Chapter 3 where XCML is now used
to overcome the limitations of standard web languages by extending the support for
context-awareness in HTML, CSS and JavaScript. The second experiment shows a
simple integration of XCML with existing web platforms that often provide a very
limited notion of context. We will use OpenLaszlo as an example and, in particular,
demonstrate how two separate implementations of an existing application for desktop
and mobile can be integrated into a single, context-aware application that supports
both platforms. The experiments therefore address different adaptation scenarios as
well as different initial situations in terms of the implementation. The extension of an
existing web site with support for new adaptation scenarios and the reengineering of a
non-adaptive web application to support context-awareness are two important problems
that can now be solved in a uniform way based on XCML.

5.4.1

The Adaptive Guardian: Extension for New Adaptation Scenarios

Our first experiment explored how XCML could be used to mitigate the problems
observed in Chapter 3 when trying to support new adaptation scenarios based on
native web technologies. To remind the reader, in our first approach, we used new
features of HTML5 and CSS3 to adapt the layout of The Guardian web site so that
it becomes more flexible and scales effectively at larger viewing sizes. The adaptive
features included automatic font and media scaling, multi-column layout in combination
with the vertical scroll model and conditional content for showing lower or higher quality
media depending on the viewing condition. All features were implemented using clientside technologies such as CSS3 media queries and complemented with JavaScript where
necessary. The experiment is interesting for XCML as it revealed several shortcomings
of current web standards due to the limited notion of context. The main problem
is that current browser support and techniques such as media queries only enable
context-dependent variation of the presentation depending on device characteristics.
If the adaptations also need to concern the content and structure of a web interface,
then this requires several workarounds to bridge the gaps between HTML, CSS and
JavaScript. However, current support for context-awareness is insufficient if other
context dimensions similar to the example web site described in this chapter need to be
supported. The idea of using XCML in a new experiment was therefore to complement
and extend the first approach with context-aware components defined in XCML and
to compare both methods in terms of development effort and design simplicity for web
developers.
Figure 5.10 illustrates The Guardian web site in its original (top) and adapted
version (bottom) and how we used XCML to annotate different parts of the web interface
with context-aware components. Similar to our first approach, we distinguished the
header, top navigation, main content area and sidebar navigation. We then proceeded
as follows.
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Original
(XCML)

Adapted
(XCML)

Figure 5.10: Showing The Guardian web site in its original design and the version for
widescreen contexts using XCML in combination with HTML5 and CSS3
First, we defined a simple context model with a Device dimension and two states,
widescreen and ultra-widescreen, for horizontal screen distances of 1280 and 1920
pixels or higher. Listing 5.4 shows the respective context model in XCML.
< xcml : context - model >
< xcml : context - dimension name = " Device " >
< xcml : context - key name = " screen - width " / >
</ xcml : context - dimension >
< xcml : context - state name = " widescreen " dimension = " Device " >
< xcml : context - property key = " screen - width " value = " 1280..1680 " / >
</ xcml : context - state >
< xcml : context - state name = " ultra - widescreen " dimension = " Device " >
< xcml : context - property key = " screen - width " value = " 1920..2560 " / >
</ xcml : context - state >
</ xcml : context - model >

Listing 5.4: Minimal context model in XCML for the Guardian to support widescreen
contexts
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In the second step, we defined different layout variants for the widescreen and
ultra-widescreen contexts so that the widescreen layout uses CSS3 multi-column
layout only for the text, while the ultra-widescreen layout uses multi-column layout for
both the text and the sidebar controls as shown in Figure 5.10 (bottom). As in the
original experiment, both layouts also enable dynamic multi-column paging using our
client-side approach since this is less feasible with XCML. However, larger font sizes
were directly defined in the layout variants rather than using the previous approach
based on CSS3 media queries. Note that we used a single layout variant with nested
context expressions to cater for the smaller differences between the widescreen and ultrawidescreen conditions. In addition, we declared the original layout shown in Figure 5.10
(top) as the default version for other screen contexts.
XCML has played a particular role in the third step when we defined conditional
content and declared lower and higher quality versions of the article image and ads.
Also in contrast to the first experiment, XCML now made sure that only matching
content will be delivered to the client, which previously required special workarounds
using JavaScript. Listings 5.5 and 5.6 show the layout and component variants defined
for the two versions of the image shown in Figure 5.10.
< xcml : layout name = " imageLayout " >
< xcml : layout - variant >
< img >
< xcml : attribute name = " src " >
< xcml : attribute - value select = " url " / >
</ xcml : attribute >
</ img >
</ xcml : layout - variant >
</ xcml : layout >

Listing 5.5: XCML layout template to include multimedia content in different versions
< xcml : component name = " murrayImage " type = " image " >
< xcml : component - variant layout = " imageLayout " default = " true " >
< xcml : attribute - values >
< xcml : attribute - value name = " url " > murray . jpg </ attribute - value >
</ xcml : attribute - values >
</ xcml : component - variant >
< xcml : component - variant layout = " imageLayout " match = " widescreen or
ultra - widescreen " >
< xcml : attribute - values >
< xcml : attribute - value name = " url " > murray - large . jpg </ attribute - value >
</ xcml : attribute - values >
</ xcml : component - variant >
</ xcml : component >

Listing 5.6: XCML component that defines higher-quality content for widescreen
settings and otherwise the original version
In the final step, we registered onload and onresize events for the window in order
to inform the XCML components on the server-side about changes in the browsing
client. This was necessary to render conditional content and switch the media when
the window is resized and therefore the context changed from default to the widescreen
and ultra-widescreen states and vice-versa.
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In summary, XCML provided a structured approach for the adaptation scenario
that allowed different web site components to be clearly distinguished as well as when
and how they need to be adapted in terms of context states. Moreover, we used the
concept of nested layout variants to express the smaller differences between the two
widescreen versions. Most importantly, this approach required no special workarounds
that were necessary in the first approach to control the content delivery. In particular,
the bridge from the client-side components to the XCML run-time made for a highlyadaptive solution using a combination of client-side and server-side adaptation based
on the same simple context model.

5.4.2

LZPiX: Integration with Existing Platforms and Applications

Our second experiment was designed around a scenario that required the integration of
XCML with existing web platforms. Note that it is important to enable the integration
with existing solutions because, as explained in Chapter 1 for the case of desktopto-mobile migration, the adaptation to different devices and platforms often involves
switching between different technological setups. The integration with other solutions
is often challenging, as it requires, not only the integration of different languages, but
also of different technologies used at run-time.
To demonstrate the extensibility and portability of XCML, we will focus on the
integration with OpenLaszlo for two reasons. First, as is the case for the majority
of user interface description languages, the underlying language, Laszlo Script (LZX),
is based on XML. This simplifies the integration with our current implementation of
XCML. Second, OpenLaszlo is an open-source framework with an active developer
community that maintains several showcase applications3 . One such application is
LZPiX, which is particularly interesting because it comes in two versions, LZPiX
Desktop (Figure 5.11a) and LZPiX Mobile (Figure 5.11b). The fact that these two
versions are indeed separate implementations makes LZPiX a good example for which
we can show that an integration of the proposed context-aware concepts is feasible
and brings the important advantage of having to maintain only one codebase in future
versions of the application.
As illustrated in Figure 5.11, LZPiX is a web application that displays pictures
retrieved from Flickr in a rich, desktop-like user interface. Users can search Flickr,
browse through the photos returned over multiple pages and manage their favourite
images in a separate clips view. Both versions also support changing the size of the
thumbnails displayed, but the most obvious difference is that LZPiX Mobile requires
many more separate screens to display the information that can usuallly fit on one screen
in the desktop version. To get a better understanding of how the two versions differ
in terms of the implementation and see what is effectively required to develop a single,
context-aware LZPiX application using XCML, our experiment involved the following
three steps: (a) structural and semantic analyses of LZPiX Desktop and LZPiX Mobile,
(b) the unification of the two codebases to group shared logic and identify starting points
for context-dependent variants and (c) the final reengineering of the separate LZPiX
implementations into an integrated, context-adaptive web application.
3

http://www.openlaszlo.org/showcase
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(a) Desktop

(b) Mobile

Figure 5.11: Screenshots of OpenLaszlo’s LZPiX showcase application
For the first step, we developed an LZX code parser to perform a structural analysis
on the source files of LZPiX Desktop4 and LZPiX Mobile5 . Our investigations revealed
that the underlying codebases are fairly different in terms of naming and packaging, and
thus only share a few OpenLaszlo classes and includes. The results shown in Figure 5.12
indicate that LZPiX Desktop is a lot more complex than the mobile version, consisting
of 32% more LZX elements (545 in LZPiX Desktop as opposed to 373) with generally
more classes, includes, view elements, animators and event handlers. Note that “special
elements” in Figure 5.12 refers to those view elements that are specific to only one of
the two implementations.

LZPiX Desktop
LZPiX Mobile
LZPiX XCML

Classes
19
8
24

Includes
17
15
35

View elements
88
65
116

Animators
42
28
70

Event handlers
150
138
288

Special elements
29
31
1

Figure 5.12: Results from the structural analysis of the two LZPiX implementations
and the resulting XCML application
On the other hand, the semantic analysis showed that both implementations
essentially consist of four common components: a search component to dispatch queries
4
5

http://www.openlaszlo.org/lps_demos/demos/LZPiX/app.lzx
http://www.openlaszlo.org/lps_demos/demos/LZPiXmobile/main.lzx
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to Flickr, a thumbnail view of the retrieved photos, a details view showing a larger
version of selected pictures and metadata associated with them, and finally a clips view
to manage favourites. From the user interface perspective, the main differences are that
the desktop version provides an extra screen at startup with predefined Flickr queries,
supports drag-n-drop between the thumbnail views and the clips, and generally makes
heavy use of animations for smooth transitions between different views. In contrast,
LZPiX Mobile splits some of the views over two or more separate screens and uses a
context-sensitive menu bar for navigating between screens.
Relatively simple refactorings of the original LZPiX sources in the second step
allowed us to form a common codebase with a similar amount of classes and includes,
but fewer view elements (Figure 5.12). Therefore, the reengineering process allowed
the overall complexity in terms of view elements for the two separate implementations
to be reduced by almost 25%. This was possible since they could be shared between
versions and therefore there is now no need anymore to maintain them separately.
For the XCML implementation, we first defined a one-dimensional context model for
the Device with two states, Desktop and Mobile, to represent the desktop and mobile
settings similar to the example web site in Table 5.1. Listing 5.7 shows an excerpt of
the XCML definitions.
< xcml : context - space >
< xcml : context - dimension name = " Device " >
< xcml : context - key name = " screen - width " / >
</ xcml : context - dimension >
< xcml : context - state name = " Desktop " dimension = " Device " >
< xcml : context - property key = " screen - width " value = " 640..1920 " / >
</ xcml : context - state >
< xcml : context - state name = " Mobile " dimension = " Device " >
< xcml : context - property key = " screen - width " value = " 1..480 " / >
</ xcml : context - state >
</ xcml : context - space >

Listing 5.7: Definition of a context space for LZPiX to support desktop and mobile
platforms
We then reorganised the main module of both versions along the four common
components and used XCML to specify the context-dependent variants between them.
Listings 5.8 and 5.9 show the adaptations of the main component and the layout with
different resources for LZPiX Desktop and LZPiX Mobile.
< xcml : component name = " LZPiX " >
< xcml : component - variant layout = " LZPiXLayout " match = " Desktop " default =
" true " >
< xcml : attribute - values >
< xcml : attribute - value name = " title " > LZPiX Desktop </ attribute - value >
< xcml : attribute - value name = " width " value = " 800 " / >
< xcml : attribute - value name = " height " value = " 600 " / >
< xcml : attribute - value name = " bgcolor " value = " 0 xcfcfcf " / >
</ attribute - values >
< xcml : components >
< xcml : component ref = " search " / >
< xcml : component ref = " photos " / >
< xcml : component ref = " details " / >
< xcml : component ref = " clips " / >
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</ xcml : components >
</ xcml : component - variant >
< xcml : component - variant layout = " LZPiXLayout " match = " Mobile " >
< xcml : attribute - values >
< xcml : attribute - value name = " title " > LZPiX Mobile </ attribute - value >
< xcml : attribute - value name = " width " value = " 240 " / >
< xcml : attribute - value name = " height " value = " 320 " / >
< xcml : attribute - value name = " bgcolor " value = " 0 x000000 " / >
</ attribute - values >
< xcml : components >
< xcml : component ref = " search " / >
< xcml : component ref = " photos " / >
< xcml : component ref = " details " / >
< xcml : component ref = " clips " / >
< xcml : component ref = " menubar " / >
</ xcml : components >
</ xcml : component - variant >
</ xcml : component >

Listing 5.8: Main component of the context-aware LZPiX implementation using a
combination of XCML and OpenLaszlo markup for the layout
< xcml : layout name = " LZPiXLayout " >
< xcml : layout - variant >
< canvas proxied = " true " >
< attribute name = " title " > < xcml : attribute - value select = " title " / > </
attribute >
< attribute name = " width " > < xcml : attribute - value select = " width " / > </
attribute >
< attribute name = " height " > < xcml : attribute - value select = " height " / > </
attribute >
< attribute name = " bgcolor " > < xcml : attribute - value select = " bgcolor " / > <
/ attribute >
< xcml : context match = " Desktop " >
< include href = " resources - desktop . lzx " / > [ .. ]
</ xcml : context >
< xcml : context match = " Mobile " >
< include href = " resources - mobile . lzx " / > [ .. ]
</ xcml : context >
< xcml : component select = " * " / >
</ canvas >
</ xcml : layout - variant >
</ xcml : layout >

Listing 5.9: Main component of the context-aware LZPiX implementation using a
combination of XCML and OpenLaszlo markup for the layout
The code excerpt above shows the definition of the LZPiX main component as well
as the associated LZPiXLayout. The first component variant for desktop specifies
title, width, height and background colour as shown in Figure 5.11a and is
composed of the four main components. The mobile variant specifies different values
to reflect the smaller screen size, uses black as the background colour and additionally
includes the menubar component placed at the bottom of the screen (Figure 5.11b).
The associated LZPiXLayout uses OpenLaszlo tags, canvas and attribute, to define
the main container for the LZPiX application, selecting the title, window size and
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background colour from the best-matching variant with respect to the current context.
It then uses nested variants to link the resources, OpenLaszlo classes and includes
required by the desktop and, respectively, the mobile version. Finally, it includes
the child components referenced from the main component, which comprise search,
photos, details and clips and, if the current context matches the Mobile context
state defined earlier, also the menubar component. Again, due to space limitations, we
refrain from showing detailed definitions of these components. Note that the original
LZPiX implementations use a fixed width and height of 800x600 pixels for the desktop
and 240x320 pixels for the mobile version, but that we defined the associated context
states differently to still pick LZPiX Mobile on mobile devices with slightly higher
resolutions. Also note that LZPiX Desktop is the default version to cater for the cases
where the screen width ranges defined in the context states do not directly match the
actual device parameters.
Subsequently reengineering the separate LZPiX implementations required a total of
6 components, i.e. LZPiX, search, photos, details, clips, menubar, with 7 component
variants and respectively 6 layouts with 11 variants. These relatively small numbers
speak for the fact that, after our careful analyses and the unification of the codebases,
only a few adaptations had to be made to integrate the two LZPiX implementations.
The higher number of layout variants was required to preserve the aforementioned
“special elements” of each version. Finally, we note that our adaptations mostly
concerned the top level view elements. While a deeper structural analysis could identify
more commonalities and differences also within these elements, lower level adaptations
would only make sense if they do not result in too many small variants.
In the last step, we extended the execution environment presented in the previous
section to achieve an integration with OpenLaszlo as shown in Figure 5.13. At designtime, XCML is used in combination with LZX (1) to produce the OpenLazlo markup
shown in the examples above, which only required to take care of the namespaces
since both languages are based on XML. The more difficult step was the integration of
the XCML run-time components with OpenLaszlo’s compilation process. Our current
solution divides Process (2) of the XCML platform (Figure 5.4) in two subprocesses.
First, the LZX code is retrieved in the best-matching version with respect to the current
context (2a) and then OpenLaszlo is called to render the context-dependent result (2b).
While a tighter integration could provide a better performance in terms of the required
processing steps, this kind of integration was worked well as a first proof-of-concept.

(2a)

XCML
with LZX

(1)

XCML
Platform

OpenLaszlo

Client

(2b)

Figure 5.13: Integration of XCML and our execution environment with OpenLaszlo
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5.5

Discussion

Our work on XCML was motivated by the increased proliferation and diversity of new
devices and the varying support for context-aware constructs and mechanisms in stateof-the-art languages and technologies. We have presented XCML as a first example
of providing context-aware language extensions to help developers cater for different
adaptation requirements in a systematic way. The contributions of XCML comprise
a context-aware language binding for XML, a finer context representation compared
to previous approaches and a formally defined context algebra. The essence of XCML
is its support for context matching expressions that enable the definition of contextdependent variants at the different levels of content, structure and presentation.
At a first glance, XCML might be contradicting the principle of lightweight support
from an implementation point of view, but is still consistent with the idea of languageintegrated support for context-awareness in terms of the concepts. The main point was
not to present a new language with the goal of replacing existing approaches, but to
show that the concepts are lightweight and can easily be integrated with other solutions
that lack support for context-awareness. Ideally, we would like to see such concepts in
existing web languages as well as native browser support for rendering context-aware
web interfaces. However, even though the new features of HTML5 and CSS3 partly
go in this direction, we are still far away from such a situation. While CSS3 media
queries could be seen as an early example of providing support for context-awareness,
as shown in Chapter 3, the concept still suffers from several limitations due to the
focus on specific device characteristics. Moreover, it is limited to CSS and not similarly
supported in HTML and JavaScript. In that sense, XCML could serve as an example
of how existing languages and technologies, that are already established and clearly
widespread, could potentially benefit from our proposal. This could be enabled by the
ideas and underlying formalisms used to develop XCML and its general support for
context-awareness.
From the focus on adaptation to device and the relatively simple context model
examples used in this chapter to illustrate the core ideas, it may seem that it is sufficient
to rely on a device description repository and services such as WURFL6 , which can
provide information on supported device capabilities and features for a variety of mobile
devices, in order to achieve a similar notion of context-awareness. Given the simple
constructs used in XCML to model context based on name-value pairs, it is possible and
certainly of benefit to integrate with existing context models and such device-oriented
adaptation approaches. For example, we could use W3C’s DDR Simple API7 to provide
more fine-grained support for detecting specific classes of device based on a common
vocabulary of device properties. However, in contrast to the idea of device description
repositories, our idea of XCML was not to propose a certain context model, but rather
to provide the basic concepts for capturing the main context aspects that are relevant to
a specific application. In our example web site, we developed a simple context model to
support the adaptation to device and then extended it for the adaptation to different
user preferences where language was just one example. The advantage of XCML is
therefore that it supports both the specification of context and adaptive behaviour
6
7

http://wurfl.sourceforge.net
http://www.w3.org/TR/DDR-Simple-API
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based on a simple context representation in a uniform way. It is this flexible notion of
context and the simplicity of the approach combined with a powerful context algebra
that allow the context-aware concepts and mechanisms to be easily integrated with
existing techniques and languages and thus to dynamically scale with new adaptation
requirements.
The two applications based on XCML served several purposes. First, the feasibility
of our approach and the usability of the language concepts were demonstrated in the
scope of two existing web applications. Second, we have outlined the blueprints of two
methods of using XCML for the adaptation of existing web sites. The first showed
how XCML can be used to systematically extend an existing web site such as The
Guardian, which currently uses a static, fixed design, with adaptive features. The
second showed how it is possible to combine separate versions of a web site into a single,
context-aware application without major reengineering. In terms of The Adaptive
Guardian experiment initially presented in Chapter 3, we have shown how XCML can
be used to overcome current limitations of HTML, CSS and JavaScript to support the
adaptation to different devices and identified forms of adaptation, such as conditional
content, where using XCML is of particular benefit. This was done by using XCML
to complement the lightweight adaptation approach introduced with The Adaptive
Guardian.
Looking at the examples based on XCML from a wider perspective, one of the main
advantages of our new solution is that there is no need for modelling or reengineering the
original site before it can be adapted. This is a major difference to many model-driven
approaches, such as WebML [34] or Hera [67], that would first require a specific model
or description of the user interface. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter,
existing context-aware platforms have proposed the use of conditions, rules or if-thenelse statements to precisely specify the adaptation process. In contrast, XCML relies
on a general context matching process [81] that selects the best-matching version of
each context-aware component with respect to the current client context. In terms of
design simplicty for developers, both scenarios therefore only required the definition of
a basic context model and the linking of different component and layout variants using
simple context expressions. In particular, the first scenario based on The Guardian was
fairly easy to support without adding much complexity in terms of the implementation,
while the second example even reduced the complexity of the LZPiX application in
terms of view elements required to support both desktop and mobile platforms. While
we can therefore see potential advantages for XCML to generally simplify the design
process, the main potential still lies in the support for the evolution and maintenance of
XCML applications since they could now serve as the starting point for more adaptive
features. For example, our version of the LZPiX application could be systematically
extended with location-awareness and support for multiple languages as well as new
run-time platforms. In particular, the mobile edition could benefit from an integration
of touch-based concepts for the newer generation of smartphones. As one possibility,
this could be done using features of jQMultiTouch, which will be presented in the next
chapter, in combination with XCML.
The XCML applications have also helped us to identify best practices for developers.
For instance, the example based on The Guardian showed that existing technologies
such as HTML5 and CSS3 already provide a good level of support for adaptive
layout techniques in terms of CSS3 media queries and multi-column layout. XCML
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should therefore be used to leverage and complement, rather than replace, existing
technological support. One example of this was providing multimedia content in
multiple versions since there was no practical solution for this using only features of
HTML5 and CSS3. Moreover, in the LZPiX application based on XCML, we focused on
the main components in order to prevent an “over-componentisation” of context-aware
components and to avoid the definition of too many smaller variants. This should be
the guiding principle when applying the techniques to other web applications.

6

jQMultiTouch: Multi-touch/multi-device
Development based on jQuery
This chapter1 presents jQMultiTouch [142] which focuses on context-aware constructs
required for multi-touch/multi-device web interface development. While XCML
presents ways of providing support for general context-awareness in existing web
languages, jQMultiTouch deals specifically with the increased proliferation of new touch
devices. It is no longer uncommon that web sites are accessed from such devices, but
active support for touch input and gesture-based modality within web interfaces is still
rare. Rather, multi-touch interaction with web sites is currently limited to gestures for
scrolling and zooming of content and is controlled by web browsers rather than the web
interfaces themselves. The fact that most modern browsers have recently started to
integrate support for processing touch input is promising, as it means that multi-touch
support will no longer be limited to specific browsers or require additional plug-ins such
as Flash or Silverlight. However, the problem remains that native browser support still
varies considerably in terms of touch event models and default multi-touch behaviour.
In addition, also the web languages HTML, CSS and JavaScript lack general concepts
and mechanisms for adding multi-touch features to web interfaces. In Chapter 3, we
already characterised the main technical and design challenges in terms of the FBTouch
experiment and argued that solving these problems can enable a new generation of web
interfaces that will start to include application-specific multi-touch features with the
goal of bringing additional benefits to users.
jQMultiTouch is implemented as an extension of the popular jQuery JavaScript
library and is designed to support the development of multi-touch interfaces that can
run on many different devices and platforms. Similar to how jQuery can be used for
specifying dynamic web interfaces in a device-independent way, jQMultiTouch abstracts
from many differences between browser implementations and device platforms. It
does this by providing a uniform method for the specification of multi-touch interface
1

An earlier version of this chapter was originally published as Nebeling and Norrie [142].
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elements and associated behaviours that seamlessly translate to browser-specific code.
At the core of jQMultiTouch is a novel expression language for querying and processing
touch event data based on an extensible set of match predicates and aggregate
functions. In addition, jQMultiTouch uses different techniques for detecting whether
touch is supported as an input method on the client device as well as changes to the
use context, e.g. when the device orientation is changed or when other input methods
are used on devices that support multiple modalities.
We demonstrate design simplicity for developers along several example applications
including FBTouch presented earlier and discuss performance, scalability and portability of jQMultiTouch in terms of its multi-touch/multi-device support. One of the most
popular web toolkits that has arguably changed the way developers nowadays implement
web interfaces is jQuery2 . jQuery simplifies web interface development and typical
client-side scripting tasks, such as the selection and manipulation of DOM elements
and handling of user interface events, by providing powerful language concepts that
abstract from low-level implementation details and resolve cross-browser compatibility
issues. Inspired by the lightweight approach and the paradigms used in jQuery, we
developed jQMultiTouch as a new web toolkit that is specifically designed to support
the development of web interfaces with active support for multi-touch. In this chapter,
we will show that jQMultiTouch is not only similar to jQuery in terms of the idea of
providing a lightweight development framework, but also because of the fact that we
have adopted ideas from jQuery and applied them to some of the new language concepts
introduced with jQMultiTouch.
jQMultiTouch is similar in implementation to two recently developed web frameworks, jQTouch3 and Sencha Touch4 , but more general in terms of the concepts
and features it supports, as both these frameworks are primarily designed for mobile
application development. More importantly, they suffer from rather limited support
for multi-touch in that interactions can involve only one interface object at a time.
While this may be sufficient on small-screen devices usually operated by a single
user, the potential benefits of larger interactive surfaces, where multi-finger, multihand or even multi-user input can play an important role [196], are not leveraged.
jQMultiTouch therefore aims to be a more general framework that addresses the core
requirements of multi-touch and gesture-based interactions within interfaces, but, at the
same time, does not limit itself to a specific platform or type of device. As a result, web
interfaces based on jQMultiTouch can be deployed on many existing devices, ranging
from Apple’s iPhone and iPad to Microsoft’s Surface tabletop computer, without the
need for switching between special software development kits.

6.1

Concepts

In the spirit of jQuery, jQMultiTouch provides abstractions from low-level multitouch event handling details as well as cross-browser support for custom and default
gesture-based interactions with interface elements. Figure 6.1 shows the four-layered
architecture for applications based on jQMultiTouch as well as the main components
2

http://jquery.com
http://www.jqtouch.com
4
http://www.sencha.com/touch
3
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responsible for multi-touch support. jQMultiTouch builds on basic browser support
for touch events available in modern browsers and extends it with customisable event
handlers and attachable behaviours. Applications developed with jQMultiTouch can
run on a number of different mobile, desktop and tabletop platforms. jQMultiTouch
therefore functions as both a run-time platform and an extensible language for
developers to meet application-specific requirements.
Multi-touch Web Interface

jQMultiTouch Web Interface Toolkit
Core Components &
Touch History

Default Multi-touch
Event Handlers

Attachable Behaviours

Plug-ins

Custom Gesture
Handlers

Widgets

Modern Web Browser with Support for Multi-touch Events
Implementation 1

Mobile
Client

Implementation 2

Desktop Client

Implementation 3...

Tabletop Client

Figure 6.1: Four-layered architecture for multi-touch web applications based on
jQMultiTouch

6.1.1

Core Features

The features are grouped in terms of four components for touch event handling, touch
event tracking and coordination, touch event capture and delegation and touch device
detection. As will be explained in more detail later, the design of these components has
been informed by the FBTouch experiment and the shortcomings of HTML, CSS and
JavaScript we reported in Chapter 3. We describe the role of each component below
and show specific examples in Figure 6.2.
Touch Event Handling. The core features of jQMultiTouch are built around a
unified method for touch event handling independent of the specific platform
and browser used to execute the interface. For this, we introduce browser-neutral
touchDown, touchMove and touchUp events that are then mapped to the specific
events used in different browsers. The touch data associated with touch events
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is normalised so that rotation and scale properties are provided independent of
native browser support. This is achieved with the help of additional methods for
measuring the angle and distance between touch points in order to determine the
scale factor and degree of rotation. The first component also provides default
implementations for standard dragging, scaling and rotation operations using
the respective pan and pinch/spread gestures. Following the jQuery conventions, these behaviours are exposed via $.fn.touchable that can be activated
as shown in Figure 6.2 and may also be intercepted through corresponding
before/during/after callback handlers or even completely replaced with custom
behaviour. In addition, jQMultiTouch provides direct access to information about
all active touches via a global $touches variable, while $(element).touches()
can be used to retrieve only the touches that are active on element (Figure 6.2).
Touch Event Tracking and Coordination. The second component addresses the
need for touch event tracking and coordination in the case of multiple consecutive
or simultaneous touches. This was identified as a major challenge for FBTouch.
In particular, gesture detection requires tracking of the position of active touches,
the order in which they appeared and how they change as part of the interaction.
To facilitate this, we propose a new concept of a touch history that can
be queried for touch events using a combination of criteria and processed as
shown in Figure 6.2. In addition to the standard callback mechanism that
may require to create and pass on custom data between touch events, e.g. for
data initialisation at touchDown, manipulation during touchMove and clean-up
after touchUp events, jQMultiTouch also provides a separate gesture callback
handler. This handler can then be used to manage custom data in a central
place and to make broader use of the touch history for registering gesture
templates and linking them to actions. We will provide more information on
the touch history concept and custom gesture handlers and templates below.
Finally, the second component also provides methods to control default browser
behaviours and prevent conflicting actions, e.g. for scaling only specific content
rather than the whole page. Accordingly, jQMultiTouch provides a variable
$.touchPreventDefault that touch event handlers may temporarily set to true
if this is required.
Touch Event Capture and Delegation. The touch history also plays a central role
for the third component. First, it enables multiple event capture for simultaneous
touches on one or more target elements at a time. This was another requirement
identified in the FBTouch experiment. Second, touch events may be delegated so
that the capture is transferred from the original target to a new element. This
was required in FBTouch for providing feedback during drag-n-drop interactions
when tagging people by dragging names from the list. Finally, the touch history
can also be used for automatically releasing event capture after a certain timeout
if no updates on touch data are received. For example, this is required when
an active touch leaves the browser window and hence does not fire the expected
touchUp event.
Touch Device Detection. Finally, the fourth component defines the $.touchEnabled
method for detecting if the client device actually supports touch input and the
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$.touchReady handler which will be automatically called if touch is available.
For example, a $.touchReady handler could be defined so that the touch
enhancements of FBTouch are automatically activated on touch-operated devices,
while the standard interface could otherwise be used as the default. Also included
is the $.orientationChanged handler which can be registered to receive updates
on the orientation of the device when the web interface is loaded as well as in the
case of changes. Figure 6.2 shows the basic usage of each method.

Feature

Examples

Description
Marks the element as touchable and
registers default dragging, scaling and
rotation behaviours

$.fn.touchable

$(element).touchable({ draggable: true,
scalable: true, rotatable: true });

$.fn.touches

if ($(element).touches().length > 1) { … }

Returns true if more than one touch was
registered on the DOM element

$.touchHistory

$.touchHistory.each(function() { … })

Keeps a record of the entire touch history
and can be used for global analysis

$.touchPrevent
Default

$.touchPreventDefault = false;

Enables default browser behaviour
(default is to prevent default behaviour)

$.touchEnabled

if ($.touchEnabled()) { … }

Checks whether touch input is available
on the device

$.touchReady

$.touchReady = function() { … }

Registers a callback to be executed on
startup if device supports touch

$.orientation
Changed

$.orientationChanged =
function(orientation) { … }

Registers a callback to handle changes
of the device’s orientation

Figure 6.2: Specific features of jQMultiTouch and examples of basic usage

6.1.2

Touch History Concept

As already mentioned, jQMultiTouch introduces the concept of a central touch history.
While most existing frameworks internally also work with some kind of touch event
buffer, we formalise the concept and provide several new ways of making use of it
for uniform touch event handling on different devices. We give an example of this in
Figure 6.3 and explain the main aspects below.
History Keeping. Figure 6.3 shows an example of a touch history for the start
of a simple swipe-left gesture. For every new input source indicated by a
different touch id, the history creates a separate stream which will be updated
with consecutive touchDown, touchMove and touchUp events concerning the
corresponding touch point. Each of the entries in the history stores touch data in
terms of the target element and the coordinates, type and time of the touch event.
By default, the target is locked in consecutive events, which enables a simple form
of multi-capture for all active touches.
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Predicate

Examples

history.filter({ type: ‘touchMove’ })
type
history. filter({ type: [‘touchDown’, ‘touchUp’] })

Description
Constrains history to a single type or set of
down/move/up events

history.filter({ target: element })

history.filter({ target: [element1, element2] })

Constrains history to one or several DOM
elements

touch

history.filter({ touch: $.touches[0] })

Filters history by the first touch only

finger

history.filter({ finger: ‘0..2’ })

Filters history by the first three fingers

target

history.filter({ time: ‘1..100’ })
time

Constrains history to a 100ms time window
history.filter({ time: ‘<100’ })

(a) Filter predicates
Predicate
clientX/
clientY

deltaX/
deltaY

netX/
netY

All filter
predicates

Examples

history.match({ clientX: ‘>550’ })
history.match({ clientX: ‘500..550’ })

Description
Returns true if every touch in the history is
within the position constraints

history.match({ deltaX: ‘>100’ })

Returns true if the difference between the
positions of the first and last touch event
history.match({ deltaX: ‘>100’, deltaY: ‘+-10’ })
in the history is within constraints
history.match({ netX: ‘>100’ })
history.filter({ finger: 0, time: ‘1..100’ }).match({
deltaX: ‘<-100’ })
history.match({ finger: 0, deltaX: ‘<-100’, time:
‘1..100’ })

Returns true if the finger has moved at
least 100 pixels to the right over the
series of touch events in the history
Supports also filter predicates as a
shorthand to first constrain and then
match the history

(b) Match predicates

Figure 6.4: jQMultiTouch’s in-built match predicates and aggregate functions for online
gesture recognition based on the touch history
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matches against the touch history. In the example, we define two simple templates
that look for touch changes of the horizontal position. The evaluation then first
computes the delta between the first and the last touchMove events within the
last 100 milliseconds (indicated by the 1..100 range expression). This delta is then
compared to the provided value, i.e. swipe left is then recognised if the x position
in the touch data has decreased by at least 100 pixels, and swipe right if the delta
for x is greater than 100. Figure 6.4 shows additional examples.
Note that gesture callback handlers could also be used for registering additional
gestures, potentially giving priorities to certain gestures as well as resolving
conflicts between them, and to execute corresponding actions. For more complex
gestures, the match method of the touch history can also take an array of gesture
templates and will then return true only if they all match the given criteria.
Distinct or partly overlapping periods defined for the time variable in templates
can then be used to define composed or sequential gestures and to increase
sensitivity of gesture recognition. In addition, the templates used for gestures
can also be shared between different callback handlers by using global variables
instead. Rather than relying on comprehensive gesture recognition frameworks,
such as iGesture [178] or the 1$ gesture recogniser [195] for more complex strokebased gestures, this provides a simple way of detecting basic online gestures as
they are executed on one or more touch elements, such as pinch-to-zoom, panning
and tilting, which are typical for multi-touch interaction [196].
History Manipulation. Finally, the touch history also provides methods for manipulating the entries. For example, overriding the target of a touch event provides a
basic mechanism for delegating touch events so that the capture can be transferred
to elements other than the original target. In addition, the history can be used
to automatically release event capture if no updates are received by internally
triggering the touchUp event after a certain timeout and removing the respective
touch object from the global $.touches variable that registers all active touches,
as mentioned earlier.

6.1.3

Attachable Behaviours

In addition to the features described so far, jQMultiTouch also provides default
implementations for basic multi-touch interactions with web interface elements such as
drag-n-drop, zoom and rotate actions. These can be activated on elements by attaching
the touchable behaviour. Figure 6.5 illustrates the usage for the example of a simple
picture viewing application.
The code in Figure 6.5 uses a simple jQuery statement $(’img’) to select all
images loaded into the web interface and configures the touchable behaviour as follows.
By setting draggable to true, we allow users to perform unconstrained drag-n-drop
operations so that pictures can be moved freely and positioned elsewhere in the web
interface. We further enable scaling so that users can enlarge or shrink the pictures
within a certain range for the scale factor. This is achieved by setting the scalable
option accordingly. Finally, we set the rotatable option to allow rotation of images by
steps of 15 degrees. The underlying gestures, i.e. moving two fingers apart/toward each
other for enlarging/shrinking elements, and using one finger to pivot around another or
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6.1.4 Legacy Support and Extension Mechanisms
As already mentioned in Chapter 3, by default, touch input also triggers mouse input
and vice-versa which raises two major problems for application developers. First, it
requires extra code to distinguish mouse input from touch. Second, even advanced
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implementations such as jQuery UI6 do not work properly with multi-touch since the
position of the cursor is tracked in a single, global variable, which causes conflicts
in the case of multiple active touches. To prevent such conflicts, we said that it is
important to associate touch-related data with the target it concerns, which would
require fundamental changes in current implementations.
jQMultiTouch provides two solutions to this problem. First, the attachable
behaviour mechanism can be used to override existing implementations. For example,
the draggable and scalable jQMultiTouch behaviours could be used to override
similar draggable and resizable behaviours of the standard jQuery UI framework.
This provides a simple way of automatically extending existing applications with
support for multi-touch and could also provide the basis for turning single-user
web interfaces into multi-user applications. Second, building on jQMultiTouch’s
touchDown/Move/Up events in addition to traditional mouse handlers provides a way
of supporting advanced multi-touch features as well as maintaining legacy support in
terms of mouse input. jQMultiTouch’s ability to control default browser behaviour
could then be used to disable default browser behaviour so that touch events would not
automatically fire mouse events.
Finally, the basic support for gesture recognition based on the touch history could
be easily extended by registering new match predicates and aggregate functions. It is
also possible to combine jQMultiTouch with existing gesture recognition libraries. To
this end, jQMultiTouch provides a method for converting the data stored in the touch
history to a format supported by the recogniser and vice-versa. We have used this
technique to integrate jQMultiTouch with the lightweight JavaScript implementation
of the popular 1$ unistroke recogniser [195]. An example can be found on the project
web site7 .

6.2

Multi-touch/Multi-device Interface Development

One of the first simple applications that we developed mostly for testing purposes is
a multi-touch drawing application whose interface essentially consists of an HTML5
canvas for visualising the touch input. The only requirement we defined in terms of the
application logic is that each touch should get a new colour assigned to make the drawing
look different. We provide separate implementations of the same application for Safari,
Firefox and one based on jQMultiTouch, which will be used for comparison in terms
of commonalities and differences as well as design simplicity. The intention is to show
that even this simple application already requires different implementation techniques
on different browsers and devices and is therefore a good example for demonstrating
some of the benefits of using jQMultiTouch.
Note that, for now, we mainly argue in terms of browser differences since they are the
first major hindrance when it comes to developing web interfaces for multiple devices
using our approach. However, later in this chapter, we also mention specific device
differences and explain how they are addressed in jQMultiTouch.
6
7

http://www.jqueryui.com
http://dev.globis.ethz.ch/jqmultitouch/dollar.html
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Safari Edition We begin by showing a simple implementation specific to Safari.
Listing 6.1 shows the core event handler required for processing the corresponding
multi-touch events and drawing lines according to the touch input.
var cachedPos = {} , colors = {};
function handleTouchMove ( e ) {
e . preventDefault () ;
var ctx = this . getContext ( ’2 d ’) ;
for ( var i = 0; i < e . changedTouches . length ; i ++) {
var touch = e . changedTouches [ i ];
var lastPos = cachedPos [ touch . identifier ] || { clientX : touch .
clientX , clientY : touch . clientY };
if (! colors [ touch . identifier ]) colors [ touch . identifier ] =
randomColor () ;
ctx . moveTo ( lastPos . clientX , lastPos . clientY ) ;
ctx . lineTo ( touch . clientX , touch . clientY ) ;
ctx . strokeStyle = colors [ touch . identifier ];
ctx . stroke () ;
cachedPos [ touch . identifier ] = { clientX : touch . clientX , clientY :
touch . clientY };
}
}

Listing 6.1: Safari-specific implementation of simple line drawing application
The handler requires a helper variable cachedPos to remember previous positions
of active touches. The first instruction disables Safari’s default behaviour for the touch
event e that triggered the handler. This is required for Safari not to zoom the web page
when a user begins the drawing operation. Our implementation then iterates over all
touches that have changed since the last callback using another helper variable touch.
In the next step, the last position is retrieved from cachedPos or set to the current
position in the case of a new touch. The colour will either be reused if it was already
assigned in a previous callback or will be randomised for new touches. Finally, the line
is drawn in the respective colour and the current position is cached for future callbacks.
Note that the frequency of touch updates and therefore the delay between callbacks has
an impact on how accurate the drawing follows the finger movement.
Firefox Edition Listing 6.2 shows the same handler for Firefox which required several
modifications.
var cachedPos = {} , colors = {};
function handleTouchMove ( e ) {
var ctx = this . getContext ( ’2 d ’) ;
var lastPos = cachedPos [ e . streamId ] || { clientX : e . clientX , clientY
: e . clientY };
if (! colours [ e . streamId ]) colours [ e . streamId ] = randomColor () ;
ctx . moveTo ( lastPos . clientX , lastPos . clientY ) ;
ctx . lineTo ( e . clientX , e . clientY ) ;
ctx . strokeStyle = colours [ e . streamId ];
ctx . stroke () ;
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cachedPos [ e . streamId ] = { clientX : e . clientX , clientY : e . clientY };
}

Listing 6.2: Firefox-specific implementation of simple line drawing application
Again, additional helper variables cachedPos and lastPos are required for tracking
touch positions. The main difference to the Safari implementation is that the event
handler is called separately for every touch event fired by the browser. This essentially
saves the for-loop that was necessary in the Safari implementation to handle all touches
that have changed since the last callback. There is also no need to prevent the default
behaviour in Firefox since it does not conflict with our simple line drawing application.
The other smaller differences are due to the fact that Firefox uses different event
properties, e.g. streamId in Firefox as opposed to identifier used in Safari.
jQMultiTouch Edition Listing 6.2 shows an implementation based on jQMultiTouch.
function handleTouchMove (e , touchHistory ) {
var ctx = this . getContext ( ’2 d ’) ;
if (! $ . touches [ e . touch . id ]. colour ) $ . touches [ e . touch . id ]. colour =
randomColor () ;
ctx . moveTo ( touchHistory [0]. clientX , touchHistory [0]. clientY ) ;
ctx . lineTo ( e . clientX , e . clientY ) ;
ctx . strokeStyle = $ . touches [ e . touch . id ]. colour ;
ctx . stroke () ;
}

Listing 6.3: Simple line drawing implementation in jQMultiTouch
First of all, jQMultiTouch provides the callback handler with an additional
parameter touchHistory that contains a history of the touch that triggered the event.
Because of that there is no need for any additional helper variables and the line
can directly be drawn based on the information stored in the touch history. Note
that touchHistory[0] is always defined since the code above will only be called for
touchMove events, i.e. after the touchDown event has generated the first entry in the
touch history. For design simplicity, we make use of the fact that jQMultiTouch provides
access to all active touches in the global variable $.touches, by dynamically adding a
new property to remember the assigned colour.
The examples above show a couple of differences between implementations that may
seem minor, but on a larger scale, would have greater impact on design simplicity for
developers. For example, the first two handlers are browser-specific, but to support
both Safari and Firefox from within a single application, it would be necessary to
implement both handlers or merge them accordingly so that the application can run
in either browser. The uniform method for touch handling based on jQMultiTouch
abstracts from cross-browser differences and compatibility issues so that developers can
afford to only learn this method. In addition, the examples also show that the touch
history concept and the lookup table for active touches require fewer helper variables in
event handlers because custom state can be attached to $.touches or $.touchHistory
and therefore be tracked more easily between callbacks. While this may not seem so
important from the simple examples shown so far, this has been recognised as a major
design issue also by other researchers [109] and can become particularly complex in
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larger applications. As a matter of fact, for the more advanced example applications
presented in Section 6.4, our implementation of the multi-touch features is largely based
on only these two concepts.

6.3

Implementation

jQMultiTouch is implemented as an extension of jQuery. The implementation consists
of three main components: the touchHistory class with methods for history keeping,
evaluation and manipulation, the touchable behaviour for elements to be associated
with basic multi-touch interactions, as well as a default gesture callback handler.
jQMultiTouch has been tested and is compatible with WebKit-based browsers, such as
Safari on iPhone/iPad and the Android browser, as well as Firefox on Windows 7 touch
PCs.
The touch history relies on basic JavaScript array operations for maintaining a
history of events. The touch history prototype class provides two methods, start and
stop, for segmenting the touch history using match predicates. Each segment can then
be further constrained and evaluated using the filter and match methods shown in
Figure 6.4. Because each of these functions returns a new touch history object similar
to the way it is done in jQuery, it is possible to specify multiple different processing
steps in sequence. As one of the benefits of jQuery syntax, this makes it easy to chain
different processing steps and define relatively complex functionality step-by-step in
readable code.
Listing 6.4 shows the main aspects of the implementation for the touchable
behaviour.
$ . fn . touchable = function ( options ) {
var defaults = {
touchDown : function (e , touchHistory ) {} ,
touchMove : function (e , touchHistory ) {} ,
touchUp : function (e , touchHistory ) {} ,
draggable : false ,
scalable : false ,
rotatable : false ,
}
options = $ . extend ( defaults , options || {}) ;
return this . each ( function ( index , element ) {
$ ( element ) . data ( ’ touchable ’ , options ) ;
$ ( element ) . addClass ( ’ui - state - touchable ’) ;
$ ( element ) . bind ( ’ gesture ’ , $ . d e f a u l t G e s t u r e E v e n t H a n d l e r ) ;
element . addEventListener ( " MozTouchDown " , $ . touchEventHandler , true
) ; // Firefox
element . addEventListener ( " touchstart " , $ . touchEventHandler , true ) ;
// Safari / WebKit
}) ;
}

Listing 6.4: The touchable behaviour attaches common multi-touch behaviours to
target elements
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As stated previously, the touchable behaviour provides a number of options for
configuring touch event handling, such as custom callback handlers as well as default
dragging, scaling and rotation behaviours (disabled per default). In the first step, our
implementation marks target elements with class ui-state-touchable which can be
used in CSS for adapting the design. In the second step, it binds the default gesture
handler with cross-browser compatible implementations of the standard behaviours
mentioned earlier. Finally, it also registers the uniform touchEventHandler for
browsers’ proprietary touch events. Note that only the document object binds the
remaining touchMove/Up events to support multiple event capture as described earlier.
Finally, Listing 6.5 shows the main parts of the aforementioned touch event handler.
$ . touch EventH andler = function ( e ) {
var touchEventMap = {
MozTouchDown : ’ touchDown ’ , // Firefox
MozTouchMove : ’ touchMove ’ ,
MozTouchUp : ’ touchUp ’ ,
touchstart : ’ touchDown ’ , // Safari / WebKit
touchmove : ’ touchMove ’ ,
touchend : ’ touchUp ’ ,
} , touchEventType = touchEventMap [ e . type ] || false ;
if (! touchEventType ) return ;
$ . each ( e . changedTouches || [ e ] , function (i , e ) {
var touchId = e . streamId || e . identifier , touch = $ . touches [ touchId ]
|| false ;
if ( touchEventType == ’ touchDown ’) {
touch = {
target : e . target ,
id : touchId ,
src : e . mozInputSource || -1 ,
clientX : e . clientX ,
clientY : e . clientY ,
};
$ . touches [ touchId ] = touch ;
} else {
touch . clientX = e . clientX ;
touch . clientY = e . clientY ;
}
var touchEvent = {
target : touch . target ,
clientX : touch . clientX ,
clientY : touch . clientY ,
touch : touch ,
type : touchEventType ,
timeStamp : ( new Date () ) . getTime () ,
};
$ . touchHistory = $ . merge ([ touchEvent ] , $ . touchHistory . slice (0 , $ .
maxTouchHistory -1) ) ;
$ ( touch . target ) . trigger ( touchEvent , [ $ . grep ( $ . touchHistory , function
( touchEvent ) {
return touchEvent . touch . id == touch . id ;
}) ]) ;
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$ ( touch . target ) . trigger ( ’ gesture ’ , [ $ . grep ( $ . touchHistory , function (
touchEvent ) {
return touchEvent . target == touch . target ;
}) ]) ;
if ( touchEventType == ’ touchUp ’) delete $ . touches [ touchId ];
}) ;
if ( $ . t ou c h Pr e v en t D ef a u lt ) e . preventDefault () ;
}

Listing 6.5: The touchEventHandler resolves cross-browser compatibility issues and
builds the touchHistory
The touch event handler processes a proprietary touch event e to first map the
type of the event to the uniform touch events touchDown, touchMove and touchUp, or
exits if the event cannot be matched by our implementation. For every changed touch,
it updates the data or creates a new touch in the case of a touchDown event. Note
that active touches are registered in the global $.touches object mentioned earlier.
In the next step, the touch event will be cached and associated with a timeStamp.
This uniform touchEvent will then be passed on to associated touch event handlers of
the target elements together with a history of the active touch. Note that the history
is maintained in the global $.touchHistory object referenced from the code. The
handler next also triggers the custom gesture event, which is instead given a touch
history related to the current target, rather than only the touch that triggered the
event. This excerpt of the history can therefore also be used to recognise gestures that
involve multiple active touches. The touch event is appended to the touch history, the
size of which is constrained by a configurable maximum size of $.maxTouchHistory.
Finally, the touch is unregistered from $.touches in the case of a touchUp event and
default browser behaviour controlled according to the $.touchPreventDefault state.
The default gesture handler then resolves further browser differences to support the
standard dragging, scaling and rotation operations in WebKit-based browsers as well as
Firefox. Interested readers are referred to the project web site from which the complete
sources and more information are available8 .

6.4

Applications

jQMultiTouch has been the enabling technology for a number of projects carried out
during the thesis and was also used in teaching and student projects. For example,
the techniques used for handling touch events on different browsers and devices were
also implemented in CrowdTouch which we presented in Chapter 4. In addition,
jQMultiTouch has also enabled us to experiment with new multi-touch interfaces for
a publication management tool, PIM Light, that we developed in another research
project [79]. PIM Light was designed based on the Adobe Lightroom paradigm for
information management and therefore adapted from managing photo collections to
managing research paper collections. The new prototype, PIM Touch, adapts many
of the features of the original PIM Light specifically for multi-touch interaction with
8

http://dev.globis.ethz.ch/jqmultitouch
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the goal of making the user interface and interaction techniques feel more natural. In
the near future, we plan to carry out studies with both tools in desktop and tabletop
settings. Finally, jQMultiTouch also contributed to an external project supervised by
us, where it was used by a student to provide a mobile, multi-touch version of his
eVocabulary online vocabulary trainer that enjoys high popularity among students in
Switzerland and abroad9 .
In the following, we want to focus on three applications created using jQMultiTouch.
First, we quickly revisit the FBTouch example application and explain the role it
played for jQMultiTouch and vice-versa. Then, we present TFlickr, an adaptation of
Flickr’s picture editing application, which provides more advanced multi-touch handlers
compared to FBTouch. TFlickr was created in a two-month internship project of a
Bachelor student and was therefore used to get some first insights concerning the easeof-use for new developers. Finally, we show other example applications created by
students as part of an assignment in the HCI class 2011 at ETH Zurich.

6.4.1

FBTouch: Informing the Design of jQMultiTouch

As mentioned previously, the FBTouch experiment informed many of the features that
are now integrated in jQMultiTouch. We started the work on FBTouch when Mozilla
announced support for multi-touch in their Firefox desktop browser in August 2010.
The initial idea of the project was to see how new multi-touch interactions could be
integrated in an existing interface and how the interface would need to be adapted for
touch input, both from a technical and design perspective. This part of the experiment
was described in Chapter 3. However, while we first developed FBTouch for Firefox 4
on the TouchSmart, we explored in a second step how it could be ported to the iPad.
This required minor changes to the layout in order to adapt to the smaller screen size,
which were relatively easy to achieve based on CSS3 media queries, but completely
new touch event handlers due to significant browser differences. Once these issues were
resolved, we began to experiment with specific features of mobile devices such as the
sensing techniques for the orientation of the device. By the end of the experiment, we
had developed several prototypes of FBTouch shown in Figure 6.6 as well as an initial
set of features that formed the basis of what then became jQMultiTouch.
Another interesting fact we observed with FBtouch on other devices, such as the
EeePad Transformer10 , concerned how the orientation is handled depending on the
device type and model. For example, while most smartphones and the iPad report
orientation = 0 in portrait mode and 90 for landscape, when the device was rotated
to the right, or -90 when rotated to the left, other tablets such as the EeePad report
0 in landscape mode. This may make sense considering that tablets like the EeePad
may be primarily operated in landscape mode as suggested by their physical design.
However, this requires web developers to, first of all, know about and then handle all
these special cases. To fix the issues in FBTouch, but also to provide a general method
for other applications, we recently integrated a simple mechanism in jQMultiTouch that,
similar to XCML, allows developers to define variants of the interface and annotate them
specifically for portrait and landscape mode, as well as for left and right rotations, so
9
10

http://www.e-vocabulary.ch
http://www.asus.com/Eee/Eee_Pad/Eee_Pad_Transformer_TF101
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Figure 6.6: First version of FBTouch developed on the TouchSmart and a second version
where it was adapted for iPad
that jQMultiTouch automatically adapts the interface according to device orientation.
An example of this feature is published on the project web site11 and also illustrated in
Figure 6.7 in terms of the basic interface of FBTouch, where the blue area resembles the
photo widget and the red area the list of names. As a result, the new interface makes,
not only effective use of the screen in portrait and landscape mode, but can also adapt
to right and left-handers in such a way that the part of the tagging interaction which
requires precise selection from the list of names can, for all users, be carried out with
the dominant hand.

6.4.2

TFlickr: Advanced Use of Multi-touch Gestures

Similar to FBTouch, TFlickr is a multi-touch version of Flickr’s interface for common
picture editing tasks. As mentioned before, the project was carried out in an internship
which consisted of three parts. First, the student was asked to explore various
adaptations and new multi-touch interactions as possible extensions of the original
application. Second, since this project built on an earlier version of jQMultiTouch,
the task was to overcome current limitations by making small adjustments to the
implementation in order to meet the requirements of the new application. Third, the
implementation of several of the new prototype interfaces was simplified by building on
11

http://dev.globis.ethz.ch/jqmultitouch/orientation.html
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Interface for
right-handers

$.orientationChanged(90)

Interface for
left-handers

$.orientationChanged(-90)
Figure 6.7: jQMultiTouch’s orientation handler and the adapted interface of FBTouch
for right and left-handers
the advanced framework support. The final TFlickr application was then composed of
the most promising prototypes and the revised verison of jQMultiTouch.
In the first phase, the student created multiple versions of the interface, e.g. for
picture editing tasks, such as rotate and crop, as shown in Figure 6.8. The features
provided by jQMultiTouch were already considered fairly comprehensive at this stage.
However, the project still identified the need for more callbacks, e.g. to provide entry
and exit points for extending the rotate function with step-wise behaviour and allowing
more precise selection of the crop area. In addition, a mechanism for temporarily
overriding default behaviours, and to disable/enable them as required, was considered
necessary as well as additional parameters for configuring the new features and required
thresholds. These requirements led us to providing the support for customisable default
behaviours mentioned earlier.

6.4.3

Other Examples: Rapid Prototyping with jQMultiTouch

To further evaluate jQMultiTouch in terms of its support for multi-device development,
we created an assignment as part of the HCI class 2011 for Bachelor computer
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(a) Rotate interaction

(b) Crop interaction

Figure 6.8: TFlickr builds on jQMultiTouch to support common picture editing tasks
such as rotate and crop using multi-touch interaction
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swipe right
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two-finger swipe
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swipe down

two-finger swipe

science students at ETH Zurich. The assignment was divided into two parts and ran
over three weeks. First, students were asked to think of an application that could
potentially benefit from multi-touch interaction, and to first create story boards and
paper prototypes before starting with the actual implementation. In the second part,
students were given an introduction to jQMultiTouch and its main features using code
examples and were shown how they could use their own devices for development. Since
we wanted to minimise the coding effort, and given that not all students had a lot of
experience with jQuery, they were encouraged to build on the following simple example
application we provided as a starting point for their own solutions.
The CNN application shown in Figure 6.9 consists of a set of five screens with simple
gesture-based interactions for navigating between screens (using swipe left/right),
setting the news site edition (swipe down on the homescreen) and going to the front page
from all other screens (via two-finger swipe). To demonstrate some of the additional
features of jQMultiTouch, the application automatically adapts to landscape mode
when the device is rotated and adjusts the content to fit different screen dimensions
and resolutions. Most importantly, the implementation is based on a very lightweight
skeleton that makes heavy use of images rather than complex HTML and CSS. We
found that this would require less familiarity with jQuery and, while still using many
features of jQMultiTouch, would focus the students’ attention on the rapid prototyping
of interactions and multi-touch behaviours rather than other implementation details.

swipe left

swipe right

Figure 6.9: CNN example application implementing several gestures for navigating
between screens as the basis for simple jQMultiTouch applications
Finally, to further guide the design process, we suggested that the following method,
which had already proven useful for creating the FBTouch and TFlickr prototypes, be
used by the students.
1. Basic touch enhancements
2. Extension of interaction model towards multi-touch
3. Alternative designs to meet user preferences and skills
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4. Optional adaptations to meet special device characteristics
Steps 1 and 2 therefore covered the basic requirements to address the adaptation
problem similar to FBTouch. Steps 3 and 4 were targeted at exploring additional ideas
that may be beneficial to certain types of users or only feasible on certain devices
with specific hardware support, and therefore required using advanced features of
jQMultiTouch.
While the assignment was not mandatory and required to complete the course, it
still attracted the interest of 8 groups with a total of 24 of around 50 students registered
in the course. The most popular devices included the iPhone and Android-based phones
HTC Desire, Sony XPERIA and Samsung Galaxy SII. Students reported no major issues
and most were able to test and build their solutions using their own touch devices. We
show a selection of the submitted assignments in Figure 6.10.

(a) BBC

(c) Craigslist

(b) eBay

(d) VIS Gallery

Figure 6.10: Student solutions based on the CNN application shown in Figure 6.9
The first shown in Figure 6.10a is a variant of the example application which was
extended for the BBC web site using simple gestures for flipping through different
articles and browsing categories within the same screen rather than navigating between
different pages.
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The second application shown in Figure 6.10b was created from scratch and not
based on the example code we provided. It is not a complete implementation of the
anticipated interface, but the general idea was to provide a multi-touch interface for
bidding on auction platforms such as eBay by using multiple fingers to select and sliders
to adjust the bid in steps of 10, 100 or 1000 Swiss Francs.
The third application is a more complete adaptation of the Craigslist web site for
mobile touch devices (Figure 6.10c). Users are provided with different horizontal,
vertical and diagonal gestures to ease navigation between different categories and
narrowing down the search results.
The last application is an implementation more similar to the example we provided,
but creates a whole new experience, when translating the concepts to a photo gallery
with multi-touch support as an adaptation of an existing student union web site
(Figure 6.10d). In addition to flick left/right gestures for browsing through the pictures,
users can also swipe down on a picture to download it to their device. The application
also makes use of the layout orientation features provided by jQMultiTouch, as the
photo gallery shows more or less pictures in horizontal direction according to how the
device is rotated.
In general, the assignment was well received by students and led to a number of
simple, yet interesting, solutions. The informal feedback concerning jQMultiTouch was
positive and gives reason to believe that the proposed solution for multi-touch/multidevice development is both of practical and research value. One student explained: “I
found jQMultiTouch fairly easy to work with, but our group did not apply it in very
much depth. Conceptually though, I found the framework easy to understand, and it
seems capable of supporting projects of all different complexities.”

6.5

Discussion

In this chapter, we have presented jQMultiTouch, an extension of jQuery specifically
designed to support the development of multi-touch web interfaces that can run on a
wide range of touch devices. We have shown how jQMultiTouch was used to improve
the interaction of existing applications on touch devices. In this respect, FBTouch
and TFlickr are just two first examples that show how application-specific support for
multi-touch and gesture-based interaction techniques that go beyond basic zooming and
panning actions could be provided in existing web interfaces.
While the technical solutions presented with XCML addressed the need for
general context-aware concepts in standard web languages, multi-touch web interface
development poses many new and very specific challenges, and was therefore handled
separately. We have demonstrated that jQMultiTouch can cater for a wide range of
applications and enable rapid prototyping of multi-device/multi-touch interfaces. In
contrast to other multi-touch frameworks, we have promoted a web-based approach to
designing multi-touch applications that can run on different types of devices without
the need for special software development kits. This is one of the main benefits of
jQMultiTouch since developers can build on the web programming stack with which
they might already be familiar and therefore only have to learn one method of specifying
multi-touch and gesture-based interactions that is compatible with many different
devices.
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Many of our example use cases of jQMultiTouch relate to mobile application
development and therefore add to the ongoing debate on web vs. native implementations [40]. As stated in Chapter 1, building on web technologies is often argued to
reduce implementation and overall maintenance cost, while a native approach is often
preferred with regards to performance and device-specific look-and-feel. Although our
specific focus with jQMultiTouch leaves out the widget support for emulating the lookand-feel of native mobile applications, it could still provide a complete development
environment, when integrated with other existing jQuery-based frameworks such as
jQTouch. Moreover, while several works have contributed the design of a general multitouch architecture, e.g. [57, 102], our solution is more lightweight and direct since
we leverage native browser support and existing application code as much as possible
by building on wide-spread web technologies, i.e. HTML, CSS and JavaScript, and
integrating with existing web scripting toolkits such as jQuery.
From a more general perspective, and as motivated by the example applications,
jQMultiTouch also provides new ways of adapting existing interfaces for touch and
multi-touch. Our review of related work in Chapter 2 highlighted that research has
often aimed at fully automatic methods, e.g. for retargeting existing web interfaces to
mobile phones [41, 89], or looked at different models of user interface abstraction and
model-based approaches for generating interfaces adapted to different user, platform and
environment contexts [30], typically based on user interface description languages [76].
Of the various existing approaches, only MARIA [167] has included support for the new
generation of touch devices. For this, MARIA was extended with an event metamodel
to support legacy, multi-touch, gesture and device events. While this is in principle
similar to jQMultiTouch where this was done based on new touch-specific behaviours
and jQuery-like event callback mechanisms, MARIA uses a slightly different touch event
and data model that is closer to Safari’s internal touch API. Further, the new concepts
were directly integrated at the concrete user interface level so that it is sufficient to
map the logical events used in MARIA to the Safari-specific events when generating
the final user interface. While it is therefore possible to develop standard multi-touch
applications based on MARIA, jQMultiTouch appears to be more flexible when it comes
to specifying custom multi-touch and device-specific interactions based on an extensible
set of language concepts as minimal extensions of standard web languages. In the case
of jQMultiTouch, this is possible on top of existing user interface implementations by
registering additional touch behaviours.
The last part of our discussion addresses three remaining important topics with
respect to the proposed framework: development effort, performance of applications as
well as the extensibility of jQMultiTouch itself.

Design Simplicity. It is difficult to carry out direct comparisons between implementations based on jQMultiTouch and other existing multi-touch frameworks due to
fundamental differences in the underlying approaches. However, especially when
compared to browser-specific code, the abstractions provided by jQMultiTouch
lead to cleaner implementations and therefore add to design simplicity for
developers. In particular, the history concept with its query and evaluation
mechanisms, as well as the lookup table for active touches, simplify the
implementation of event handlers in terms of how custom state can be managed
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and updated in consecutive callbacks. This has been demonstrated for the simple
line drawing application based on jQMultiTouch.
Execution Performance. As already mentioned, jQMultiTouch has been used on
many different mobile devices including iPhone 3G/4G, iPod 1G/2G, iPad
1G/2G, EeePad transformer tablet/notebook, as well as the TouchSmart all-inone desktop computer. While it is difficult to cross-test all possible configurations
and provide reliable data due to considerable differences between many of these
devices and available browser implementations, we did not see major performance
issues in terms of the multi-touch interaction on any of the devices. For example,
the simple picture viewing application performs on a modern smartphone almost
as well as on a full-blown desktop PC, showing very high refresh rates in general,
which may, however, drop the larger the images are scaled. Since this is a
limitation of current browser support for CSS3 2D Transforms, it is not an issue
related to our framework.
Scalability and Portability. While we can in summary argue that the current
implementation of jQMultiTouch has the potential to scale across many different
devices ranging from mobile phones to large interactive surfaces, we have to
critically note that this may change if more browser vendors start to build on
proprietary methods for touch event handling rather than aiming at standards.
We therefore welcome recent efforts to create a W3C recommendation for common
touch event models12 . In the meantime, however, jQMultiTouch can provide a
viable alternative and allow developers to build applications for a range of devices,
as well as contributing an advanced framework for handling touch and other input
sensing data in a consistent way.
Finally, we explained how we were able to build on jQMultiTouch in several projects.
For example, we used it as a basis for CrowdTouch from Chapter 4 in order to
develop new methods for web interface adaptation using crowdsourcing. In addition,
jQMultiTouch was used for experimenting with new touch and gesture-based interaction
techniques in related projects of our research group such as PIM Light. We also believe
that the extensible expression language and query-based input processing techniques
used in jQMultiTouch could be used to cater for other kinds of continuous input data,
e.g. for handling 3D skeletal tracking data of Microsoft Kinect. This is something we
would like to investigate in future projects.

12

http://www.w3.org/TR/touch-events
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Adaptivity Metrics

This chapter1 introduces our idea of adaptivity metrics for assessing the design
and layout of web interfaces in terms of their ability to accommodate different use
contexts. As presented in Chapter 2, prior work has established many different kinds
of metrics which are typically used for post-hoc evaluation of adaptive user interfaces,
e.g. in terms of accuracy, consistency and frequency of adaptive features as well as
predictability from the user’s point of view. Early research by Tullis [185] on graphical
user interfaces already investigated different kinds of metrics considering a number of
aspects of widget layout such as the visual grouping and size of elements, density of the
screen and complexity of the layout. The techniques were later refined by Sears [177]
who developed algorithms for determining the most appropriate layout for a given set of
widgets by computing the cost associated with different widget layouts based on action
sequences and frequencies. The goal of the metrics presented in this chapter is different
since the focus is on measuring the adaptivity of web layouts and guiding the design
of new adaptive features. Therefore, our metrics are based on an empirical study on
common web content layout2 that targeted, in particular, text-heavy web sites, such as
online newspapers, blogs, forums and wikis, to examine how well they adapt at different
viewing sizes based on a first set of measurements.
We start by summarising the study originally presented in [144] and then proceed
as follows. First, we present an initial set of metrics that we derived from the study.
Second, we discuss how we implemented the metrics in the form of a web site developer
tool, jQMetrics, and also show how the tool can be loaded into existing web interfaces
to assess the design and layout for different viewing situations as well as the kind of
design feedback it provides. Finally, we revisit our previous experiments concerning the
adaptation to large-screen contexts and use jQMetrics to further analyse the results by
comparing the original and adapted layouts for different viewing conditions. The goal is
1

An earlier version of parts of this chapter was originally published as Nebeling et al. [144].
The initial study also presented in [144] was not carried out by the author of this thesis and is
therefore not part of the contributions and also not presented in depth.
2
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to show that the proposed metrics are a strong indicator of the relative viewing quality
as perceived by users and reliably correlate with the findings of our user studies.
The discussion at the end of this chapter critically reviews the proposed metrics and
also compares the results of our manual and crowdsourced adaptation experiments in
terms of the metrics. The intention is to provide additional support for the lightweight
informed adaptation approach at the core of this thesis and to identify the potential
for improvements.

7.1

jQMetrics

As already mentioned, the metrics presented in this chapter were empirically established
based on a study of existing web sites. A range of studies were conducted to understand
users’ general browsing habits and navigation preferences, e.g. [22, 191], and investigated
different web design criteria and factors, such as visual aesthetics [115], usability [158,
159] and accessibility [125], and how they are perceived by users. The typical result
of most studies is a set of design guidelines and recommendations on how to design
“better” web sites. For example, the works in [100, 99] proposed several metrics, such
as the total word count in a page, the number of links and media as well as the spectrum
of colours and font styles employed, to establish distinguishing criteria and models of
classifying web pages as either “good” or “not good”. Another example is the study
presented in [117] which provides a detailed breakdown of the different content elements
of a “typical” web document and determines the relative page coverage in terms of text,
images and other embedded objects. In terms of the goals of this thesis, it becomes
evident that studies often do not concern the spatial distribution of content elements
at different viewing sizes and also do not look at different semantics of content, for
example, to be able to differentiate actual content from advertisements. In this regard,
the study presented in the following is different since it aimed to establish the statusquo of how well common web page layouts adapt at different viewing sizes also taking
into account different kinds of page content.

7.1.1

Study

The study presented in [144] considered representative article pages of the 50 most
popular news web sites as ranked by Alexa3 . Figure 7.1 shows two examples to illustrate
that most of the reviewed pages used a two or three-column layout for the content
area and one or more headers and footers, while the article content itself was usually
presented in the left-most or middle column. Links to content-related functionality and
related articles typically appeared in sidebars directly next to the article text. The
use of many inlets for ads and references to additional material, such as photo streams
and video content, frequently caused breaks or even visual clutter in the main article’s
content and layout. As a first result, the area that was covered by the article text itself
was for the selected pages on average clearly below 50% of the total page area and the
space occupied by advertisements slightly above 10%.
For each page in the sample, the study included measurements of the position and
size of page elements for three popular widescreen resolutions, i.e. 1280x800, 1440x900
3

http://www.alexa.com/topsites/category/Top/News
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Figure 7.1: Typical news page content layouts
and 16080x1050, in addition to the one of 1024x768 pixels which is often referred to as
the “standard” in web design [191]. The highest considered resolution was also inverted
for a set of measurements to obtain a reference value for rotatable monitors in portrait
mode. For the concrete method used in the study, readers are referred to [144]. Below
we present a selection of the measurements and focus on the main results.
Figure 7.2a shows results for the average percentages of the page area covered by
article content and ads. Note that, in the figure, web area refers to the combined space
occupied by all elements rendered in the page (independent of whether they are part
of the article, ads or other web page content such as the navigation) and therefore
includes all visual, non-hidden DOM elements within the body element of a HTML
document. One can clearly see that, with larger resolutions, the amount of space used
by all page elements and, in particular, the article content and ads drops considerably.
This is a significant loss and contrasts with the amount of screen real estate that would
actually be available. The exception is on screens in vertical layout, e.g. at a resolution
of 1050x1680. However, according to market research firm DisplaySearch4 , the majority
of displays used today only come in horizontal, wide-screen format, which is why a very
limited amount of users may be able to enjoy the potentially better browsing experience
of this setting.
The study also considered how much space could be saved if all measured page
elements would be fit optimally in the available screen real estate. This metric is based
on the number of page scrolls required to see the entire content and was first computed
for the original rendering of the web page and then taking only the “foreground”
elements of the body into account to consider a rendering similar to printer-friendly
views. The relative amount of space that is potentially “wasted” based on this measure
is shown in Figure 7.2b. Similarly, we can see that the amount of unused screen space
increases substantially at larger window sizes. Clearly, this is more of a theoretical
4

http://www.displaysearch.com
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optimisation measure since white space is often required to present content more
effectively. Nevertheless, even such a simple wasted-space ratio could still provide a
first indicator of how well the layout adapts at larger viewing sizes.
Space Occupation Web Area
Space Occupation Content Area
Space Occupation Ads Area

90%

60%
Amount of Wasted Space
50%

80%
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40%

60%
50%

30%
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20%

30%
20%

10%

10%
0%

0%
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1280x800

1440x900

1680x1050
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(a) Area coverage in whole client space

1024x768

1280x800

1440x900

1680x1050

1050x1680

(b) Amount of unused screen real estate

Figure 7.2: Window space occupation and percentage that could be used by adapting
to larger display resolutions (adapted from Nebeling et al. [144])
Based on the web page sample used in the study, we started a deeper investigation
in terms of the hypertext specification and identified the following design issues as the
major cause of the observed problems:
- The majority of web layouts were designed for fixed width. Therefore, in
widescreen contexts, the greater amount of screen space is not used and instead
mostly filled with background content. Another extreme is fluid layout which can
produce excessively long lines of text when not appropriately controlled for large,
wide-format displays. Chapter 1 already illustrated such problems.
- Text and font characteristics such as font weight, size and line spacing, as well
as the number of columns and column widths, are typically optimised and hardcoded for the “standard” screen resolution of 1024x768 regardless of the actual
conditions in which the content may be consumed. As a consequence, text flow
and style cannot scale to maintain readability in larger viewing contexts.
- Media resources such as images, videos and animations are only available in
one size and embedded using fixed dimensions. As a result, the media content
presented in web pages does not scale well at higher resolutions. This also has
an impact on ads that typically try to draw user attention with graphics and
animations, but consequently lose high proportions of the visible area on the first
screen with respect to the rest of the content.
In general, we can therefore say that, while web sites typically attempt to place
important content above the fold, i.e. the area that is visible without scrolling, the
amount of information presented to the user either does not scale at all or suddenly
increases substantially with larger viewing sizes so that most of the content becomes
visible at once. In the first case, this usually means poor usage of the available screen
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space, but, in the second case, this can also lead to an overflow of information, which
unnecessarily makes it harder for users to find and access the content in which they
are interested. Specifically for links, it can become very difficult to find a particular
navigation point if the content is not structured and presented according to the viewing
conditions.
One of the goals of more flexible layout should therefore be to reduce navigational
overhead, e.g. in terms of the amount of scrolling that is required in large screens,
while, at the same time, not overloading the page with too much information. This was
a primary goal in The Adaptive Guardian experiment described in Chapter 3. Directly
related to this aspect is the physical layout of text, which is found to have a considerable
impact on the on-screen reading experience [56]. Recently, there is an increasing number
of tools, such as Instapaper5 or Apple’s Safari Reader technology, that extract long text
paragraphs from web pages and show these using font settings and a display format
optimised for reading. However, this does not solve the original design problems and
also requires user intervention. In addition, even these solutions typically produce poor
results on large screens since they often use a fixed-width, single-column layout that
only makes use of a minimal portion of the screen, especially in wide-format settings.

7.1.2

Text-centric Metrics

Based on the results of the study and these first considerations, we developed an initial
set of text-oriented metrics shown in Table 7.1.
The basis for these metrics build the window area, web area and content area that
were also distinguished in the study [144]. The window area is the browser viewport
and therefore the room available for the content elements to be visible without scrolling.
The web area is the space that all elements in the page would require together in order
to be viewed at the same time. The content area refers to the space occupied only by
the “foreground” elements that make up the main content of the page. Background and
other kinds of spacer elements are therefore excluded from the content area. Depending
on individual web site requirements, it can also be helpful to further divide the content
area into groups of related content elements in order to compare how often elements of
a particular kind occur and the overall space they occupy and use together, for which
we present the media-content ratio as a concrete example.
The ratios defined in Table 7.1 directly relate to the problems we have identified in
our study. Together they address the following four core aspects of web content layout:
(1) the use of the available space in the browser window or overall on the screen when
browsing in fullscreen mode,
(2) the proportion between different types of web page elements, such as the article
text as opposed to embedded media and ads, etc., and
(3) the visibility of content elements with respect to the viewport and
(4) the readability of headlines and text paragraphs.
5

http://instapaper.com
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Table 7.1: Initial set of adaptivity metrics specifically designed for text-centric web sites
(adapted from Nebeling et al. [144])
Metric

Description

Document-window
Ratio =

Determines how many viewports are required to fit the whole
document. This ratio can be divided into vertical and horizontal
scroll factors determined by height and width ratios, respectively.
Web sites at larger viewing sizes should approach a value closer
to 1. A value less than or equal to 1 means that no horizontal
and/or vertical scrolling is required, but very low values mean
that most of the available space is not used.

Web area
Window area

Content-Window Ra- Determines how many viewports are required to fit the foreground
or actual content only. Significantly different values between the
tio =
Content area
Window area
Wide Text Ratio =
Wide text area
Total text area

Small Text Ratio =
Small text area
Total text area

document-window and content-window ratios for larger viewing
environments hint at potentially “wasted” screen real estate, as
the space that becomes available would primarily be consumed
by background content.
Determines how much of the total text area contains lines longer
than 70 characters per line [139]. While static layouts tend to
waste much screen space at larger viewing sizes, more flexible
layouts often produce excessively long lines that detract from
readability. Particularly text-intensive sites should keep the wide
text area at a minimum to allow for efficient reading of longer
text in widescreen contexts.
Determines how much of the total text area is likely to appear
too small on high-resolution displays. There is no such general
guideline for what constitutes potentially too small a font on
devices with wide-format aspect ratios. Many screen designs have
been optimised for a particular resolution, but the small text area
should be kept minimal and not substantially increase with higher
resolutions.

Visible Text Ratio = Determines how much of the total text area is visible in the
Visible text area
Total text area

viewport. Larger displays should potentially show more text, but
too much text at once can overstrain the user. Particularly on the
first screen, it is most important to balance out text and media
in order to keep the user interested in reading even if continuing
requires scrolling.

Visible Links Ratio = Determines how many of the total navigation options are visible
Visible links
Total links
Media-Content
Ratio =

in the viewport. Web sites generally attempt to place as many
controls and navigation options as possible in the top navigation
area. Larger viewing environments potentially display more links
at once and are likely to cause an overload on navigation options.

Determines how much of the visible content area is filled with
media. Larger viewing sizes should not only fit more text, but
scale embedded media accordingly to keep the reading experience
Visible media area interesting. In the case of ads, it may be to the frustration of
Visible content area the user if larger viewports only fill with more ads and to the
disadvantage of the advertiser if their ads do not scale with the
page’s remaining content.
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The document-window and content-window ratios assess how effectively the available
screen space is used and how much scrolling is required to view the whole document.
The wide text and small text ratios target the physical layout of text, while the
remaining ratios are related to the visibility and spatial distribution of different content
elements. The visible text and link ratios hence give further indication of the web
page’s readability and navigational structure depending on the viewport. Finally, the
media-content ratio as one example of a ratio based on specific content areas tracks the
proportions of text and media at different viewing sizes.
We critically note the correlation between the different metrics as optimal results for
some of the ratios may have a negative impact on others. For example, higher visible
text ratios may be preferable not to impose too much scrolling on users. However, the
wide and small text ratios should be the constraining factors in that the text should
not be made smaller or wider just to fit more of it on the screen. This is similar for the
media-content ratio where higher values may be crucial to keep the reader interested,
but may also result in longer pages. Finally, an optimal content-window ratio of 1 is
a desirable goal in theory, but may come at the expense of aesthetic considerations,
where the appropriate use of white space is often more important for the overall user
experience with a web interface. The important factor is therefore the difference between
the document and content-window ratios, which should be kept rather low in order to
avoid that background rather than content fills most of the viewport.
Generally, it follows that optimising web page layout along the defined metrics means
to balance out the measured values, as it is impossible to achieve optimal numbers for
all considered factors at the same time. In addition, not all factors may be equally
important for different kinds of web sites. Therefore, depending on the content and
tasks supported by a particular site, developers may put more emphasis on some aspects
of the layout at the expense of others. For example, as argued previously, the main
purpose of online newspapers is to deliver news content in an appropriate format and
support users in accessing the text-centric information by putting special emphasis
on all factors concerning readability. Compared to other kinds of web sites such as
online shops, where the main intention is to advertise products and services typically
by using larger amounts of graphical content, this may well mean lower values for the
media-content ratio since information is mainly conveyed through textual content.
Furthermore, how accurate the obtained values will be depends on how fine-grained
the measurements are performed. If we only measure areas by means of rectangular
shapes, it can be rather difficult to approach the visible text ratio as the amount of
visible text clearly depends on the physical layout and font characteristics and given
that values may be significantly different after white space caused by text wrapping is
removed. Also care has to be taken in order to avoid that content elements are measured
more than once, e.g. when a media area is embedded in text. The next section explains
how we implemented the proposed metrics and controlled for such problems.

7.1.3

Implementation

To make for a lightweight solution similar to most techniques presented in this thesis,
the proposed metrics were implemented on top of jQuery6 —hence the name, jQMetrics.
6

http://jquery.com
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Using jQuery, the document-window ratio can be determined by the product of the
computed width and height for $(‘body’) divided by the respective product for
$(‘window’). Content elements need to be marked with an empty CSS class isContent
so that the content area is then the sum of all areas determined for the jQuery selector
$(‘.isContent’). Putting the content area into proportion with the window area
gives the content-window ratio. Because media can be either embedded using img,
object (e.g. for Flash animations) or the new HTML5 video tag, the media-content
ratio is computed for $(‘img,object,video’). Moreover, we make the following two
distinctions. First, we make sure that only elements with a non-zero width and height
are considered (i.e. they actually fill space somewhere in the page). Second, each
element’s bounding box must lie within the current viewport, while only the visible
part counts towards the area (i.e. only the space they effectively fill in the current
viewport is measured). Finally, computing the number of links in the content area
via $(‘.isContent a’), and putting it in proportion to the amount that is currently
visible, yields the visible links ratio.
While these ratios are fairly easy to implement with jQuery, more effort is required
for the different text ratios we have defined due to three main problems. The
first problem is that, even though many web sites make use of predefined semantic
markup such as h1 to h6 for headings and p to mark text paragraphs, not all
text content is always marked clearly as such in the hypertext structure. Still, in
particular for the text-centric news sites considered in the study, we obtained good
approximations by measuring the text area in terms of the elements returned by
$(‘h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6,p’). The second problem is that it is generally not possible
to count the characters per line in JavaScript, which is, however, a requirement for the
wide text ratio. Our solution is therefore to consider all text elements whose width
is greater than that of a hidden span element created dynamically at run-time to fill
70 characters [139] using the respective font settings. The third problem is that, for
the small text ratio, we need to convert the font size typically specified in px or pt
to cm in order to resolve the physical character height on the screen. However, this
requires taking into account the current screen’s DPI. As it turns out, all major browsers
directly work with the system DPI, as returned by the operating system, which can be
significantly different from the current display’s actual DPI. For example, in our tests,
a square specified at 10cm by 10cm using CSS actually measured between 7.46cm on
a 15.4” notebook with 128 DPI at a resolution of 1650x1080 pixels and 9.47cm on a
30” screen with 101 DPI at 2560x1600. Relying on the system DPI can therefore lead
to remarkable error values. Since there is no way to determine the real DPI value via
JavaScript, our current workaround is to prompt the user for the screen diagonal from
which we can determine the DPI value based on the screen’s resolution (which can be
retrieved via the screen object in JavaScript) and extrapolate the effective character
height when converting to centimeters. Currently, we consider elements with a font size
lower than 0.4cm to be part of the small text area. As there is no general threshold for
what constitutes small text, this value has been determined by an informal experiment
where members of our research group were separately asked to select the one paragraph
that is still comfortable to read from a number of paragraphs of the same text in various
font sizes from 0.1 to 0.6cm. As the last step in computing each respective text ratio, we
remove the summed up area for $(‘img,object,video’, p) for each text element p in
order to exclude any embedded media that may have been included in the measurements
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for the text areas.
Our implementation of jQMetrics also provides a visual tool that can be enabled
for any web page loaded in the browser in order to perform on-the-fly measurements
as shown in Figure 7.3. The tool then allows users to select the content elements to
be included in the measurements simply by hovering and double-clicking the respective
areas in the web page. Rather than relying on the accuracy of automated methods,
doing it this way gives designers full control over fine-grained measurements based on the
visual representation of the content elements rather than their hypertext specification.
As illustrated in Figure 7.3, jQMetrics draws an outline around all content elements that
were included in the measurements. Note that we carefully chose visual annotations,
such as outlines—not borders—and coloured overlays in order not to break the layout
and flow of the original page, which is a major problem of many other evaluation tools.
Moreover, since the viewing context plays an important role in our assessment of the
web layout, jQMetrics is not only sensitive to changes regarding the visible web area,
e.g. when resizing or scrolling the browser window, but also automatically performs
recalculations when content is dynamically added or updated in the web page, e.g. via
AJAX menus or tab-based navigation controls that essentially toggle the visibility of
page elements. This is done by binding special jQuery live event handlers for onload
to the body element of the document.

Figure 7.3: jQMetrics applied to the CNN web site on a 30” screen at 2560x1600 pixels
To allow designers to compare the results for a number of different viewing
conditions, jQMetrics can be used to capture and restore the window settings. For each
setting that is captured, a new link will be added, showing the window dimensions, the
document-window ratio and the difference to the content-window ratio. For example,
the first measurement for CNN in Figure 7.3 shows that even a maximised window at
2560x1600 still requires users to scroll down almost three and a half pages in order to
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view the whole article. This is not the result of the length of the article, but primarily
due to the fact that large amounts of screen space left and right of the article are
unused. The difference of +2.21 in this case therefore means that only slightly more
than one viewport should be required to fit the actual content. As already mentioned,
we implemented an “auto” feature for automatically capturing the values for different
viewing conditions. To use this feature, designers can specify different viewing contexts
in a configuration and jQMetrics will automatically scale the window accordingly and
conduct the measurements for each of the settings in a batch mode. This can be helpful
to automate the testing for different situations. For example, similar to the study, a
range of small to large-screen settings could be supplied to automatically check how
well the current web page layout adapts to different viewing sizes.
Note that the colouring of the values computed by jQMetrics is based on several
parameters that can be configured for each metric. For example, we specified that
the document-window ratio is better the closer it is to 1, and expect it to come much
closer to this value with increasing viewing sizes. Since the focus of our study was on
text-centric web sites, we also consider small and wide text ratios above 0.15 to be
critical. Our current implementation of jQMetrics defines several such thresholds for
near-optimal, tolerable and poor-quality values based on which the measured ratios can
be assessed and colour-coded, for example, in green, yellow and red. While this provides
visual feedback for designers to see fairly quickly where adaptations are required,
optimal thresholds may again depend on the type of web site and can therefore be
configured for different test cases.
As with the other tools presented in this thesis, also jQMetrics is available for
download from the project web site7 .
Finally, Figure 7.4 illustrates the measurements we have obtained for some of the
web sites that we also used as examples in Chapters 1 and 3.
The first example shows the Wikipedia web site where jQMetrics has identified and
marked all text as being too wide. Also the visible text and links ratios are considered
critical. In the second example, the content-window ratio is very low due to the fixed
layout. Moreover, most of the text was detected as being too small, while the visible
text and links ratios are much better compared to the previous example. The primary
fix in the first case would therefore be to control the text flow, e.g. by using multicolumn layout. The second example would benefit from a larger font size relative to
the screen size since the original 12px font resulted in small text on the 30” screen
used for testing. In addition, the width of the main text container should be increased
in order to maintain the relatively “good” visible text ratio. The Adaptive Guardian
experiment in Chapter 3 demonstrated several techniques to achieve a more flexible
design that could be used to counterbalance such issues.
The other two examples show the original design of The Guardian and the new,
adaptive layout as the result of our experiment. Here, the original version suffered from
a very poor content-window ratio due to the static design as well as critical small and
visible text ratios. In contrast, the adapted layout with multi-column layout produces
a much better content-window and visible text ratios and completely resolved the small
text problem. Together these examples therefore illustrate that our metrics can be
used both to detect design problems and to identify negative as well as positive layout
7

http://dev.globis.ethz.ch/jqmetrics

(d) The Adaptive Guardian

(c) The Guardian

Figure 7.4: jQMetrics for different web sites

(b) CHI 2011 web site

(a) Wikipedia
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aspects. We therefore argue that they provide a good basis, not only for evaluating the
design of web layouts, but also for determining the required forms of adaptation.

7.2

Metrics-based Evaluation

For the evaluations presented in this section, we focus on The Adaptive Guardian
(Chapter 3) and Crowdsourced CNN (Chapter 4) as two examples of the adaptation
to large-screen contexts. Specifically, jQMetrics is used to assess the layout quality
at different viewing sizes and compare the results between the original and adapted
versions. Our discussion in the next section then also addresses the question of whether
the measurements are indicative of some of the results obtained in the user evaluations
so as to see if the metrics are of potential value for automated web site evaluation.

7.2.1

The Guardian vs. The Adaptive Guardian

We captured the metrics for one of the example articles from The Guardian website
using each of the three different layouts also compared in the original study. The
analysis was again conducted on a 30” monitor with a 2560x1600 pixels resolution.
As we learned from the initial user evaluation in Chapter 3, user preferences in terms
of the browser window size on this screen varied between medium-size windowed and
fullscreen settings. We therefore compared a maximised window setting against two
smaller window settings at 1500x1100 and 1800x1300 pixels similar to Figure 3.5. To
remind the reader, the smallest setting causes the adaptive layouts to be presented in
one column, while, in the other two settings, it automatically switches to two columns.
Additionally, at the highest setting, also the sidebar elements use a two-column layout.
Also note that we did not change the initial font size so that the original layout was
presented with a 14-pixel font, while the adaptive layouts automatically scaled to a
16-pixel font due to the high resolution of the display.
For the evaluation, jQMetrics was loaded into the test page via a bookmarklet and
the content area was marked using a script that programmatically selected the top
navigation, all article elements and the sidebar. The footer was therefore excluded
from the measurements since it not play a major role in the experiment and previous
evaluations. Moreover, we defined the three conditions as test cases for jQMetrics
and used the “auto” mode to automatically obtain the values for each condition. All
measurements were therefore conducted in the same way for all conditions, starting
from the very top of the page to capture the visibility ratios according to what users
see when the page is first loaded in the browser.
We begin by examining the results obtained for the document-window and contentwindow ratios in Figure 7.5. Below we will first discuss each ratio in turn and then look
at the differences between them.
As can be seen from Figure 7.5a, the adaptive layouts produce a slightly higher
document-window ratio for the smallest window setting. This difference can be
explained by the larger font size used for the adaptive layouts. Since we switched to em
values as the default length unit, not only the text is scaled slightly larger, but also other
elements such as the article image. On the other hand, the results for larger window
settings show that the document-window ratio is generally lower for the adaptive layouts
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of document-window and content-window ratios

with increasing differences to the original layout at larger viewing sizes. Clearly, the
original layout does not benefit from the additional width which becomes available in
these settings. The fact that the document-window ratio still decreases is only due to
the additional height of the browser viewport. On the contrary, the adaptive layouts
benefit from both the additional width and height thanks to multi-column layout and
content pagination, which therefore produce much better values for this metric.
The results for the content-window ratio are shown in Figure 7.5b. There is
a considerable difference between the original and adaptive layouts in all settings
indicating that the window space is used much more effectively for the content.
However, the differences become smaller at higher resolutions as a side effect of the
multi-column paging algorithm which moves some of the content onto the next page
and also requires additional space for the page separators which do, however, not count
towards the content-window ratio.
Finally, a comparison of the differences between the document-window ratios in
Figure 7.5a and content-window ratios in Figure 7.5b reveals that the adaptive layouts
make much better use of the available space as they fill larger areas with content. This
is in contrast to the original layout, where the differences between the ratios are much
higher, which in turn indicates that much of the additional space at higher resolutions
is left unused.
Since none of the layouts required horizontal scrolling in any of the window settings,
the horizontal scroll factor is always equal to one. This also has the consequence that
the vertical scroll factor is equal to the document-window ratio in all cases. The amount
of scrolling that is required to read the entire article is therefore initially higher for the
adaptive layouts in the smallest window setting, but gets much smaller with larger
window settings. This indicates a considerable improvement in terms of scrolling effort
for our solution.
Next, as shown in Figure 7.6a, the amount of visible text on the first page is indeed
smaller for the adaptive layouts in the smallest window setting. The main reason for this
is that greater portions of the screen are covered by the article image, which is scaled
slightly larger in the adaptive layouts due to the new layout units as explained above.
On the other hand, in the larger window settings, the adaptive layouts display much
more of the text due to multi-column layout. Again, the differences become smaller
at the highest window setting, where the original layout can compensate thanks to the
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additional vertical space. These results also reflect in the media-content ratio which is
therefore omitted here.
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Figure 7.6: Visible text and links ratios
Moreover, Figure 7.6b shows the visible links ratio. While the adaptive layouts
are generally quite similar to the original layout and relatively stable in terms of the
number of links shown at the lower window settings, there are suddenly larger differences
in fullscreen mode. This is due to the fact that the adaptive layouts switch to a twocolumn sidebar and, as a result, show many more of the additional navigation options
above the fold.
In terms of the other text ratios, both the original and adaptive layouts produce the
minimum wide text ratio of 0 in all settings. Indeed, the original layout does show a
small text ratio of 0.13 for all window settings. However, the small text area is only in
the sidebar where a slightly smaller font size of 12 pixels is used. Therefore, the main
article text is also in this case not considered too small. Still, the adaptive layouts have
the minimum small text ratio of 0 for all window settings.

7.2.2

Original vs. Crowdsourced CNN

In the second step, we also captured the metrics for the CNN article page that was in the
focus of the CrowdAdapt experiment, and chose the original layout and the two highestranked crowdsourced layouts for comparison. Note that the second crowdsourced layout
is an iteration of the first and therefore uses a very similar layout. Note that, in this
case, any differences between the layouts are due to smaller adaptations of the layout in
terms of position and size of elements since no advanced features such as multi-column
layout were available. As detailed in Table 4.2, the layouts mainly differed in terms of
the width of the article text container which is the largest for the first crowdsourced
layout, closely followed by the second crowdsourced layout and much smaller for the
original layout. Also the size of the story image was reduced in the crowdsourced layouts
and is the smallest in the second version. However, the font size was in all cases 30
pixels for the story headline and 14 pixels for the text. We used the same procedure as
before for doing the analysis.
Again, we first analyse the results obtained for the document-window and contentwindow ratios in Figure 7.7 and then discuss the differences between them.
As shown in Figure 7.7a, the crowdsourced layouts produce a lower documentwindow ratio for all settings. This means that, in this case, the adaptations contributed
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of document-window and content-window ratios

to reducing the total space that would be required to view the whole page at once.
While there are already considerable differences between the original and the first
crowdsourced layout, they become even greater with the second version and this is
consistent for all settings. Therefore, the second crowdsourced layout benefits the most
from the additional screen real estate, while both crowdsourced layouts produce much
better values for this metric. Since none of the layouts required horizontal scrolling, the
horizontal scroll factor is also here equal to one in all settings. Therefore the vertical
scroll factor is again equal to the document-window ratio so that we can see that the
scrolling effort decreases with the crowdsourced layouts by up to one “page” as, for
example, in the first setting.
By contrast, the results for the content-window ratio as shown in Figure 7.7b are
not as clear. Here, the first crowdsourced version shows only smaller improvements over
the original layout, as it allocates slightly more space to the content. The differences
are even smaller for the second version, which is, of course, due to the fact that the
adaptations overall reduced the size of the article text and story image. However, we
also have to highlight again that both crowdsourced layouts were designed at a medium
window size and a screen resolution of only 1680x1050. Hence, we did not expect larger
differences at higher resolutions, especially since the crowdsourced layouts use different
positions for some of the content elements, which is not directly reflected in this metric.
Therefore, at a first glance, the differences between the document-window ratios
in Figure 7.7a and content-window ratios in Figure 7.7b may not be as obvious
as in the case of The Adaptive Guardian. Still, a closer examination reveals that
the crowdsourced layouts make slightly better use of the available space and this is
consistent for all settings. We will come back to this observation in the discussion
following this section.
By far the greatest differences between the layouts can be seen in terms of the
visible text ratio as shown in Figure 7.8a. The amount of visible text on the first page
is much higher for both crowdsourced layouts. This is very positive especially since the
differences are almost the same for all window settings and therefore positively impact
the reading experience at larger viewing sizes. In this case, the original layout cannot
compensate much since the fixed-width text container of only 434 pixels compared to
710 and 662 for the two crowdsourced layouts prevents that much more of the content
becomes visible with larger vertical window sizes. Figure 7.8b shows the visible links
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ratio which levels off at around the same value for all layouts when considering all
window settings.
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Figure 7.8: Visible text and links ratios
In terms of the other ratios, all layouts were assessed with the minimum wide text
and minimum small text ratio of 0 in all settings. Finally, the media-content ratio
consistently shows lower values for the crowdsourced layouts, which is clear given the
smaller story image.

7.3

Discussion

With the goal of developing a set of adaptivity metrics, we have presented an analysis
and comparison of screen usage by text-centric web sites viewed in different widescreen
contexts. The results show that the spatial distribution of content elements does not
scale well and leads to an increasing amount of unused screen space and no reduction in
scrolling. In fact, many of the findings relate to the primary issues we have tackled with
The Adaptive Guardian experiment in Chapter 3. Based on the study, we proposed
several metrics to quantify the critical aspects of web page layout and have also shown
how the metrics can be implemented and applied to existing web sites.
The results we have obtained for The Adaptive Guardian were very positive. In
particular, the much smaller differences between the document-window and contentwindow ratios for the adaptive layouts indicate a much better space usage. This is
especially reflected in the reduced scrolling effort. Moreover, up to 50 percent more
text was visible in the adaptive layouts when compared to the original layout. Based
on the results of our user study presented in Chapter 3, the differences between the
original and adaptive layouts can be assumed to contribute to higher reading comfort
and better text comprehension. However, for the smallest window setting, the original
layout produced better values for the document-window and visible text ratio. This is
mostly due to the larger font size which was generally appreciated by users. Moreover,
in the user study, it was actually the case that a number of users increased the font size
when reading with the original layout. This again eliminates the differences between
the original and adaptive layouts and would speak in favour of our solutions also in
terms of this metric.
We can therefore say that there is a strong correlation between the findings of our
user study and the metrics-based evaluation presented here in that the ratios measured
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by the metrics actually reflect the user experience to a great extent. In particular, the
better usage of the screen real estate measured by the metrics was mentioned by more
than half of our study participants. Further, the greater amount of visible text measured
by the metrics was appreciated by users and we would say that it also contributed to
the faster reading and answering times for the comprehension questions.
Looking at the second experiment based on CNN, the crowdsourced layouts using
CrowdAdapt showed improvements in most metrics. In particular, the visible text
ratio increased so that the window space was much better used for the article content.
This again has the effect of reduced scrolling effort, as confirmed by the documentwindow ratio. In this case, even up to 35 percent more text was visible with the
crowdsourced layouts. However, the benefits seem generally larger for the two smaller
window settings, which we explained by the fact that they are closer to the settings
for which the layouts were designed. This also reflects in the ratings that the original
and crowdsourced layouts have received, where the original layout was still preferred by
some of the evaluators. Nevertheless, we would expect that layouts specifically designed
for higher resolutions also produce better results in these conditions.
Similar to the study, another way to look at the results is by comparing how much
space could be saved using the new layouts. Figure 7.9 illustrates the differences for both
The Adaptive Guardian and Crowdsourced CNN experiments based on the “wasted”
space ratio introduced earlier, which is equal to calculating the difference between the
document-window and content-window ratios.
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of wasted space ratios of The Adaptive Guardian and
Crowdsourced CNN (smaller is better)
In the first case, we can clearly see how the adaptive layouts reduced the ratio
by more than 50%. In the second case, the differences are larger for the second
crowdsourced version, but the effect starts to diminish with larger viewing sizes.
It is also interesting to do the comparison in terms of the manual and crowdsourced
adaptations since the first were the results of our engineering effort based on new
adaptive layout techniques and the second generated by the crowd using CrowdAdapt.
Note that the comparison is somewhat artificial since we are looking at different web
sites, page contents and adaptive features. Yet, based on this metric, we could say
that the adaptive layouts that we developed provided only marginally better results
compared to the crowdsourced versions. While the differences to the original layout
are stronger in the case of our adaptive layout template, it is still positive to see that
the crowdsourced layouts come relatively close, especially since they were presumably
designed by non-experts and required no additional development effort.
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We are aware of the fact that there are many more factors to be considered and
that directly measuring the quality of web sites in a way that is consistent with how
users perceive it is still very difficult. For the same reason, it is hardly possible to define
universal guidelines in terms of ideal values and alert levels for the numbers computed
by our tool. While we have argued based on differences measured by our tool, realistic
thresholds depend on many aspects of the use context and the particular type of web
site under investigation. Further experiments may therefore be required to scrutinise
some of our informally determined thresholds currently used in jQMetrics.
Finally, while the focus of our presentation in this chapter was on large-screen
adaptation, we have also started to look at other use contexts for the metrics. For
example, to obtain similar metrics for the evaluation of web interfaces with respect to
touch interaction, we have developed a new prototype jQMetrics4touch [179]. While
jQMetrics4touch builds on the general framework provided by jQMetrics for conducting
the measurements, we had to adapt some of the metrics and also include new ratios
and thresholds specifically for touch. To give an example, the visibility ratios needed
adjustments since zooming to modify the viewport is a new factor that needs to be
considered in the measurements. Moreover, inspired by the FBTouch and CrowdTouch
experiments, we added a small links ratio to address the fact that the size of touch areas
is often not sufficient for finger input without zooming. Since we also wanted to support
that the measurements can be directly performed on the respective devices based on
the rendered web interface, additional changes were required to account for the fact
that many mobile touch devices are more limited in terms of processing power when
compared to desktop computers. It is our goal for the future to merge the two separate
implementations and therefore provide a comprehensive framework for automated web
site evaluations based on our metrics. The framework could then be used to expand the
previous study on news web sites to other genres and a larger page corpus, then using
our adaptivity metrics as the basis for comparisons similar to the examples presented
in this chapter.

8

Conclusion

This thesis has presented lightweight informed adaptation as a new approach to
context-aware and adaptive web interfaces with the ability to cater for many different
devices, scenarios and user preferences. Lightweight informed adaptation is facilitated
by a set of new adaptation techniques that are based on the ideas of crowdsourced
adaptation and language-integrated context-awareness in order to support developers
in the design and development of context-adaptive behaviour for additional use contexts.
The main motivation behind this work is the proliferation and increased diversity of
new devices that are nowadays used to access web interfaces, as well as the fact that the
majority of web sites use a fixed design optimised for the “average” viewing situation
and, as a result, poorly adapt to different use contexts.
Previously, it was often made the case for automatic generation of adaptive user
interfaces to address the requirements of many different devices and individual user
preferences [72, 154] and as a way of overcoming the limitations of other adaptation
techniques in terms of scalability. However, user interface generation and especially
model-based approaches have often also been criticised due to the fact that most
techniques require proprietary methods that do not integrate well with existing design
practices [138]. Also quality of the resulting user interfaces is sometimes considered
an issue so that other techniques, such as constraint-based layout and templatebased design [101, 174], which tend to give more control to designers, are usually
preferred. Our proposal of lightweight informed adaptation is therefore promising in
three regards. First, we build on crowdsourcing to elicit the design requirements of
many different users and devices, which also helps the proposed techniques to scale
with new adaptation scenarios. Second, our domain-specific language extensions with
XCML and jQMultiTouch complement existing web languages and provide advanced
context-aware concepts and adaptivity mechanisms on top of them. This provides
a lightweight solution and allows developers to build on the set of technologies with
which they are already familiar. Finally, the quality of web interfaces in terms of their
ability to adjust to different viewing conditions can be assessed and improved using the
proposed set of adaptivity metrics and the initial tool support.
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We have also explained the shortcomings of existing adaptation strategies and
how lightweight informed adaptation provides a more flexible solution. For example,
graceful degradation [64] and progressive enhancement [52] as two popular methods
are challenged by the wide spectrum of devices available today. In particular, the
many different display and input characteristics make it difficult to determine the “less
constrained platform” or the “lowest common denominator” as the starting point for
the development of adaptive web interfaces. Although the recent idea of responsive
web design [126] shares commonalities with our approach in terms of the technologies,
the focus is on promoting a new web design philosophy rather than a new adaptation
approach as presented with this thesis. Moreover, our approach is more flexible as it is
designed to support new adaptation scenarios without the need for major reengineering
of the existing web interfaces. One of the most important aspects that makes our
approach lightweight is that the adaptation techniques we developed work directly on
the rendered interface and are therefore independent of the specific model and design
process used to develop the interface.
This chapter reviews the contributions of this thesis and is organised in three parts.
First, we summarise the core contributions in terms of the technical solutions as well as
the experiments and adaptation scenarios that we have used as running examples in this
thesis. This is followed by a discussion of how the individual solutions from previous
chapters could be used in combination to achieve very flexible, highly adaptive web
interfaces. Finally, we present an outlook of how the techniques presented in this thesis
provide a basis for further research, as well as giving concluding remarks in terms of
what we expect for the future of multi-device interface development.

8.1

Contributions

This thesis has presented three core contributions as enabling techniques for lightweight
informed adaptation. First, we have introduced crowdsourced adaptation to involve
end-users in the adaptation process and, by that, to learn about design requirements
for many different devices and individual user preferences. In a second step, we have
proposed language-integrated context-awareness to support the development of
complex context-aware web applications with new language concepts and lightweight
adaptivity mechanisms. Finally, we have developed a set of adaptivity metrics to
measure the quality of web interfaces in different viewing situations and guide the design
of new adaptations with visual feedback.
Figure 8.1 provides a visual summary of the thesis in terms of the technical
contributions. Below we describe each contribution in turn.
Crowdsourcing Adaptations and Adaptivity One of the central ideas to this thesis is a
crowdsourcing approach to web site adaptation, which is based on a lightweight, clientside adaptation toolkit and adaptation service. The main idea is to support developers
in specifying web interfaces that can adapt to the wide range and increased diversity
of web-enabled devices by also allowing users to create and share adaptations so that
other users of the same device and with similar preferences can directly benefit.
With CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch, we have presented two first implementations
of the approach that show different ways of making use of crowd input. On the one
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hand, CrowdAdapt gives control to users and allows them to adapt the interface as
they see fit using a set of direct manipulation tools. The adapted interfaces are then
suggested as design alternatives to new users in similar contexts. On the other hand,
CrowdTouch leaves designers in control and instead instruments the interface to track
user interactions and produce analytics. CrowdTouch can be configured with different
metrics and aggregate methods for combining crowd input, while designers can specify
generic or crowd-driven adaptation rules in an adaptation catalogue.
We have discussed the technical and design challenges for adopting a crowdsourcing
model that benefits both users in the role of consumer and users in the role of
contributor. To facilitate this, we have developed a lightweight extension of the common
web site architecture that supports this crowdsourcing model in a flexible way by also
catering for different deployment modes. Web site providers may support our approach
by bundling our tools with their web site, but it is also possible that an independent
user community contributes and maintains web site adaptations using a browser plugin
and separate infrastructure. However, our protocol also attempts to avoid potential
conflicts of interest and foresees that web site providers can still control which parts of
the web interface and how they may be adapted by users even if the plugin mode is
used. This can, in particular, be helpful when it comes to quality control, but may also
be used to configure our tool support for specific web site requirements.
Apart from these technical contributions, there are also three advantages over
previous approaches. First, the adaptation process can be carried out directly in the
browser, which supports a form of WYSIWYG and, in contrast to most model-based
approaches, does not require modelling skills or an understanding of the underlying
concepts and is therefore likely to attract even non-technical end-users. Second,
supporting multiple design alternatives by allowing adaptations to be performed directly
at the final interface level simplifies the top-down approach promoted by many existing
methods. In consequence, our approach does not require additional steps such as reverse
engineering for generating intermediate representations of the final interface and model
transformation to generate the adapted interface. Finally, having adaptations created,
not only by developers, but also by the end-users themselves further increases the
potential of being suitable, not only for a particular device, but also useful and of
benefit to the users since they designed them themselves.
Future work could be based on the technical tools presented in this thesis and
take the ideas further. For example, an interesting direction could be to specifically
design for certain groups of users and to take cultural aspects as well as special needs
into account. The work presented by Reinecke and Bernstein [171] and Gajos et al.
[75] provide interesting starting points. Both CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch could be
refined to support this by adjusting the operations and extending the context model with
more user-related aspects. In addition, future projects could experiment with different
sharing and ranking modes to further improve user support. For example, we would
like to integrate the adaptivity metrics from the previous chapter with CrowdAdapt’s
ranking mode as a way of improving quality and also to cater for consistency. As
already stated, it would also be interesting to mine the data CrowdAdapt may collect
over longer periods of time, as it is likely that user-driven adaptations generate valuable
information in terms of design patterns with respect to different use contexts. Another
direction could expand on the ideas of community-based design to some extent embodied
in CrowdAdapt and allow end-users, not only to adjust the layout, but to get more
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creative and also provide additional content and functionality. We have already started
to work in this direction and will elaborate more on these ideas in the last section. The
fact that all technical tools presented in this thesis are available and given that they
allow for the integration with existing web interfaces as well as different deployment
modes could enable also other researchers to experiment with such ideas.
Language-Integrated Support for Context-Awareness As the second major contribution of this thesis, we have presented language-integrated context-awareness based on
the examples of XCML and jQMultiTouch.
XCML demonstrates how context-aware concepts and multi-dimensional adaptivity
mechanisms can be integrated with existing languages to increase the general support for
context-awareness. The technical contributions of XCML include a finer representation
of the context model, a context algebra and context matching expressions. In particular,
we have argued that the specification of context-aware web applications in terms of
context matching expressions rather than if-then-else statements gives a lot of flexibility
to the approach and allows web developers to address new adaptation requirements in
a responsive manner. Since XCML is only one possible implementation of the formal
concepts presented in this thesis, the context algebra and the methods for parsing and
resolving context matching expressions could also be incorporated in existing languages
that often lack a notion of context. Although some of the new features of HTML5 and
CSS3 show a promising direction, we would hope that similar concepts will become
tightly integrated and consistently supported in browsers so that context-awareness
could be supported natively without the need for additional processing steps and
infrastructure as currently required by our proof-of-concept implementation.
jQMultiTouch presents another approach to language-integrated context-awareness
based on jQuery that is specifically designed to facilitate the adaptation to multitouch interaction contexts. Although jQMultiTouch provides a basic set of contextaware concepts similar to XCML, here primarily for detecting touch support and special
device features, the bigger part of the contribution addresses the new requirements
of multi-touch and gesture-based interaction with several new features inspired from
jQuery. Many of the core functionalities are based on a formalisation of the touch
history which provides a set of methods for querying and handling multi-touch events.
The principal methods may be extended with new predicates and functions, but can
readily be used to provide support for common multi-touch gestures independent of
native browser support as well as for handling simultaneous touch input in a consistent
way. Moreover, we have shown that jQMultiTouch is able to cater for a wide range of
different devices. It therefore provides a viable alternative to existing solutions which
instead require special software development kits and a knowledge of the technological
differences between platforms when it comes to the implementation level. Thanks to
jQMultiTouch, it is now possible to develop multi-touch/multi-device interfaces based
on a uniform method for the processing of touch input and the specification of custom
multi-touch behaviours.
Adaptivity Metrics This thesis has also introduced a set of adaptivity metrics for
assessing the presentation of web interfaces in terms of a combination of different layout
aspects. Specifically, the metrics take four aspects into account: the overall use of
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available space, the proportion between different kinds of content elements, the visibility
of text, media and links as well as the readability of text. Based on this assessment,
it is possible to determine the ability of web interfaces to adapt to different viewing
conditions and to identify the key design problems with respect to specific use contexts.
To support developers in the design of adaptive web interfaces, we have presented
jQMetrics as a tool that implements these metrics and provides visual feedback based
on a set of measurements it can either perform on-the-fly in response to direct user input
or automatically based on pre-configured settings that describe different use contexts.
Since the focus of our adaptivity metrics has so far been on screen characteristics
with a special emphasis on large-display settings, the metrics could be refined to also
take different input modalities into account. We have already carried out initial steps
in this direction with jQMetrics4touch [179] which is a special version of jQMetrics
optimised for assessing the suitability of web interfaces for touch input on small-screen
devices such as mobile phones.
Other Contributions In addition to these three core contributions, the thesis has also
presented several experiments that we conducted to explore the adaptation of existing
web interfaces to different use contexts. The focus of most experiments was thereby on
large-screen and multi-touch contexts as two new adaptation scenarios that are largely
ignored in web design practice. Also in research, the focus has previously been on
the adaptation to small-screen devices and the typical scenario of desktop-to-mobile
migration rather than the new important examples considered in this thesis. Moreover,
our initial experiments based on The Guardian and Facebook have also been used as
running examples throughout the thesis and therefore provided a basis for comparison
of the proposed solutions. Figure 8.2 gives an overview of the different experiments
reported in this thesis.
In a first step, based on the experiments with The Adaptive Guardian and FBTouch,
we have established a set of lightweight, client-side adaptation techniques based on
new features of the HTML5 and CSS3 web standards. In particular, CSS3 media
queries were exploited in both adaptation scenarios so that much of the adaptation
process can now run directly on the client device. Moreover, CSS3 multi-column layout
contributed to a better use of larger screen real estates. Client-side adaptation based
on advanced features of jQuery played an important role in all our technical solutions
and formed the basis of jQMultiTouch to provide integrated support for multi-touch
interface development. Therefore, the thesis offers new insights also in this regard
since such technologies have not been considered in prior work, where the underlying
adaptation operations were instead usually implemented on the server-side or required
proxy-based techniques.
However, the experiments have also highlighted several shortcomings in the web
standards. To demonstrate how our new solutions based on XCML and jQMultiTouch
address the limitations, we have then revisited the initial experiments and reimplemented parts of The Adaptive Guardian and FBTouch using the new techniques. We were
therefore able to show how both XCML and jQMultiTouch can be used to complement
existing solutions and simplify the development task by providing systematic approaches
and comprehensive support for multi-device web application development. In addition,
we have presented additional applications based on XCML and jQMultiTouch, such as
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LZPiX and TFlickr, that further explored the capabilities in terms of the integration
with existing web application development platforms such as OpenLaszlo and advanced
applications of multi-touch interaction in web interfaces.
Finally, having carried out the experiments first manually and then based on
crowdsourcing, the thesis has also illustrated the potential benefits when it comes
to crowdsourced adaptation using CNN and Wikipedia as two additional examples.
In particular, the ability to address many different device characteristics and user
preferences without the need for complex models and machine learning as well as
reduced development effort make for a lightweight approach with a lot of promise.
However, crowdsourced adaptation also introduces new challenges in terms of quality
control for which we have presented two solutions based on a user-regulated voting
scheme in CrowdAdapt and a designer-controlled adaptation catalogue in CrowdTouch.

8.2

Discussion

For the following discussion of the contributions of this thesis, let us first restate the
two main research questions that were driving the work presented here.
- What characterises lightweight adaptation of existing web interfaces, and how
can we support developers in the design and implementation of adaptations for
new forms of displays and interactive surfaces?
- How can we involve the crowd in the adaptation process and let end-users
contribute to informed adaptation of web interfaces, and what crowdsourcing
techniques are required for such a mixed-initiative approach?
As elaborated in detail in Chapter 3, lightweight adaptation is characterised by
three important aspects that distinguish our approach from prior work on context-aware
and adaptive user interfaces. First, in contrast to the techniques promoted by modelbased approaches, lightweight adaptation is designed to be carried out based on existing
web interfaces while starting from the final interface. Second, unlike many approaches
that try to be very comprehensive in terms of the kinds of user interfaces they can
generate, our solutions are specifically designed for web interfaces. Last but not least, we
leverage existing browser support by building on standard web languages, HTML, CSS,
and JavaScript, and only complement them where necessary. These aspects together
mean that more abstract representations of the interface and proprietary user interface
description languages are not necessary with our approach. Although we have not
carried out direct comparisons between our approach and model-based techniques, we
have demonstrated along several examples that our approach is more lightweight in
that no interface generation and transformation techniques are required and hence also
no reverse engineering. Also the adaptation process itself is simplified so that it can, in
most cases, be performed directly on the client device. The benefits of all this become
particularly evident in the experiments with The Adaptive Guardian and FBTouch, but
also when considering the techniques we have used in CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch as
examples of crowdsourced adaptation and the language-integrated support for contextawareness in XCML and jQMultiTouch. We would therefore argue that our approach is
more natural for web developers and designers that often tend to think in terms of actual
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user interfaces as they are rendered in browsers rather than abstract representations in
terms of models and logical descriptions, and who typically prefer to directly control
the adaptation operations rather than relying on fully automatic solutions as promoted
by many other approaches.
In addition, we have presented several techniques that support the adaptation to
different screen and interaction contexts based on the two scenarios in the focus of this
thesis. In terms of the adaptation to large-screen contexts, our initial experiment with
The Guardian resulted in an adaptive layout template with support for adaptive text
and media, multi-column layout and pagination of content. Similarly for CrowdAdapt,
we have provided the common set of adaptation operations typically required to
accommodate different screen sizes. On the other hand, with FBTouch, we have
explored another range of techniques suitable for the adaptation to touch and multitouch, starting from basic touch enhancement, over multi-touch extensions of the
interaction model to device-specific adaptations that support advanced input sensing
techniques by adapting the interface according to the device’s orientation. The interface
instrumentation methods in CrowdTouch focus on basic touch enhancements, but
already distinguish different use contexts in terms of the device type, display size
and resolution as well as device orientation. Moreover, with CrowdTouch’s adaptation
catalogue, more advanced adaptations of the interaction model for multi-touch could
also be provided.
However, generally speaking, lightweight also refers to the fact that we have made
several compromises in terms of the different aspects of context-awareness that can be
supported. While the techniques implemented in The Adaptive Guardian and FBTouch
are sufficient to accommodate a range of screen and interaction contexts, the focus is
still on adaptation to device. This is similar for CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch in terms
of the adaptation operations. However, both of them directly involve end-users in the
adaptation process. Therefore, we would argue that also personalisation is a factor
that is supported by our approach. This is obvious in the case of CrowdAdapt, where
users can customise the interface according to their preferences for the current viewing
situation. However, also CrowdTouch may be configured to associate a higher weight
to personal tracking data so that it has a larger impact in terms of the metrics and the
aggregation methods used for crowd input and therefore the adaptations. Moreover,
our discussion of the crowdsourced adaptation solutions at the end of Chapter 4 has
also suggested several extensions of our implementations to cater for other user aspects,
such as language preferences, culture and skills, which were out of scope of the thesis.
Here, we want to add that our proposal for language-integrated context-awareness and
especially the general concepts of XCML could provide interesting starting points for
making this technically possible, while still keeping the approach rather lightweight.
For example, we could imagine extensions of CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch that make
use of XCML to capture all non-device aspects of the context model. The rather
simple concepts used in CrowdTouch’s adaptation catalogue to distinguish different
device contexts could then additionally benefit from the more comprehensive support
for context-awareness also at the language level.
The second question specifically addresses the main challenges of our crowdsourced
adaptation approach. With CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch, we have presented two
different approaches that make use of crowdsourcing in an explicit and implicit way.
While CrowdAdapt explicitly asks users to contribute, we would still expect a high
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motivation to participate especially from frequent visitors and power users who might
see the largest benefits of customising the interface. Moreover, letting users know that
potentially better matching layouts have been contributed by other users to improve
the original design of the web site for their viewing conditions, is likely to motivate new
users and help this explicit form of crowdsourcing to scale even without pay. Still, our
discussion in Chapter 4 has also covered other incentives that might play an additional
role or provide an alternative. In the case of CrowdTouch, participation is implicit and
therefore motivation is not considered a problem.
Assuming that crowd-generated layouts by CrowdAdapt and the crowd data mined
by CrowdTouch are based on real user needs, we would argue that the adaptations as
a result of the crowd input are well-informed and therefore overall more accurate than
what developers try to predict when manually designing adaptive user interfaces. From
this standpoint, CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch are both good at supporting developers
in the design and implementation of more flexible layout solutions. However, while
this arguably reduces development effort, more work might instead need to be devoted
to maintenance and quality control of adaptations. Although this could potentially
become a problem, it is still promising to see that even our simple rating scheme used
in CrowdAdapt identified “bad” designs and voted them out in the majority of cases.
In our experiment based on CrowdTouch, we did not register any zoom levels and
missed links ratios that seemed clearly out of range. We would therefore argue that
quality control may not be as problematic if the implicit crowdsourcing mechanisms
can be designed in such a way. Nevertheless, as shown in Chapter 7, the adaptivity
metrics presented in this thesis provide additional insight into the quality of crowd-based
web interfaces. They could therefore form sound technical tools to further improve
the suggestions made by CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch. For example, they could be
implemented on top of the context matcher so that the measurements performed by
jQMetrics could also be reflected in the score associated with crowdsourced layouts.
Overall, this thesis has presented a comprehensive set of techniques that support our
idea of lightweight informed adaptation, both from a technical and design perspective.
While the enabling techniques have been introduced step-by-step to successively
establish the approach, the above considerations have highlighted the great potential
of our individual solutions to be used in combination and that this is likely to bring
additional advantages.
Lightweight informed adaptation is in line with the recent trend of responsive web
design [126]. Since we also build on standard web technologies and features such as
CSS3 media queries, the techniques presented in this thesis are similar from a technical
and perhaps also design perspective, although our emphasis is not on grid-based layout.
However, our approach also takes the ideas further in that it addresses the complete
design-build-evaluate cycle of responsive web interfaces. Our solutions for crowdsourced
adaptation and language-integrated context-awareness are clearly beyond the scope of
the original responsive web design ideas and the proposal made with this thesis therefore
marks a major step forward. Hence, we would like to think of our approach as the “new
responsive web design”—new not only in the sense that we support a wider range of
use contexts including large-screen and multi-touch settings, but also in how we cater
for them. The next exciting step for us would be to see the proposed solutions actually
deployed and running in existing sites such as CNN and Wikipedia. To make this
generally possible, all the prototypes developed as part of this thesis have been released.
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We hope this may also encourage other researchers to experiment with our solutions
and to build on our results in future projects.

8.3

Outlook

This work is clearly opposed to previous approaches in the area that have commonly
aimed to be very comprehensive in both the support for many different factors of
context-awareness and the kinds of user interfaces they can produce. While there
are many well-established techniques, our work has shown that it is generally worth
exploring new approaches which may lead to more lightweight and in many ways better
solutions. In addition, the thesis has picked up several recent trends in research and has
thus made contributions to current topics in the HCI and engineering disciplines such as
multi-touch interface development and crowdsourcing. We believe that, in particular,
our crowdsourcing techniques have the potential to enable new directions for research
specifically in web engineering. We would therefore like to present our view on future
research directions and highlight the main avenues for which our work could provide an
important basis. Our outlook is based on the following three main observations.
Diversification of Devices. This thesis has painted the picture of a wide spectrum of
devices and an increased diversity in terms of, not only screen characteristics, but
also supported input and output modalities. Although we have often used current
examples, such as the iPhone and iPad, to make the presentation more concrete,
we expect that the rapid evolution of devices holds on and that many new types of
devices appear even in the near future. Also the idea of having one personal device
for everything does not reflect reality, as we instead tend to have many different
kinds of devices for different and often very specific purposes. Therefore, even
though many attempts have been made in the past with the “one-size-fits-all”
ideas of PDAs and smartphones, we do not expect this to change. Instead, user
interface designers will soon have to face an even greater diversification of devices
than it is already the case. We would therefore argue that the new approach
and the enabling techniques presented in this thesis are not only timely, but also
fundamental to keeping pace with the development in this direction.
Proliferation of Web Technologies. In the last few years, the web has seen several
important technological changes that have enabled new trends in software development in general and web development in particular. First, web technologies have
gained in popularity when it comes to general application development. While
XML has already played a role for quite some time now, many recent toolkits and
platforms such as Eclipse’s Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT)1 and JavaFX2 have
started to increasingly make use of HTML and CSS to support the structuring
and styling of user interfaces that are not intended for the web. Moreover,
solutions such as JavaFX nowadays facilitate application development for many
different platforms including desktop, mobile and the web. Finally, also modern
operating systems such as Windows 8 have started to adopt web technologies and
1
2

http://www.eclipse.org/swt
http://javafx.com
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increasingly build on HTML5 where previously native APIs were provided. We
could therefore see how some of the technologies, which were originally developed
for the web and have traditionally been considered web-specific, have now made
their way into other environments such as desktop and mobile. Hence, our focus
on web technologies is not only an advantage from a web developer point of view,
but also more generally given that the technologies are becoming increasingly
widespread also in traditional GUI and software development.
Similar developments can also be observed in the web context itself. While
technologies such as Flash and Silverlight have enjoyed high popularity in previous
years, we can now clearly witness the trend back to native web technologies. This
is partly due to better browser support in terms of improved performance of
client-side JavaScript as well as hardware acceleration. However, in particular,
the new features of HTML5 and CSS3 have fostered this development. In previous
chapters, we have already brought up the ongoing debate regarding “native
vs. web” application development. This especially refers to the current trend
of developing native “apps” for the different mobile phone platforms instead
of a single web application able to accommodate the different platforms in a
uniform way. As mentioned previously, examples like The New York Times, which
currently offers and maintains six different versions of their newsreader, show that
a native approach is not the most cost-effective solution and indeed scales poorly.
This thesis has made a strong case for web-based approaches with examples such
as jQMultiTouch that provide a uniform method for the development of multitouch interfaces that can run on many different devices and do not require special
software development kits. While we acknowledge that native applications still
tend to better integrate with the device infrastructure, we would expect that a
web-based approach would come into favour as soon as web browsers provide
better access to device-internal features and once framework support is mature
enough. The development in this direction is fostered by new device APIs as part
of the HTML5 standard and recent frameworks such as PhoneGap3 and jQuery
Mobile4 , which promote a web-based approach based on HTML5 and CSS3.
Crowdsourcing in Web Engineering. Another observation is related to the fact
that the focus of many solutions promoted in research is either on end-users
or developers. This is typically the case in the HCI and engineering disciplines
which often favour one view over the other due to different focus areas. To give an
example, some researchers have highlighted that technical solutions such as modelbased user interfaces [161], which may well support developers in the systematic
development of adaptive interfaces, should also be designed with a view towards
end-user development. However, as already stated, efforts in this direction have
so far remained minimal. On the other hand, mashup development is a current
topic in the web engineering discipline that puts a special emphasis on end-user
support. However, the limitation there is that the “user-friendly” tool support
is often not sufficient to create complex web applications. With the examples
of CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch, our work has shown that crowdsourcing is an
3
4

http://phonegap.com
http://jquerymobile.com
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enabling tool that can support both developers and end-users. Non-technical
users could benefit from crowdsourcing by building on solutions contributed by
more experienced users, while expert developers could make use of crowdsourcing
for different design ideas and alternative solutions.
To explore these ideas further, we have recently started a new thread of
research we call “crowdsourced web engineering”. The main goal of this work
is to investigate the role crowdsourcing could play for the web engineering
discipline and to consider problems, where previous approaches did not scale
and automatic solutions were insufficient. Clearly, as presented in detail in this
thesis, the development of context-aware and adaptive web applications is one
such problem where crowdsourcing has the potential to provide new solutions.
Our first results as a continuation of this research include CrowdDesign [147]
which provides a visual environment for designing and composing data-driven
web applications based on user interface components contributed directly by
the developer community or in response to an open call on crowdsourcing
platforms such as Mechanical Turk. CrowdDesign provides visual tools similar
to CrowdAdapt and has commonalities with existing mashup editors, but makes
explicit use of crowdsourcing to support both developers and non-technical endusers in the development of new web sites even if they are designed from
scratch. One of the hard problems addressed with CrowdDesign is the reuse
of components from existing web sites, where previous solutions often fail due
to the diverse use of HTML, CSS and JavaScript. Another contribution in this
direction is CrowdStudy [148] which provides a general and extensible framework
for crowdsourced web site evaluation. Also CrowdStudy evolved out of our work
on CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch, where it was initially developed to conduct
the user evaluations presented in this thesis. However, we have then built
several mechanisms into CrowdStudy that allow it to be configured with different
metrics as well as different tasks to support a wider range of evaluation scenarios.
This provides a viable and cost-effective alternative to both automatic web site
evaluation tools and traditional usability evaluation methods.
In terms of open issues for adaptive user interface research, we can immediately
think of three important questions that we have only dealt with briefly in our work and
that we therefore consider worth following up in the future.
First, the majority of context-aware development approaches have been designed
from an engineering perspective with a view towards developing methods and tools
that could potentially support application designers, but whose design has usually not
been informed by actual studies of developers and how they work. Rather, the focus
of user evaluations is typically on the end-users and how they perceive the tentative
solutions. Also our work is no exception in this regard. We therefore believe that it
is crucial to carry out more detailed studies on state-of-the-art development practices
to identify the best possible ways of supporting developers in carrying out their tasks.
To make a step in this direction with our own work, we would like to expand on the
studies of the tools developed in this thesis, e.g. for CrowdAdapt and CrowdTouch,
to see how experienced web developers would make use of the different techniques.
This would certainly enable us to improve upon the integration of the techniques in
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established development processes and could in turn better inform the design of the
proposed solutions.
Another important problem specifically for adaptive web interface solutions is
generalisability across different kinds of web sites. A particular goal of our work on
lightweight informed adaptation was to develop techniques that integrate well with
existing web interface implementations. It should be the goal of future work to
investigate robust mechanisms and new strategies that would reliably allow for the
reuse of adaptations, not only between different web pages of the same site as it is
already possible with our solution, but also between sites of similar genres. This is
a hard problem in itself that was out of scope of the thesis and comes back to more
fundamental issues concerning the lack of standards in building web user interfaces.
The new developments around HTML5 with semantic markup elements hold promise
in that they could allow for determining similar content structures with relatively high
accuracy, while making it possible to rely on potentially simpler methods than the ones
promoted in previous approaches. However, a remaining problem is the fact that the
new markup elements have not really picked up yet and are far from widespread use in
existing web sites, which may be due to the poor backwards compatibility.
Finally, previous approaches have typically aimed for fully general context-aware
adaptation solutions in line with the common understanding that “the more context
factors are supported, the better”. In contrast, this thesis has started to investigate
more lightweight techniques and attempted to make a case for relaxing the goals of
adaptation by focusing on specific context aspects. It could therefore be interesting to
analyse the different approaches in terms of the design effort and technical overhead
required to achieve similar results and to provide a detailed comparison of the different
techniques. The same question should also be investigated from the user’s point of view
by exploring whether fully automatic, mixed-initiative or manual adaptation approaches
and, in particular, which adaptivity features provide more benefits to end-users. This
could follow the examples of Findlater and McGrenere [60] and Gajos et al. [72] who
compared different adaptive interface designs against a non-adaptive baseline to identify
the most promising features. Likewise, it could be interesting to assess different degrees
of customisation and personalisation support at different levels of granularity. Such an
investigation would help to obtain a better understanding of context-aware adaptation
and where one could make the cut for the best possible trade-off in terms of development
effort and verifiable advantages for users.
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